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JURISPRUDENCE OF OVERCRIMINALIZATION IN INDIA 
 

AUTHOR: ARHAM KOTHARI 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Overcriminalization unknowingly is a threat to the Constitution of India. Personal liberty and 

freedom of choice are constitutionally protected rights. “The right is not only about having the 

freedom to do as one chooses so long as it does not wrong others but also about not being subjected 

to harmful consequences that flow from unfair criminalization (penal fines, conviction, 

stigmatization, etc.).”1 

Criminals must be punished, but such punishments must be in proportion to the crime committed. 

Punishing more or less than what a criminal deserves, weakens the force of criminal law2. It is 

difficult to make such claims without any normative baseline, i.e. what constitutes the “right” 

number of criminal laws. However, the history and the crime rates3 provide a reasonable level of 

standard, which has shown that overcriminalization has resulted in situations of federalization of 

crime. 

In this article we will primarily focus on the concept of overcriminalization and its ill-effects in 

the criminal jurisprudence in India. Further, the article will discuss the development of the concept 

of constitutional morality and its relevance while determining the punishment for a crime. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1 D. J. Baker, The Right Not to be Criminalised: Demarcating Criminal Law’s Authority 2 (Ashgate Publishing 

Limited, 2011). 
2 P.H. Robinson and J.M. Darley, ‘The Utility of Desert’, Northwestern University Law Review 91 (1997): 453–499 
3 India And Its Regressive Step In Crime And Punishment, 26th January 2016 

At https://www.mondaq.com/india/crime/882448/india-and-its-regressive-step-in-crime-and-punishment 

http://www.mondaq.com/india/crime/882448/india-and-its-regressive-step-in-crime-and-punishment
http://www.mondaq.com/india/crime/882448/india-and-its-regressive-step-in-crime-and-punishment
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BACKGROUND 

 
The real problem with criminalization is majorly quantitative, not qualitative4. From all the legal 

experts, there is a wide consensus that overcriminalization is a profound problem common in our 

legal regime.5 

A recent analysis of overcriminalization describes it as “the most pressing problems with the 

criminal law today.”6 Overcriminalization covers laws that seek to penalise conduct falling within 

individual morality or criminalising trivial conduct which can be tackled by civil law, “or perhaps 

left to the good sense of the individual”.7 It leads to excessive discretion at the hands of the 

enforcement agencies, disparity among similarly placed persons as it tends to punish a few 

defendants for what may be widespread conduct, the potential for abuse by such agents or officials, 

potential to undermine procedural safeguards of the criminal justice process and squandering of 

scarce public resources. 

 

 

CURRENT SCENARIO 

 
The Central Executive and the Parliament are still inclined towards creating new criminal penalties 

for acts that need not be criminal, but civil punishment shall be sufficient for such crimes. The 

most recent example of this case is the Triple Talaq Bill8. It is clear that the issue was an electoral 

 

 
 

4 Douglas Husak, Overcriminalization: The Limits Of The Criminal Law (2007). 
5 As one leading scholar has explained, overcriminalization “has long been the starting point for virtually all problems 

in this field, which consistently argues that existing criminal liability rules are too broad and ought to be narrowed” 

William J. Stuntz, The Pathological Politics of Criminal Law, 100 MICH. L. REV. 505, 507 (2001). 
6 Douglas Husak, Overcriminalization: The Limits of The Criminal Law (2007). 
7 Sara Sun Beale, The Many Faces of Overcriminalization: From Morals and Mattress Tags to Over Federalization, 

54 American University Law Review 747 (2005). 
8 Section 4 of The Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Marriage) Act, 2019 states that “Any Muslim husband 

who pronounces talaq referred to in section 3 upon his wife shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which 

may extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine. 
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strategy. However, the parliament must understand that such “Penal Populism”9 will result in the 

victimization of the accused of crimes that could have otherwise been settled by a civil punishment. 

The legislators must understand the fact that criminal law is not only about punishment, rather it 

labels a person for the rest of his life. Anything that fits the criteria of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 

is considered as a crime in India. A crime is different from civil cases with respect to the remedy 

provided by the existing statutes and precedents in the common law.10 The remedy as per criminal 

law is punishing the offence whereas, in civil law, it deals with providing compensation to the 

party at a detriment. Therefore proper parameters are warranted in deciding, whether the 

punishment for an offence should be a civil or a criminal one. 

Criminal law is guided by the principle of Mens Rea, Actus Rea, and Causation. An offence that 

fulfils these three principles, makes the person committing the offence liable under the provisions 

of the Indian Penal Code of 1860. However, there lies a huge problem with respect to certain 

sections within the statute itself. 

 

 
FURTHER INSIGHTS 

 
As a guiding principle in criminal law, the presence of these principles is considered essential. 

Nevertheless, section 120B11 circumvents Actus Rea. Under section 120B, a person is punished 

for the planning of the criminal offence, and not actually executing the act. It can however be 

argued that one takes steps to commit the crime and hence the punishment under the said provision 

is justified. The issue is that the actual act not being committed, draws punishment equivalent to a 

situation wherein the accused had abetted such offence. 

If the objective is to reduce crimes in society, shouldn’t the punishment for criminal conspiracy, 

at the very least be less than actually committing the offence. The test of proportionality must be 

the driving force in such situations. Wherein, one of the principles as stated above, is missing, the 

punishment must be less than the actual offence. If certain provisions do not attract the required 

 

9 Penal populism is a process whereby the major political parties compete with each other to be “tough on crime” - 

John Pratt, Marie Clark (2005). Penal Populism in New Zealand - Punishment and Society. 7 (3): 303-322. 
10 Paul H. Robinson, The Criminal-Civil Distinction and Dangerous Blameless Offenders, 83 J. Crim. L. & 

Criminology 693 (1992-1993) 
11 Indian Penal Code, 1860, S. 120B 
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punishment, it does not give the legislators the right to compensate it by punishing more through 

other provisions. The test of proportionality means punishing on how grave the offence is. The 

punishment shouldn’t be less or more than the gravity of the offence. 

 

 
INDIA’S SCENARIO 

 
In a country like India where the level of poverty is so high, the ‘cost of overcriminalization’12 

shall also be taken into account. Due to large prosecutions, the number of prisoners is increasing 

which has added to the cost of the government. The cost of maintaining and building new prisons 

is added to it. The public resources could be well diverted in direction of public welfare like 

education, which by themselves shall reduce crimes to a great extent, thereby achieving the 

objective of reducing the crime rate. However this does not mean that a person deserving 

punishment shall not be sentenced, rather it focuses on the point that only those deserving 

punishment shall be made liable for criminal offences. 

Criminalisation should be fair and justified as it subjects people to the detriment and harmful 

consequences.13 The ruling by Delhi High Court in Naz Foundation Vs Government of NCT of 

Delhi14has provided a legal right not to unfairly criminalise a person, by introducing the concept 

of constitutional morality15. It explains constitutionalism by restricting the framework of the state’s 

criminalisation policy. The “harm” has to be in guidance with constitutional morality rather than 

public morality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12 Erik Luna, “The Overcriminalization Phenomenon” 54 AM U. L. Rev. 703 (2005). 
13 Nigel Walker, Punishment, Danger and Stigma (Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1980). 
14 160 Delhi Law Times 277 
15 Constitutional Morality refers to the respect, reverence and internationalization of the form - where by “Form”, Dr. 

B.R. Ambedkar referred to unitary and federal forms of the constitution. 
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The court declared that section 37716 of IPC, violates articles 1417, 1518 , and 2119 of the 

Constitution of India. It was held that constitutional morality should dictate public morality. This 

infuses a new dimension on discerning the policy of criminalisation by the state. The Supreme 

Court of India, in Navtej Singh Johar & Ors. V Union of India Secretary Ministry of Law and 

Justice20 upheld the Delhi High Court judgement, and decriminalized homosexuality under section 

377 of the Indian Penal Code. 

Decriminalizing section 377 was a huge win for the Indian Constitution, as the Supreme Court 

addressed the problem of overcriminalization and laid down the test of constitutional morality as 

a guiding principle for solving the problem. However, emphasis must be laid on the fact that 

section 377 of the Indian Penal Code, had a lifetime of 158 years. It took so long to decriminalise 

adultery in India. Justice is not about protecting the majority, but about safeguarding every 

individual. 

For 158 years, people were punished for a crime that is now constitutional because of the pressing 

issue of overcriminalization. It brings out the question, as to what extent was this justified? 

 

 

 

FURTHER FINDINGS 
 

The factors which determine that a criminal sanction shall be used as punishment over a civil 

sanction remains a confusion when legal rules are breached.21 The Companies (Amendment) Act, 

201922 states that “If a company contravenes the provision of sub-section (5) or sub-section (6), 

the company shall be punishable with a fine which shall not be less than fifty thousand rupees but 

 
 

16 Section 377 of The Indian Penal Code reads “Whoever voluntarily has carnal intercourse against the order of nature 

with any man, woman, or animal, shall be punished with imprisonment for life, or with imprisonment of either 

description for term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine.” 
17 Right to Equality. 
18 Article 15(1) of the Indian Constitution prohibits discrimination on the grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place 

of birth. The court innovatively ruled that prohibition on the basis of ‘sexual orientation’ offends article 15 as the 

expression ‘sex’ includes ‘sexual orientation’. 
19 Article 21 guarantees that no person shall be deprived of life and personal liberty except in accordance to procedures 

established by law. 
20 Writ petition No. 76 of 2016. 
21 Keith Hawkins: Law as Last Resort: Prosecution Decision-Making in a Regulatory Agency (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2002). 
22 Companies Act 2013, S. 135(7) 
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which may extend to twenty-five lakh rupees and every officer of such company who is in default 

shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years or with fine 

which shall not be less than fifty thousand rupees, but which may extend to five lakh rupees, or 

with both.” It raises the question before the court, that whether criminalisation of conduct, which 

was earlier a civil offence, justified? What is the deciding factor for punishing an offence under 

civil law or criminal law? 

Criminalisation is the “ultima ratio” of legislative policy, i.e. employed only as a last resort. It is 

an “uttermost means in uttermost cases.” However, over the years, it has become the government’s 

first line of attack, as seen in the Bombay Prevention of Begging Act, 1959.23 

The Delhi High Court justified the ruling of declaring that begging is not a criminal offence, by 

saying that the government has the mandate to ensure that all citizens have basic facilities, and the 

presence of beggars is evidence that the state has not managed to provide these at all to its citizens. 

The bench held that artificial means to make beggars invincible will not suffice. The court held 

that such a move to criminalise begging will make them invisible without addressing the root cause 

of the problem, that is poverty. 

Although the Delhi High Court held the legislation unconstitutional, however, the question that 

should be considered before this court is the overarching powers of the legislation to enforce their 

decisions by criminalising trivial matters. 

 

 

OTHER CASE REFERENCES AND ANALYSIS 
 

The decision in Subramaniam Swamy v. Union of India24 is also reflective of the trend of ‘over- 

constitutionalising’. The Court has contributed to the expansion of Article 2125 to include 

reputation, an extension that does not have explicit constitutional backing. It must be noted that 

Article 21 is no longer being used as a shield to protect individual rights against the State. Rather, 

it is being used as a medium to bring down the fundamental right to freedom of speech and 

 

23 The Act prescribed that any person, if found begging, on conviction for the first time, would be detained for not 

more than three years, and on conviction for the second time, for a period of ten years. 
24 (2016) 7 SCC 221 
25 Article 21 guarantees that no person shall be deprived of life and personal liberty except in accordance to procedures 

established by law. 
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expression26. This has thereby created a problem, whereby the scope of one provision has the 

power to subsume other rights. Many countries are recognising the potential of criminal 

defamation as a tool in the hands of powerful politicians and corporations to limit free speech, and 

proceeding to either decriminalise it or dilute it substantially. The United Kingdom government 

has abolished criminal defamation, the offence has been diluted in the United States, South Africa, 

and Canada and the Constitutional Court of Zimbabwe has declared it unconstitutional. 

 

 
WHAT ABOUT CHILDREN? 

 
The Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act 2015, as the name suggests, is quite the 

opposite in application. Section 15 of the Juvenile Justice Act 2015, states that a child above the 

age of 16 can be tried as an adult for committing a heinous offence under certain circumstances. 

The objective intent of the Act is to ensure proper care and protection of juveniles, however, this 

section is against such fundamental principles of the Act itself. The respective section falls within 

the purview of the Wednesbury Principle27. The section forces us to question how can a person of 

the age of 16, be judged on the reasonable standards of an adult? The test of reasonability is with 

respect to the age and maturity of the group belonging to the same age and mental capacity. 

 

 

 

OTHER EXAMPLES 
 

Another important aspect of over-criminalisation that is sometimes overlooked is the dual 

punishment of a similar offence under the various provisions of law. For example, Chemical 

Weapons Convention Act, 2000 and Weapons of Mass Destruction and their Delivery Systems 

(Prohibition of Unlawful Activities) Act, 2005. The 2005 Act incorporates provisions also dealing 

with chemical weapons, and resultantly there are two separate mandatory minimum sentences for 

manufacturing of chemical weapons as per the two legislation. Although, the latter Act carries a 

 
 

26 Article 19 of the Indian Constitution. 
27 As laid down in the case of Associated Provincial Picture Houses Ltd. v Wednesbury Corp, The term Wednesbury 

Principle states that a reasoning is irrational if it is so unreasonable that no reasonable person acting reasonably could 

have made it. 
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non-obstante clause that supersedes its provision in case of a conflict with any other law, but the 

gravamen is that we have two provisions for the same offence. Further, there exist at least two 

central laws dealing with the same subject in the following fields - medical termination of 

pregnancy, narcotic and psychotropic substances, employment of manual scavengers, and 

explosive substances. This duplicity of statutory legislations has been a long drawn legal problem, 

not only showing the over-criminalising mindset of the legislators but also the confusion it creates 

within the legal system. 

 

 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

India's criminal codes are now so voluminous that they bewilder not only the average citizen but 

also the average lawyer. Our courthouses are so clogged that there is no longer adequate time for 

trials. Most of our prisons are now operating well beyond their design capacity. All of this begs 

the question, do we need and can we afford more criminal provisions? 

 

“Overcriminalisation is manifested in unnecessary criminal statutes.”28 Moreover, it should be 

noted that decrying over-criminalisation does not mean being soft on crime, rather it requires 

making a distinction between conduct that “actually” threatens the public and whether the conduct 

can be covered by civil law. Those who don’t make those distinctions are far from being tough on 

crime and actually weaken the force of the criminal law. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28 Paul J. Larkin, “Public Choice Theory and Overcriminalization.” Harvard Journal of Law and Public Policy 36, 

no.715 (2013): 736.
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COMPROMISE DECREE: 

A CONCEPT NOTE 

AUTHOR: TUSHAR SINGH 
 

 

I. Introduction 

One of the most important legal concepts in the legal world is, without a doubt, the rule of Res 

Judicata. The Latin term, Res Judicata, a Latin term, simply means “a matter already settled”, 

which is one of the most important guiding legal doctrines in India, or any other country, has. It 

prevents parties to a judgement dispute from continuously filing suits for the same matter against 

the same person if said matter has already been resolved previously by the judgement of the 

Court.29. This doctrine is enshrined in The Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 under Section 11. There 

are five fundamental rules when it comes to determining the application, if any, of Res Judicata, 

namely: 

1. The substantial matter in dispute between the parties in the previous case is directly similar to 

the substantial matter in dispute in the former case. 

2. The Court which gave the judgement of the former case must have had jurisdiction to try the 

case. 

3. The parties to both the present and former case must be the same. 

4. The subsequent case must be under the same title. 

5. The matter in the former case must have been fully heard by the Court, and the judgement has 

been delivered. 

Res Judicata is an indispensable legal principle because not only does it prevent one party from 

harassing the other repeatedly by tying them up in legal fights, but also greatly eases the burden of 

the Courts; by not having them focus on useless disputes but rather on newer and more pressing 

 

 
29 C.K Takwani, Civil Procedure with Limitation Act, 1963 8th edition (first published in 1983, EBC Publishing 2018) 
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issues rather than useless disputes. Res Judicata also prevents subsequent judgements from 

contradicting each other. 

 

 
II. An overview of the relevant legal provisions 

 
A compromise decree, covered under Rule 3 of Order XXIII of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 

is a decree wherein the parties to a suit have come to a lawful compromise, or agreement in regards 

to the adjustment of the suit, in whole or partially, to the satisfaction of the Court. Under this rule, 

the Court will record a compromise between parties, and accordingly passes a decree reflecting 

this compromise between the parties – only, if the Court is satisfied with the compromise. The 

question that naturally arises from this is whether Res Judicata will hold any applicability when it 

comes to a compromise decree, and this is a question that has been raised in the Indian courtrooms 

numerous times. 

In Subba Rao v. Jagannadha (1964),30, the Supreme Court of India had had to answer this very 

question. The bench held that the decision was not made by the Court, but by the parties 

themselves. In cases of compromise decree, the Court merely accepts the agreement between the 

parties, and as such, would not come under Res Judicata. The Court further elaborated on this in 

Baldevdas Shivlal and Anr. v. Filimistan Distributors (India) P.Ltd. (1970)31. In this case the Court 

held that all a compromise decree is a contract between the parties, but affixed with the seal of the 

Court. Due to the wording of Section 2(2) of the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 a suit can only 

come under Res Judicata if the decision has been made by the Court., and as such, there is no 

doubt that a compromise decree is not a true decree, in the sense of Section 2(2), and would not 

even come under the ambit of Res Judicata. 

 

 
III. Exploring whether such a decree is appealable 

 
So, the next question that comes up is that if a compromise decree is not covered by the principles 

of Res Judicata, then can a compromise decree be appealed? 

 

30 Pulavarthi Venkata Subba Rao & Ors v.s Valluri Jagannadha Rao & Ors (1964) 2 SCR 310. [1964] SCR (2) 310 
31 Baldevdas Shivlal and Anr. v. Filmistan Distributors (India) P.Ltd (1970) 1 SCR 435.[1970] SCR (1) 435 
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In Pushpa Devi Bhagat (D) Th. LR. Smt. Sadhna Rai v. Rajinder Singh and Ors (2006),32 the 

Supreme Court tackled the issue that theof the appeals done in the appellate court and the High 

Court that were invalid – since the appeal was invalid since there was a compromise decree 

between the two parties. The two-judge bench looked at Rules 3 and 3A of Order XXIII as well as 

Section 96(3) of the Code of Civil Procedure,1908 to come to the conclusion that: 

1. Taking into consideration the bar on appeals stated in Section 96(3), an appeal against a 

compromise decree is invalid. 

2. Under Rule 3A of Order XXIII, an independent suit cannot be filed for the setting aside of a 

compromise decree on the grounds that the compromise was unlawful. 

3. A compromise decree will be considered a valid estoppel, and can only be repealed by the 

Court that passed the compromise decree. 

 

 
The judges further go on to elaborate that if a party wants to avoid following the compromise 

decree, they only have one remedy and that is to approach the Court that passed the compromise 

decree; and prove that there was no compromise between the parties. In such a situation, the Court 

in question will have the responsibility of deciding whether the compromise between the parties 

was valid or not since considering a compromise decree is but a contract between two parties with 

the authorization of the Court. Whether the compromise itself was valid would determine whether 

the validity of the compromise decree. will be considered valid or not. 

 

 
IV. Conclusion 

 
One must keep in mind that the law of a land is constantly changing over time. As such, the 

principle of compromise decree is no exception. Just this month, on the 1st of August 2020, the 

Supreme Court of India, in the case of Aliyathammuda Beethathebiyyappura Pookoya and Ors. 

vs. Pattakal Cheriyakoya and Ors. (2019)33, reaffirmed the validity of Rule 3B of Order XXIII of 

the Code of Civil Procedure,1908. by stating that a compromise decree in a representative suit can 

 

32 Pushpa Devi Bhagat (D) Th. LR. Smt. Sadhna Rai v. Rajinder Singh and Ors ([2006)] 5 SCC 566. 
33 Aliyathammuda Beethathebiyyappura Pookoya and Ors. vs. Pattakal Cheriyakoya and Ors [2019] 

MANU/SC/1019/2019 
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only be held as valid if it is obtained with leave of court, and a notice is provided to the interested 

parties. If a party fails to do these, the compromise decree will be held as void. The judge held that 

such a violation of Rule 3B is not just a problem of procedure, but goes to the heart of the issue 

since as it denies the affected parties a right to question the binding compromise that they will have 

to abide by, and such a thing cannot be allowed to happen. 

To better understand the workings of a compromise decree, consider this example. A is an artist 

who draws paintings for clients on commission. B asks A to make him 5 paintings for his new 

home. A delivers the paintings, but B fails to make the payment in time. A files a suit against B 

for compensation. However, before the Court can give a judgement regarding the suit, both A and 

B, come to an agreement where B compensates A for 3 paintings instead of all 5. A and B will 

have to approach the court and inform the judge. , and if the judge is satisfied with the compromise, 

the Court will grant a compromise decree. As we have seen, this decree would not fall under the 

ambit of Res Judicata. However, if either A or B want to appeal this compromise decree, they 

cannot go to a higher court, and will have to go to the Court that granted them the compromise 

decree and to challenge the validity of the compromise itself. 

Taking into consideration the aforementioned cases and sections pertaining to compromise decree, 

it is evident that a compromise decree is an extremely useful and indispensable part of the civil 

procedure. The process of appealing the validity of a compromise decree is without a doubt 

anything but simple. However, the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 ensures that no person is left 

without remedy. 
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DISQUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS WITH SPECIAL LIGHT 

ON THE GROUND OF OFFENCES RELATED TO MORAL 

TURPITUDE 

AUTHOR: SHUBHAM CHOUDHARY 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The legal identity conferred to the companies under the statutes of the company’s law is to enable 

them to do business while at the same time defending owners (shareholders) from having any 

personal liability. However, these separate legal entities do not function independently; they 

require the human element to perform and carry out the business's day-to-day transactions. 

Human involvement is at various levels from workers to top management officials of the company. 

The Board of Directors is the highest decision-making authority in the company in pursuit of the 

best interest of shareholders and the company's objectives.34 While certain decisions require the 

prior approval of the shareholders through resolution in annual general meetings or any pretext 

thereof, a considerable amount of decisions can be taken independently by the Board of Directors. 

The different positions of directors can be understood through the special powers granted to the 

Board of Directors other than shareholders. Some of the powers include to call shares, buyback of 

shares, and to decide the business structure and market of the company et al.35 In this respect, it 

would be correct to say that role of the directors of the company is with higher responsibility and 

substantial authority in the affairs of the company36 and thus, the appointment and powers of the 

 
34 ‘Reshaping the Duties of Directors by Robert Flannigan :: SSRN’ 

<https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=859628> accessed 1 February 2021. 

 
35 Section 179, Companies Act, 2013 

 
36 ‘Peoples Department Stores Inc. (Trustee of) v. Wise - SCC Cases’ <https://scc-csc.lexum.com/scc-csc/scc- 

csc/en/item/2184/index.do> accessed 2 February 2021. 
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directors are regulated under Companies Act, 2013. Section 164 of the Companies Act37 talks 

about the grounds for the disqualification of directors from appointment.38 One of the grounds for 

the disqualification from appointment involves offenses related to ‘moral turpitude.’39 

As described in Black’s Law Dictionary, the literal meaning of moral turpitude is “an act or 

behavior that gravely violates the sentiment or accepted standard of the community.”40 However, 

the Company’s Act fails to define the term in a legal context. Unfortunately, the legislation has 

left a vital term undefined, which gives the court unrestrained interpretative authority. The 

uncertainty and ambiguity in a statute deviate from generally prescribed standards for effective 

law.41 

Since the Act fails to describe the meaning of moral turpitude, the present paper will delve into 

the various interpretations of the term as defined by multiple authorities. 

 

 

OUTLINE 

The introductory part will be followed with the second part of the paper which will textually 

analyze the meaning of the clause as applied. It will be followed by III section of the paper which 

will analyze the purpose of the clause. Section IV of the paper will analyze the interpretation given 

by the various courts. Section V of the paper will demonstrate the changes in the current companies 

act vis-a-vis companies Act, 1956. Section VI of the paper, the author will seek to analyze the 

clause with respect to the similar provision of different countries. Consequently, the last section of 

the paper summarizes the paper by determining whether the present provisions fulfils the intent of 

the legislature. 

 

 

 

 

37 Section 164, Companies Act, 2013, talks about Disqualification for appointment of Directors. 
38 Section 164, Companies Act, 2013, talks about Disqualification for appointment of Directors. 
39 ibid. 

 
40 ‘Black’s Law Dictionary | Thomson Reuters’ <https://legal.thomsonreuters.com/en/products/law-books/blacks- 
law-dictionary> accessed 2 February 2021. 

 
41 ‘European Comm., The Sunday Times v United Kingdom’ 

<http://www.hrcr.org/safrica/limitations/sunday_times_uk.html> accessed 2 February 2021. 

http://www.hrcr.org/safrica/limitations/sunday_times_uk.html
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SECTION III: SCOPE & HYPOTHESIS 
 

The author will restrict its research scope limited to Section 164 of Companies Act, 2013, where 

one of the reasons for disqualifying a director is related to "offences of moral turpitude". The 

current paper is an attempt to understand the significance of the particular clause and to examine 

similar legal positions on the current matter in various jurisdictions. 

The hypothesis adopted for writing the paper is that the term' moral turpitude' is unclear, 

ambiguous and leaves vast amounts of discretion and judicial subjectivity. 

 

 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The paper is an attempt to understand and analyze the following questions: 

 
1. What was the goal of the legislature to include the clause related to 'moral turpitude' in the 

Companies Act? Is the goal fulfilled? 

2. How did the Indian courts have interpreted 'moral Turpitude'? 

3. Is there any change from the original clause of Companies Act, 1956? 

4. What are the other relevant jurisdictions with similar clauses? 

 

 

 
MEANING OF THE LITERAL TEXT IN THE PROVISION 

Section 164(1)(d) of the Companies Act, talks about the disqualification of a person from the 

appointment in the position of director in a company who has been found convicted by a court of 

offence involving moral turpitude or otherwise.42 The provision specifies the minimum sentence 

term for six months and says the condition is only applicable to cases in which five years have not 

expired from the sentence. In addition, it is also provided that the individual is not eligible for the 

position of director if the sentence is of 7 or more years.43 Moreover, in the Section 164(3) provides 

 

 

 
42 Section 164(1)(d), Companies Act, 2013 

 
43 ibid. 
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that the above-mentioned provision will not come into effect 30 days have lapsed after the said 

judgement and if the appeal is made in such 30 days than 7 days from order of such appeal.44 

While reading the bare text of the provision, it provides perfect sense considering the technicalities 

of the application of the section. Conversely, there is no clarity on the substantial meaning of the 

text. Another interesting question emerges as to whether convictions pronounced by courts outside 

India will be applicable to present clauses or not. By looking at the various rules of interpretation, 

it has been suggested by some prominent scholars that legislature's purpose must be interpreted 

out of the basic sense of the language used, and other forms of understanding are only applied in 

cases of incongruities.45 In such a case, it must be concluded that the legislature has left the 

provision opened purposefully by not subjecting it to word "courts".46 Thus, under one belief 

foreign courts are covered under the section. In contrast, section 2 provides for the meaning of the 

term for the purpose of interpretation and "courts" doesn't include courts outside India.47 In this 

way, interpreting the law, it appears that conviction by any court outside India will not be a hurdle 

while assuming the directorship of a company under this Act. 

 
 

REQUIREMENT OF SUCH PROVISION: NEED OF THE HOUR 

The particular section is an attempt to analyze the purpose of the such legislation which imposes 

a bar on the directors in cases regarding 'moral turpitude'. As analyzed in further sections, 

enforcing such provisions is now a global practice, and therefore it becomes important for the 

policy purpose to study reasons behind such restrictions. The current paper only discusses the 

policy aims around the offence of ‘moral turpitude’ focusing only on the broad aspects. 

 

 

 

 

 

44 ibid. 
45 Judicial Law Making: Intent of Legislature v. Literal Interpretation, ‘Kentucky Law Journal | Vol 39 | Iss 1’ 

<https://uknowledge.uky.edu/klj/vol39/iss1/> accessed 4 February 2021. 

 
46 ‘Guide to the Companies Act’, A. Ramaiya <https://lexisnexis.in/Ramaiya-Guide-to-the-Companies-Act> accessed 

4 February 2021. 

 
47 Section 2(29), Companies Act, 2013. 
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The primary justification for imposing such provision is to protect the general interest of 

shareholders and public against the risk of corporate misconduct by directors.48 The bigger 

implication of the same is that the past misbehavior of the director is going to prejudice the interest 

of the company in the eyes of shareholders, lenders, customers and third parties.49 Offence of 

‘moral turpitude’ is considered abominable and shameful and their occurrence shakes the 

conscience of the society, the law must defend common people from such perpetrators.50 

Therefore, it has been viewed that such restriction are not used for the sake of prosecuting anyone 

but rather to provide a shield to the common people from such perpetrators, thus, it is essential in 

public interest.51 As highlighted by Singapore Supreme Court Judge Rajah J.A. while discussing 

the provision related to offences of moral turpitude said that raison d'etre for the provision is public 

interest especially lenders and prospecting creditors.52 

However, it is not correct to assume that the protective stance of legislatures is an absolute stance. 

In recent development of thoughts, various scholars have focused that the provision also contains 

a penal action which is to successfully restrain the individual from holding such a position.53 In 

many instances, the UK Supreme court has observed that although directors are not an obvious 

threat to the public, there is provision for imprisonment which is to put a deterrent to such nature 

of crimes.54 Although, such remarks were considered as "backward – looking approach".55 

 
 

48 ‘Guide to the Companies Act’ (‘Guide to the Companies Act’, A. Ramaiya <https://lexisnexis.in/Ramaiya-Guide- 

to-the-Companies-Act> accessed 4 February 2021.12). 

 
49 Pearlie MC KOH, ‘Punishment and Protection - The Disqualification of Directors in Singapore’ [2013] Singapore 

Journal of Legal Studies 447 <https://ink.library.smu.edu.sg/sol_research/1916>. 

 
50 ‘Ramesh Narang Vs. Rama Narang on 08 June, 1995 - Legitquest’ (https://www.legitquest.com) 

<https://www.legitquest.com/case/ramesh-narang-v-rama-narang/A818F> accessed 7 February 2021. 

 
51 Supra 15. 

 
52 ‘In Re Sevenoaks Stationers (Retail) Ltd: CA 1990’ (swarb.co.uk, 11 December 2020) <https://swarb.co.uk/in-re- 

sevenoaks-stationers-retail-ltd-ca-1990/> accessed 7 February 2021. 

 
53 ‘Part I: Company Law - the Singapore Institute of Legal Education’ 

<https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/8312592/part-i-company-law-the-singapore-institute-of-legal- 

education> accessed 7 February 2021. 

 
54 Lee Huay Kok v. Attorney General (2001) SGHC 291. 
55 ‘In Re Grayan Building Services Ltd: CA 1995’ (swarb.co.uk, 22 September 2020) <https://swarb.co.uk/in-re- 

grayan-building-services-ltd-ca-1995/> accessed 7 February 2021. 

http://www.legitquest.com/case/ramesh-narang-v-rama-narang/A818F
http://www.legitquest.com/case/ramesh-narang-v-rama-narang/A818F
http://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/8312592/part-i-company-law-the-singapore-institute-of-legal-
http://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/8312592/part-i-company-law-the-singapore-institute-of-legal-
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Hence, the discussion is far from resolved about the meaning of these clauses. As we look across 

bars, benches and scholars, there is variance in objectives explained and lacks coherence.56 As it 

can be observed that judges who upheld the protectionist theory rigorously, also saw adopting 

doctrine of deterrence and penalties amidst their judgement.57 Consequently, the current criminal 

provision is in adherence to public interest policy. It is the same reason that the disqualification 

continues for a reasonable period of time even after the end of sentence to guilty party, it is to 

protect the public and potential interested party in company from the guilty individual.58 The 

current problem of coherence can be solved with the help of twin approaches to analyze the 

provision. One important reason for having such provision in the first place, is to protect the 

innocent individuals of the public who are prospective shareholders in the company.59 The wider 

explanation is that such provision will not only protect the public but also will deter the individual 

from committing such crimes in the future.60 

 
 

THE COURTROOM PRACTICE 

Since India is a common law country where precedents play an important role in law making it 

becomes important to analyse the court decision regarding the interpretation of ‘moral turpitude’ 

in the section. Although several High Courts have identified the problem with the wordings of the 

section surrounding 'moral turpitude', the common adopted by the courts in broad concepts can be 

summed up as actions that are so grave which severely violate the society's sentiments and are 

 

 

 

56  ‘Gower’s  Principles  of  Modern  Company  Law :  Paul  L.  Davies  (Author), :  9780414056268 :  Blackwell’s’ 

<https://blackwells.co.uk/bookshop/product/Gowers-Principles-of-Modern-Company-Law-by-Paul-L-Davies- 

author-Sarah-Worthington-author-L-C-B-Gower/9780414056268> accessed 7 February 2021. 

 
57 Supra 15. 
58 ‘Ong Chow Hong (Alias Ong Chaw Ping) v Public Prosecutor and Another Appeal on 13 April 2011 - Judgement 

- LawyerServices’ <https://www.lawyerservices.in/Ong-Chow-Hong-Alias-Ong-Chaw-Ping-Versus-Public- 

Prosecutor-and-Another-Appeal-2011-04-13> accessed 7 February 2021. 

 
59 ‘Mangali v Chhakki Lal on 17 April 1962 - Judgement - LawyerServices’ <https://www.lawyerservices.in/Mangali- 

Versus-Chhakki-Lal-1962-04-17> accessed 7 February 2021. 

 
60 ‘Ong Chow Hong (Alias Ong Chaw Ping) v Public Prosecutor and Another Appeal on 13 April 2011 - Judgement 

- LawyerServices’ (n 24). 

http://www.lawyerservices.in/Ong-Chow-Hong-Alias-Ong-Chaw-Ping-Versus-Public-
http://www.lawyerservices.in/Ong-Chow-Hong-Alias-Ong-Chaw-Ping-Versus-Public-
http://www.lawyerservices.in/Mangali-
http://www.lawyerservices.in/Mangali-
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highly deviated from norms of behavior.61 The three prong standard as defined in Managali v. 

Chhakki case are as follows: 

1. The behavior that "shock's moral conscience of the society". 

2. The Act of the perpetrator is abominable and shameful. 

3. The Act is a disgrace in the eyes of right thinking members of the society. 

 
In the present case, while applying the three-prong test, the court held though the transportation of 

bhaang was an offence. However, such offence fails in three – prong test and Act is not considered 

a ‘moral turpitude’.62 Since the consumption of bhaang is a socially acceptable practice and the 

Act of the accused were not against norms of the society, thus were not covered in ‘moral 

turpitude’.63 

It is noteworthy that the Supreme Court further upheld the three-prong test in the case State bank 

of India v. P. Soupramaniane64 where the Supreme Court used the same test to investigate and 

decide the case of 'moral turpitude'.65 Following the same, the court concluded that a simple case 

of assault will not shock the conscience of the society, particularly when there was no intention to 

harm the party.66 It is observed that the attitude of the court is determined on the perception of the 

society.67 In the present scenario, regardless of what were the motive and mentality of the accused 

during the occurrence of the Act, the case is being decided with the help of general norms of 

morality in the society. 

 
 

61 ‘Mangali v Chhakki Lal on 17 April 1962 - Judgement - LawyerServices’ (n 25). 

 
62 ibid. 

 
63 ‘Jorabhai Hirabhai Rabari v District Development Officer Mehsana Dist on 05 April 1995 - Judgement - 

LawyerServices’ <https://www.lawyerservices.in/Jorabhai-Hirabhai-Rabari-Versus-District-Development-Officer- 

Mehsana-Dist-1995-04-05> accessed 8 February 2021. 

 
64 2019 SC 3104 
65 ‘State Bank of India and Others v P. Soupramaniane on 26 April 2019 - Judgement - LawyerServices’ 

<https://www.lawyerservices.in/State-Bank-of-India-andamp-Others-Versus-P-Soupramaniane-2019-04-26> 

accessed 8 February 2021. 

 
66 ibid. 
67 ‘Offence of Causing Simple Hurt Is Not Moral Turpitude to Sack Bank Employee: Supreme Court | India News - 

Times of India’ <https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/offence-of-causing-simple-hurt-is-not-moral-turpitude-to- 

sack-bank-employee-supreme-court/articleshow/69061789.cms> accessed 8 February 2021. 

http://www.lawyerservices.in/Jorabhai-Hirabhai-Rabari-Versus-District-Development-Officer-
http://www.lawyerservices.in/Jorabhai-Hirabhai-Rabari-Versus-District-Development-Officer-
http://www.lawyerservices.in/State-Bank-of-India-andamp-Others-Versus-P-Soupramaniane-2019-04-26
http://www.lawyerservices.in/State-Bank-of-India-andamp-Others-Versus-P-Soupramaniane-2019-04-26
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It is pertinent to clarify whether all kinds of offences are against 'moral turpitude' or not. The 

framework for such debate depends upon the idea that criminal acts are against society as a whole 

vis a vis civil suits which are against specific individuals.68 Conversely, it is also an incorrect 

position that all criminal Act lead to disqualification from directorship and goes against the intent 

of the law makers. It can be safely concluded that not all acts can be termed under 'moral turpitude' 

because if it was the case, the legislature would directly have drawn line barring individuals with 

criminal record. Hence, it would be wrong to treat all criminal acts under 'moral turpitude' for the 

purpose of this section. It would be correct to say that 'moral turpitude' offences need to be severe 

and grave in nature and that shocks the basic moral of the society. To determine the offence of 

'moral turpitude', it should be looked on a case to case basis and with the constant development in 

the society.69 Therefore, the definition of 'moral turpitude' is dynamic and will keep on evolving. 

 

 

LOOKING AT OTHER JURISDICTION IN RELATION WITH OFFENCES OF MORAL 

TURPITUDE 

The following part will aim to analyse the provisions of disqualification related to offences of 

'moral turpitude' in other jurisdictions of the world. It is an attempt to compare the legal standpoints 

across different jurisdictions to understand the best legal practice in the world. 

 

 
United Kingdom: The courts of the UK are authorized to declare a person 'unfit' for the position of 

a director as provided in Company Directors Disqualification Act, 1986.70 The Act gives the court 

a substantial amount of power to declare a person 'unfit' with regard to offences related to 

 

 

 

68 James Edwards and Andrew Simester, ‘What’s Public About Crime?’ (2017) 37 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 

105 <https://doi.org/10.1093/ojls/gqw010> accessed 8 February 2021. 

 
69 ‘Allahabad Bank v Deepak Kumar Bhola on 13 March 1997 - Judgement - LawyerServices’ 

<https://www.lawyerservices.in/Allahabad-Bank-Versus-Deepak-Kumar-Bhola-1997-03-13> accessed 8 February 

2021. 

 
70 ‘Company Directors Disqualification Act 1986’, United Kingdom 

<https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/46/contents> accessed 8 February 2021. 

http://www.lawyerservices.in/Allahabad-Bank-Versus-Deepak-Kumar-Bhola-1997-03-13
http://www.lawyerservices.in/Allahabad-Bank-Versus-Deepak-Kumar-Bhola-1997-03-13
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/46/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/46/contents
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fraud, misrepresentation and pursuing personal interest over company and shareholder's interest.71 

Further, the Act also authorizes the courts to limit the person to form or be part of the management 

of the company.72 

Australia: The authority to disqualify an individual from a directorship is governed under 

Corporation Act of 2001.73 However, for the application of such provision is that the minimum 

sentence is to be of twelve years.74 Moreover, the conviction is to be related to offences under 

mismanagement and decision making and going against the interest of the company.75 It is 

interesting to note, that section explicitly covers the conviction in foreign jurisdiction which is 

lacking in the Indian provision.76 

Singapore: In accordance with the Companies Act of Singapore, any individual found guilty of 

fraud or misconduct will be disqualified from directorship, if the sentence for such conviction 

exceeds three months.77 Moreover, such disqualification is not restricted to offences of 'moral 

turpitude' but also covers the actions including the violation of the Companies Act.78 Although, 

the legislature lacks the meaning of 'moral turpitude', a position similar to India. In addition, courts 

are empowered to disqualify a person up to a period of five years.79 

 

 

 
71 Michelle Welsh and Helen Anderson, ‘Director Restriction: An Alternative to Disqualification for Corporate 

Insolvency’ (2019) 37 Company and Securities Law Journal 23 

<https://research.monash.edu/en/publications/director-restriction-an-alternative-to-disqualification-for-corpo> 

accessed 8 February 2021. 

 
72‘Company Directors Disqualification Act 1986’, United Kingdom 

<https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/46/contents> accessed 8 February 2021 
73 ‘Corporations Act 2001’, Australia <https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2018C00424/Html/Volume_1, 

http://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2018C00424> accessed 8 February 2021. 

 
74 ibid. 

 
75 ibid. 

 
76 ibid. 

 
77 ‘Companies Act, 1967, Singapore <https://sso.agc.gov.sg/Act/CoA1967> accessed 8 February 2021. 

 
78 ibid. 

 
79 ibid. 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/46/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/46/contents
http://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2018C00424/Html/Volume_1
http://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2018C00424/Html/Volume_1
http://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2018C00424
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Germany: The governing authority in relation to disqualification of directorship is German Stock 

Corporation Act, 1965. If anyone is found guilty of fraud, insolvency and corruption, such 

individuals will be disqualified from directorship of public companies, the Act doesn't specify any 

minimum sentence of disqualification.80 In addition the German Penal Code, provides for 

disqualification from directorship of a company upon conviction related to offences of fraud, 

deception and embezzlement crimes, as long as the sentence period is more than one year.81 

 

 

POSITION IN THE PREVIOUS AND CURRENT ACT 

Under the Companies Act of 1956, Section 274(2)82 governed the disqualification of directors 

related to offences of 'moral turpitude'. the section was only applicable when the conviction is 

made for more than 6 months and the duration of 6 months have not elapsed after the sentence is 

over.83 

It should be remembered that the Act of 2013 does not confine the restriction to the offences of 

'moral turpitude' only, but the clause also includes offence 'otherwise' than moral turpitude.84 

While the Act doesn't provide clarification on offence related 'moral turpitude' or 'otherwise' but 

through the government notification related to rules of 2014,85 has clarified that 'offences 

otherwise' means convictions in relation to offences provided under both the Companies Act i.e. 

1956 and 2013 Act. Therefore, it will be safe to conclude that Act of 2013 provides for a wider 

scope of offences covering 'moral turpitude'. The only thing left out of the ambit, is offences 

neither covered in both the acts nor are considered immoral or abominable. 

Another line of distinction between both the acts is the differential power given to the central 

government to undo any disqualification under the provision. Section 274(2) of Act of 1956, talked 

about the power of the central government to exercise such power with respect to general or 

 
 

80 German Stock Corporation Act, 1965, Germany 

 
81 German Criminal Code, 2013. 

 
82 Section 274, The Companies Act, 1956, talks about Disqualification of directors. 
83 Section 274(2), The Companies Act, 1956 
84 Section 164(1)(d), The Companies Act, 2013 
85 As notified in Companies (Specification of Definition Details), 2014, 2(1)(a) 
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specific context.86 The Act of 2013 does not confer such power to the central government. The 

extension of the power under restrictive provision is the current trend of the lawmakers in 2013 

act. 

The fundamental distinction between both the Act is relaxation of appeal period. The 2013 Act in 

section 164(3)(ii) provided that whenever, there is appeal against the judgement which should be 

within 30 days as per section 164(1)(d), then the provision for disqualification will only take place 

after 7 days from the final order of appeal or order of dismissal.87 However, in the Act of 1956, 

filing of appeal against the judgement was meaningless and suspension continued without recourse 

to remedial measure. 

The Act of 1956, only protected the sitting directors of a company from disqualification until the 

disposal of appeal.88 But in the Act of 2013, there is automatic vacancy to the incumbent director 

irrespective of the appeal made. In this regard, it is to be pointed out that the old text was successful 

in distinguishing between managing directors and ordinary directors. In the current matter, in the 

case of Rama Narang v. Ramesh Narang, the Supreme Court observed that in the previous statute, 

section 267 was pertinent for disqualification of managing director and section 274(2) of Act, 

2013, only talks about ordinary directors.89 

The distinction between both the provisions is due to their functions. The managing director is 

liable for the day to day concerns of the company, but the ordinary director has no such duty.90 

Similar distinction is also rendered in the current statute, where directors have no right for 

temporary relief and any ban can extend to the lifetime of the director.91 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

86 Section 274(2), The Companies Act, 1956 
87 Section 164(3)(ii), The Companies Act, 2013 
88 Section 283, The Companies Act, 1956 
89 Section 267, The Companies Act, 1956. 
90 ‘Sridhar Sundararajan Vs. Ultramarine & Pigments Limited & Another on 16 July, 2015 - Legit Quest’ 

(https://www.legitquest.com) <https://www.legitquest.com/case/sridhar-sundararajan-v-ultramarine-pigments- 

limited-another/931B1> accessed 9 February 2021. 

 
91 Section 196(3), The Companies Act, 2013. 

http://www.legitquest.com/case/sridhar-sundararajan-v-ultramarine-pigments-
http://www.legitquest.com/case/sridhar-sundararajan-v-ultramarine-pigments-
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OUTLOOK 
 

The new legislation continues to bar a person from managerial position, if such person is convicted 

of offences related to moral turpitude. The 2013 Act expanded the scope to cover the ‘other 

offences’ and done away with the authority of the central government to exclude any specific 

person in particular circumstances. Offences related to ‘moral turpitude’ can affect the society at 

large  and  can  have  severe  consequences  to  allow  such  a  person  to  run  a  company.      The 

ambiguity of the term ‘moral offence’ gives courts unregulated authority to apply the provision 

which can be used with mala fide intent. In the end, it would be correct to say that the legislature 

needs an amendment for clarifying the stance of law makers which will ensure predictability and 

uniformity in corporate law. 
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CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF PROVISIONS RELATING TO 

POWER OF POLICE IN THE INDIAN EVIDENCE ACT 

AUTHOR: SHUBHAM CHOUDHARY 
 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

India is rightly the biggest democracy in the world, and growing as an economic superpower, but 

her police force is often seen as a lawless, abusive, inefficient and most violent form of arms state 

in India. The police force was often seen as a repressive force designed to help authoritarian states 

during the colonial era but failed to evolve to fit in modern society. The Police are still using age- 

old violence and intimidation practices as key criminal investigation procedures rather than 

policing through public consent and participation. The police culture practically discourages by 

not providing adequate resources and proper training to act professionally.92 

The most common abuse of Police can be seen in the form of: The Police's inability to prosecute 

criminals or investigate, arrest on false charges or arbitrary detention, extrajudicial killings and 

quick actions such as on-the-spot justice or teaching criminals a lesson. The marginalized 

communities become even more vulnerable to these police abuses and feel insecure as police 

officials follow discriminatory practices. The vulnerability of marginalized communities’ results 

from the police community's exploitation and often function on the wish of bribe payer or person 

in political standing or to maintain high social relations.93 

The question is, why do Police operate in such a manner, and why are abuses continuing? The 

answer lies in the freedom to act as per law and working condition of the low-ranking officials, 

especially constables. They frequently come in contact with the criminals. They are often 

demoralized due to their abysmal working conditions and low salary; thus, they often rely on bribes 

for their survival. Further, the unreasonable demands by the high officials to maintain law and 

order in society. The police officials have urgency to extract confession from the accused to present 

 
92 India is not just a lawless state, the govt does not even know the law, National Herald, available at 

https://www.nationalheraldindia.com/opinion/india-is-not-just-a-lawless-state-the-govt-does-not-even-know-the-law 
93 Abuse of Police Powers: Reasons, Effect and Control, D.J. Watchorn, 24, Faculty of Law Review. 

http://www.nationalheraldindia.com/opinion/india-is-not-just-a-lawless-state-the-govt-does-not-even-know-the-law
http://www.nationalheraldindia.com/opinion/india-is-not-just-a-lawless-state-the-govt-does-not-even-know-the-law
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the case before the court. Further lack of training and knowledge related to human rights, especially 

among lower-ranking officials, intensifies the already miserable situation. 

As per the third report of the National Commission, 60 percent of the total arrests made by the 

police were not necessary and were made by excessive use of for.94 Article 21 grants the right to 

life and liberty with dignity. However, law enforcement agencies fail to respect these rights. The 

law and order enforcement agencies created with the core value of protecting citizens now lies in 

the heart of significant abuse of power. 

Atrocities by the Police are quite prevalent in the Indian Police. The arrest by the Police only serves 

as the beginning of the abuse by the Police. While major horrific incidents occur while the accused 

is in the custody of the Police. It is a common practice by the police officers to coerce, torture the 

accused of any crime to confess against himself. It is an easy way adopted by the police officer to 

solve any case, the police arrest any unrelated person or someone with personal vindication with 

police officer and they torture with inhumane practices till the person breaks and admits to the 

false confession.95 

The following practices go directly against the principle enshrined in the Constitution. Article 

20(3) of the Constitution protects the accused against any testimonials incriminating himself.96 

Even though the Constitution is against self-incrimination, the police officials continue to abuse 

their power due to provisions inscribed in the Indian evidence Act. In the Indian Evidence Act, 

there are specific provisions that give validity to the confession. The paper will attempt to analyse 

these sections to come to a meaningful conclusion. 

 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION: 
 

 

1. Different types of atrocities done by police? 

2. Critically Analysing Sections on Police Powers and confession. 
 
 

94 Law Commission of India, 2001, Consultation Paper on Law relating to arrest. 
95 Hundreds of Police Killings in India, but No Mass Protests, The New York Times, available at 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/20/world/asia/india-police-brutality.html 
96 Immunity Against Self Incrimination, Kudrat Dutta Choudhary, Academike, available at 

https://www.lawctopus.com/academike/immunity-self-incrimination/ 

http://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/20/world/asia/india-police-brutality.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/20/world/asia/india-police-brutality.html
http://www.lawctopus.com/academike/immunity-self-incrimination/
http://www.lawctopus.com/academike/immunity-self-incrimination/
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3. Whether confession to the Police to be proved or not? 

4. Comparative analysis with the power of confession in the US and UK. 

5. Powers of Police relating to recording FIR and other statements. 

6. Recommendation from Police Reform Commission 

 

 

 
HYPOTHESIS 

The paper is an attempt to understand the various atrocities done by the police with the 

special light on Indian Evidence Act. The assumption made while writing the paper is that 

police tend to abuse its power vested through various laws and exploit the vulnerable 

section of the society. 

 

 

POLICE ATROCITIES AND ABUSE OF POLICE POWERS
97

 

 

 

It is a common practice by police officials to reduce their workload by refusing to record case 

complaints.98 The atrocities by the police creates fear among the citizens and develops a sense of 

mistrust among the general public. The society member refused to support police action due to 

fear of illegal detention, or demand for bribe and eventually led to distrust among the society 

members against police officials. The public support which the Police require in solving a case is 

virtually missing in Indian society.99 This naturally causes a vicious circle, where offenses go 

unrecorded, criminals go unpunished, and police action fails to control the increasing crime rate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

97 Broken System: Dysfunction, Abuse, and Immunity in the Indian Police, Human Rights Watch, available at 

https://www.hrw.org/report/2009/08/04/broken-system/dysfunction-abuse-and-impunity-indian-police 
98 Tanya Singh, Dr. Pramod Kumar Singh, ‘Refusal to Register FIR in Cognizable Offences Leads Lawlessness and 

Denying Justice to Millions of Indians’, International Conference on Law, Management and Humanities (ICLMH’14) 

June 21-22, 2014 Bangkok (Thailand) (International Centre of Economics, Humanities and Management 2014). 

 
99 Dorian Schaap, The Police, the Public, and the Pursuit of Trust: A Cross-National, Dynamic Study of Trust in the 

Police and Police Trust-Building Strategies (Eleven International Publishing 2018). 

http://www.hrw.org/report/2009/08/04/broken-system/dysfunction-abuse-and-impunity-indian-police
http://www.hrw.org/report/2009/08/04/broken-system/dysfunction-abuse-and-impunity-indian-police
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In the case of Prakash Singh and Other v. Union of India,100 the Supreme Court observed that 

there are no standard rules and regulations for working of Police and there is much political 

interference in day to day working of Police regarding case transfer, posting to crucial positions 

and rewards for loyalty to politicians. The Supreme Court ordered the central and state 

government to adopt uniform policy for police officials and curb political intervention. 

Unfortunately, the government is failing to understand the need to protect citizens against the 

abuse of police. The law enforcement agency created to protect the citizen and eliminate the 

crime, has become the leading perpetrator of the same. In the long run, the police will lose the 

trust among the citizens and will create disorder in the society. 

 

 
1. Failure to register case complaint and investigate crime 

In India, the Police often refuse to register the First Information Report, which marks the beginning 

of the investigation. Such refusal because of many reasons; some are: facing political pressure 

when the case is against a person affiliated to some political party. Often, there is high pressure to 

demonstrate a low crime rate, which they do by reducing the number of FIRs. Further, the Police 

often demand a bribe to make a complaint. 

2. Arbitrary Arrest and Detention and Torture 

Police often illegally arrest on their political leader’s order or in lieu of bribe and for personal 

vendetta and abusing police power.101 The Police often fail to abide by the DK Basu guideline 

regarding the arrest. The guidelines include: 

1. Police while arresting should wear “accurate, visible and clear” identification marks with 

name tag and their designation. 

2. While arresting, informing the arrestee about his right to inform his family, relatives, 

friends of his arrest. 

3. Arrests should be registered in a dairy keeping record of date of arrest, place of arrest, name 

of the person informed and the officer who was arrested. 

 

 

 

 

100 2006, 8 SCC 1. 
101 2016 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices – India, refworld, available at 

https://www.refworld.org/topic,50ffbce582,50ffbce58e,58ec8a2613,0,,ANNUALREPORT,IND.html 

http://www.refworld.org/topic%2C50ffbce582%2C50ffbce58e%2C58ec8a2613%2C0%2C%2CANNUALREPORT%2CIND.html
http://www.refworld.org/topic%2C50ffbce582%2C50ffbce58e%2C58ec8a2613%2C0%2C%2CANNUALREPORT%2CIND.html
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4. Physical examination of arrestee and record major and minor injuries on the body by a 

registered doctor. 

5. Informing the arrestee about his right to meet a lawyer during his interrogation. 

 
People who are economically poor or belong to a vulnerable community are more prone to such 

abuses.102 Poor people are not in a position to pay to secure their release and vulnerable 

communities are often the victim of caste and religious biases. 

3. Extrajudicial killings or encounter 

Though encounters are not the norm in society. However, there is an increase in the number of the 

cases every year. Between 2000 – 2017, NHRC registered over 1782 fake encounter cases.103 In 

Police encounters, there is no witness except other Police personnel who are also involved in the 

encounter. The study ‘Status of Policing in India’ Report highlighted that Police in India Endorse 

Encounter Killings.104 The report also highlighted that one – third of the police personnel are 

always facing political pressure to solve the crime.105 

4. Police accountability on such killings. 

Police generally have an impunity for such killings. Firstly, because the killings are the result of 

orders from higher authorities.106 Secondly, there is a systematic denial of such killing by executive 

and political power holders.107 Further, the absence of any post mortem report or record of arrest 

makes it impossible to hold them accountable. 

 

 

102 M p Nathanael, ‘Licensed to Beat, Abuse and Kill’ The Hindu (18 May 2020) 

<https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/licensed-to-beat-abuse-and-kill/article31609626.ece> accessed 6 April 

2021. 

 
103 NHRC registered 1782 fake encounter cases between 2000 – 2017; Uttar Pradesh alone accounts for 44.5%, 

available at https://www.firstpost.com/india/nhrc-registered-1782-fake-encounter-cases-between-2000-2017-uttar- 

pradesh-alone-accounts-for-44-55-4332125.html 
104 ‘Police in India Endorse Encounter Killing, Mob Punishment: Study’ <https://thewire.in/government/police-in- 

india-endorse-encounter-killing-mob-punishment-study> accessed 10 April 2021. 

 
105 ‘Status of Policing in India Report 2019 – Civilsdaily’ <https://www.civilsdaily.com/news/status-of-policing-in- 

india-report-2019/> accessed 10 April 2021. 

 
106 S Abdul Khader Kunju, ‘The Law Of Encounters: The Immunity Of The Police And Their Impunity’ (28 November 

2016) <https://www.livelaw.in/law-encounters-immunity-police-impunity/> accessed 10 April 2021. 

 
107 ‘Extrajudicial Killings in India: Rule of Law v. Police Impunity’ 

<https://www.jurist.org/commentary/2020/07/akshat-bhushan-extrajudicial-killings-and-police-impunity/> accessed 

10 April 2021. 

http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/licensed-to-beat-abuse-and-kill/article31609626.ece
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/licensed-to-beat-abuse-and-kill/article31609626.ece
http://www.firstpost.com/india/nhrc-registered-1782-fake-encounter-cases-between-2000-2017-uttar-
http://www.firstpost.com/india/nhrc-registered-1782-fake-encounter-cases-between-2000-2017-uttar-
http://www.civilsdaily.com/news/status-of-policing-in-
http://www.civilsdaily.com/news/status-of-policing-in-
http://www.livelaw.in/law-encounters-immunity-police-impunity/
http://www.livelaw.in/law-encounters-immunity-police-impunity/
http://www.jurist.org/commentary/2020/07/akshat-bhushan-extrajudicial-killings-and-police-impunity/
http://www.jurist.org/commentary/2020/07/akshat-bhushan-extrajudicial-killings-and-police-impunity/
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When their order of departmental inquiry by the court on such killings is generally by the police 

authorities itself. The result of such an investigation is futile because hardly any information or 

incriminating evidence comes out in public. Even if there is some guilty official, the most common 

form of punishment is temporary suspension or transfer to another location. 

5. On-the-Spot Justice and Harassment108 

People from marginalized communities are often subject to harassment and physical abuse. 

Whenever there is a case against a caste minority, religious minority or LGBT community.109 The 

police official instead of filing a formal complaint, decided to do On-the-spot justice, where the 

accused is beaten on streets in front of the locality and the police is setting an example to control 

nuisance in the community.110 

 

 

POLICE POWERS AND CONFESSION 

There are two schools of thought governing the importance of confession. One school argues that 

confession is the weakest evidence to be presented. On the contrary, other schools argue that 

confession is most significant of all the pieces of evidence produced. To balance out form both 

theories, Laws are laid down to meet the criteria whether the confession would be admissible or 

not. Three legal maxims throw light on the confession and validity of it. 

1. Ne quis contra rem facit vocem mendacii : No person will voluntarily make a statement 

against his/her interest unless it is true. 

2. Confessio in judicio omini probation major est : Confession in a judicial proceeding is 

more significant than any other proof. 

3. Confessio Facta in Judicio Est Plena Probatio : Confession is the absolute proof of a 

person’s guilt. 

 

 

108 We need to invest in four wings of the criminal justice system – police, prosecution, judiciary, prisons. The Indian 

Express, available at https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/an-encounter-with-injustice-6164222/ 
109 Beatrice Jauregui, ‘Beatings, Beacons, and Big Men: Police Disempowerment and Delegitimation in India’ (2013) 

38 Law & Social Inquiry 643 <https://www.jstor.org/stable/24545738> accessed 10 April 2021. 

 
110 ‘The Use and Misuse of Power of Police to Arrest- an in-Depth Study in the Light of Supreme Court Dec’ 

<http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-1355-the-use-and-misuse-of-power-of-police-to-arrest-an-in-depth- 

study-in-the-light-of-supreme-court-dec.html> accessed 10 April 2021. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/24545738
http://www.jstor.org/stable/24545738
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-1355-the-use-and-misuse-of-power-of-police-to-arrest-an-in-depth-
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However, in the recent past, other elements are included that influence the confession and degrade 

the sanctity of confession and such elements need to be controlled. The Indian law on confession 

is on similar principles. However, the point of contention is where a confession is made in Police 

custody. Prima Facie confessions made in police custody are not admissible, however, when such 

confession is connected to similar discovery by the police, such confession becomes admissible to 

the extent of the discovery made. These provisions in the Indian Evidence Acts are problematic, 

because police may implant evidence against the accused and extract forcible confession. The 

provision makes accused vulnerable in police custody. 

 

 
The provision in Indian Evidence Act relating to Police Powers and Confessions 

 
Before analysing the Police's powers under the Indian Evidence Act, it is essential to define the 

"Police" and who comes under it. There are several instances in the Indian Evidence Act referring 

to Police, but the definition of Police under the Indian Evidence Act is missing. There are several 

instances where courts have tried to discover who will come under the term "Police". For 

understanding "Police," heavy reliance is made upon The Police Act of 1861 and its interpretation 

clause, which states any person enrolled or recruited under The Police Act is a police personnel.111 

The Supreme Court while explaining police added that the government department which is 

concerned with maintaining law and order and concerned with prevention and detection of crime 

is said to be a police department and people working under such department are police 

personnel.112 In the Nanoo Sheikh Ahmed's case113 observed that to determine a person's power as 

a police authority, the person should not be seen in a strict and technical sense instead of a popular 

notion where he can have undue influence on the accused. 

The drafters explicitly excluded the confessions made by the accused in custody to be admissible. 

With the precursory reading of section 25 of the Indian Evidence Act, it is explicit that drafters 

were well aware of the abuse in police custody, thus they drafted the section as confession not to 

be proved in police custody. Section 24 talks about Confessions to be irrelevant if they are caused 

by inducement, threat, or false promise stating that such confession was not voluntary. Using the 

 

111 Interpretation Clause, Section 1, The Police Act, 1861. 
112 State of Punjab v. Barkat Ram, AIR 1962 SC 276 
113 Nanoo Sheikh Ahmed v. Emperor, ILR 1926 Bom. 78. 
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same logic, the court presumes that confessions made under police custody are not voluntary and 

not free of consent. 

Section 25 of the Indian Evidence Act provides that no confession made to the Police will be 

proved against the accused.114 The principle on which the following section has been drafted is 

that confession obtained in the custody of the police officer is to be untrustworthy. There is always 

a preconceived notion with the Police that the accused may admit a false confession due to abuse 

of police powers.115 The section is broad enough to include all the confessions made before, after, 

or during the investigation. No such confession is admissible.116 

To decide whether section 25 applies in any situation is to see the person's position when such 

confession is to be proved. Thus, if a person is not accused of any crime, confesses to a police 

officer, and proves the confession he is accused of the crime, such confession would be invalid.117 

Because at the time of establishing the confession, the person is accused and such confession would 

be invalid. It doesn’t mean that confessions under police custody are of no use. The confession 

may not be admissible in the court of law but it can be used as a source of information. The 

information derived from confession and corroborated by other evidence can be used to put the 

criminal trial in motion.118 Statements, where the accused have admitted specific facts and do not 

amount to confessions are excluded from the following section and can be proved against the 

accused.119 There are circumstances where the person has filed a First Information Report, and 

later on, he became the accused in the case. If the report doesn’t amount to confession, then such 

a report would be admissible. However, if the report amounts to a confession, then such a report 

would be inadmissible. 

The cases of torture in police custody are highly prevalent in India, and in such cases, the section 

becomes highly essential to reduce custodial torture. However, the Police still threaten, torture and 

abuse the accused, hoping that they can reveal any information from the accused of the crime 

 

 

 
 

114 Section 25, Evidence Act, 1872 
115 Paulose v. State of Kerala, 1990 Cr LJ 108 Kr. 
116 Pakala Narain Swami v. Emperor, AIR 1939 PC 47 
117 State of UP v. Deoman Upadhyay, AIR 1960 SC 1125. 
118 Pawan Kumar v. State of UP, AIR 2015 SC 2050. 
119 Jalal v. Emperor, 81 IC 341, Safdar v Emperor, AIR 1941 Lah 82 
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committed. To balance out police powers, judicial custody plays a vital role in safeguarding the 

accused’s interest. 

To avoid tortures in police custody, law provides for judicial custody under different jail 

authorities. However, for the purpose of investigation, Police can demand the custody of the 

accused for not more than 15 days.120 To avoid torture in such custody, a medical check up of the 

accused need to be made mandatory. Further, the Magistrate should be empowered to make 

random checks in the police station for looking conditions of the accused in custody. In policy 

perspective, the complaints of accused in police custody against police officials need to be taken 

seriously and any incident of torture should be dealt in strict sense and appropriate punishment to 

be given to the perpetrators. 

 

 
Explanation: Police Officer 

 
It is generally accepted that for these sections, the interpretation of Police and its powers is to be 

interpreted in a broad and comprehensive sense rather than looking into the technical analysis of 

police powers.121 To determine who is a police officer, it is important to look into that person’s 

powers and duties. He should have the power to investigate, frame charges against the accused, 

and prosecute such criminals. 

Section 25 talked about a confession made to a police officer. Section 26 talks about confessions 

made in police custody to any other person. Both types of confession are not to be considered 

against the accused. Section 26 is included to prevent the atrocities by Police while the accused is 

in custody. All the confessions made in the police custody are invalid. However, if the accused 

wishes to confess without any external influence in the Magistrate's presence, then confession 

would be valid. 

 

 
Explanation: Police custody 

 

 

 

120 Section 167(2), Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 
121 The law of Evidence by Batuk lal, pg 243 
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The term police custody is used in a very broad sense. It includes handcuffing the accused or 

having a mere mental control over the accused with no physical restraint.122 The police custody is 

not restricted to formal custody and affairs where the accused is in direct or indirect control of the 

accused or under some surveillance by Police. The presence of Police is not necessary to prove 

custody.123 The police custody begins when the movements of the accused are controlled or 

restricted by the police officer. There are two prong tests to determine what constitutes police 

custody. First, there must be some restriction or control over the accused; the accused must not be 

at liberty as per his wishes. Second, the restriction is imposed by the police officer directly or 

indirectly. 

 
 

The unravelling of Section 27 

 
Section 27 mentions the extent to which the information received from the accused to be proved. 

The following section is based on the principle that when a similar disclosure of facts supports a 

confession by the accused, such fact can be construed as correct and admissible. While sections 25 

and 26 are prohibiting in nature, Section 27 is enabling in nature. It provides that when a discovery 

of fact is similar to the accused's confession, such fact would be admissible. The rationale behind 

the provision is that such findings would stand independently in the court irrespective of the 

confession and of evidentiary value. 

Certain conditions need to be fulfilled for applying Section 27. First, the discovery of the fact is 

the result of the confession by the accused. The Police or any other party should not have the 

knowledge of the fact prior to the statement of the accused. The accused should be in an exclusive 

knowledge of possession of such facts.124 

Second, the information received should be from the person accused of that offense. The 

information obtained from a witness or any other person except the accused are not covered in the 

 

 

 

 

 
122 The law of Evidence, Batuk lal, pg 248 
123 Ram Singh v Sonia, AIR 2007 SC 1218 
124 Limbaji and others v. State of Maharashtra, AIR 2002 SC 491 
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following section. If the facts essential to the case are known to another person, and such person 

informs the Police, then such statements are not covered under the section.125 

Third, the accused of the offense is to be in the custody of the Police. Custody need not be physical 

custody. Mere police control over the accused of a crime is sufficient to prove custody. If the 

person is in police custody but is not the accused, or if the person is accused but is not in police 

custody. Then such a statement would not be considered under Section 27.126 Both conditions need 

to be fulfilled.127 

Fourth, only the portion of confession, which is distinctly related to the discovery of fact, would 

be admissible. The other part of the confession is still inadmissible. The discovery of the fact is 

the result of the confessionary statement by the accused. The only portion of the statement is to be 

proved, which is distinctly related to the fact discovered. If section 27 allows admission of 

statements where there is little evidence to support such facts, then there will be no bar on 

restrictions provided by Section 25 and 26. 

Fifth, there must be something of evidentiary value to be submitted before the court to prove such 

a confession's validity. The accused's statement should have collaborated with some material 

discovery of evidence such statement, and such statement should be submitted before the court. 

Sixth, the discovered facts must be relevant to the case and are of evidentiary value.128 The object 

or evidence discovered should be directly related to the matter of enquiry. 

The Supreme Court in State of Maharashtra v. Damu Gopinath Shinde129, laid down the doctrine 

of confirmation by subsequent events. The basic idea behind the section is that any discovery 

which is made after the statement of the accused and found out to be true, then such discovery act 

as guarantee that information is true. In the same case, the Supreme Court also noted that the 

discovered fact must be distinctly similar confessionary statements and only that part that is 

distinctly related is permitted in the court. 

 

 

 
 

125 Madhu v. State of Kerala, AIR 2012 SC 664 
126 Queen Empress v. Babul, ILR 6 All 509 
127 State of UP v Deoman Upadhyay, AIR 1960 SC 1125 
128 The Law of Evidence by Batuk law, pg 252 
129 AIR 2000 SC 1691 
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The non-admissibility of confession in Police custody or to a police officer is backed by the 

presumption that such confession might be tarnished by the Police. Section 27 merely acts as an 

exception to the rule laid down in Section 25 and 26. However, Section 27 seems to defeat the 

purpose for which section 25 and 26 were drafted. When the police discover the objects in relation 

to the statement of the accused in custody, such statement becomes admissible to the extent of 

discovery of object. Although, such confession is equally self – incriminatory but becomes 

admissible. Further, abuse of power by police is when the Police itself plants the evidence in 

relation to the statement of the accused. It becomes worse when the police officer first by force 

extracts the involuntary confession from the accused in custody and later plants the evidence in 

relation to the statement of the accused. Thus, section defeats the purpose of non – admissibility 

of confession in police custody. 

 

 

ARTICLE 20(3) OF THE CONSTITUTION AND SECTION 27 OF THE INDIAN EVIDENCE 

ACT 

 

 

Article 20(3) expresses, "No person accused of an offense shall be compelled to be a witness 

against himself." The statement procured under section 27 can be either voluntary or coerced by 

the Police. It becomes important to see the constitutional validity of Section 27. 

To understand the discussion of constitutional validity of Section 27, it is important to cite the case 

The State of UttarPradesh v. Deoman Upadhyay,130 where the court extensively dealt with Section 

27 and its constitutional validity. The majority judgement by Justice Shah and Hidayatullah, 

upheld the constitutional validity of section 27 and held intra vires. The dissent was given by 

Justice Subha Rao where he held section 27 to be violative of the Constitution. In the dissent, it 

was discussed that section 27 discriminates between the “person in the custody” and “person not 

in custody.” There was no sufficient evidence to show Deoman’s guilt except from statements 

made in police custody. Subha Rao opined that there is no fair reason to declare someone’s guilt 

based on insufficient evidence and confession to the police officials. 

 

 

 

130 State of UP v Deoman Upadhyay, AIR 1960 SC 1125 



131 1997, 1 SCC 416. 
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Subsequently, the supreme court to stop abuse and misuse of power tried to limit the police powers. 

There should be a balance between the accused's rights and the Police’s possible powers while in 

custody. By achieving this, it will not compromise on police powers and enable them to function 

properly and efficiently while uncompromising with the accused's rights in custody. 

DK Basu v. State of West Bengal131 is one such example where the Supreme Court tried to set 

guidelines while the accused is being arrested and in custody. It gave several measures to be 

observed by the Police to maintain the integrity of arrest while checking abuse of power. The set 

guidelines are: 

1. The police personnel carrying out the accused's arrest must be in proper uniform with name 

and designation tags clearly visible, similar condition while being interrogating the 

arrestee. 

2. The arrest memo should be made by the police officer carrying out the arrest. It must be 

attested by the signature of any family member or any respectable member of the 

community. It needs to be countersigned by the arrestee and must contain the date and time 

of the arrest. 

3. The personnel while being arrested or in the custody of the Police have the right to inform 

any family member or friend about his/her arrest. 

4. The time, place of arrest, and place of custody need to be notified to the relative or friend 

who lives outside the district. 

5. The arrestee should be told about all rights he has as an arrestee, including informing any 

other person of his/her arrest. 

6. An entry in the police diary to be made about the time and place of arrest and information 

about the person who has been informed about the arrestee. 

7. The information about any minor or major injury on the accused at the time of arrest needs 

to be recorded in the memo signed by both the police official and arrestee. 

8. The arrestee must be medically examined every 48 hours while in the custody of the police 

officer. 

9. Police Diary and arrest memo need to be presented before the Magistrate and informing 

about the accused's arrest. 



133 Section 145, Evidence Act, 1872 
134 AIR 2013 SC 2086 
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10. The arrestee has the right to contact his/her lawyer at the time of interrogation, but not 

necessarily during all duration. 

11. The arrest information needs to be passed on to the police control room in that particular 

district and to be displayed on the conspicuous notice board. 

 

 

FIR AND POLICE POWERS 
 

 

FIR is generally understood as First-hand information given to the Police and how the Police start 

its investigative process. FIR is termed as one of the most important supporting evidence. FIR aims 

to set the criminal trial in motion and inform the judicial officers for the trial's initiation. The Police 

start an investigation based on information provided and track down the guilty party to the court. 

The abuse of Police starts when the police officer refuses to record the FIR. In most cases, the 

police officer takes down in writing based on the information given verbally by the informant. The 

police have the power to alter the statements of the informant while writing the FIR and this can 

seriously hamper the investigation process. Most of the complainants are illiterate and whatever 

the police write on the basis of information provided by the complainant, the complainant signs or 

imprints thumb impressions. Even when the complainant is literate, the police have a dominance 

and write the facts according to his understanding, and the complainant affirms such facts. FIR is 

an important document in investigation and even slight deviation from the true facts can hamper 

the case. Further, when the court is seeking to copy official documents like FIR in the course of 

Proceedings under Section 77 of Indian Evidence Act.132 The false or deviated FIR can 

significantly hamper the justice delivery system. 

Section 145133 talks about cross – examination in reference to previous statements made. These 

statements may be made while police interrogation. In the case of Charanjit v. State of Punjab,134 

the person didn’t know how to read and write except his signature, while in custody the police 

forced him to sign in the paper, afterwards the police submitted the paper in the court and said, the 

 

 

132 Section 77, Evidence Act, 1872. 



135 Section 125, Evidence Act, 1872 
136 Williams v. William (1798) 1 Hag. Con. 299, 304 
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person is contradicting his statement which he made while in custody and such statement should 

not be admissible. The police can falsify the statements made to the police and can further hamper 

the case of defense by stating contradiction in the statement. 

Section 125135 states that no Magistrate or Police Officer will be compelled to say from where they 

got information as to commission of crime. The section becomes controversial when authority of 

police is questioned and when there is doubt regarding the police official being involved in the 

criminal case and persuasively hiding any criminal or was involved in mishandling the evidentiary 

material. 

 

 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS WITH LAWS OF US AND UK 
 

 

A comparison is drawn with the United Kingdom and the United States of America related to the 

police powers. The comparative analysis will help impart knowledge of foreign jurisdiction and 

learn about the provision related to police powers in different jurisdictions. 

 

 

Laws of United Kingdom 

 
The law relating to confession and not accepting the confession as a valid form of evidence is 

similar to India. However, logic and reasoning differ from that of India. When the confession is 

made to the police agency, the confession is not outrightly rejected but is examined and is 

considered on their credibility.136 The confession's credibility is tarnished when there is the 

apprehension of fear, inducement, or coercion; the causes are in line with the Indian laws. 

Initially the position of law in England was similar to India, and all the confessions made to police 

officers were rejected undeniably. However, there was some evolution of jurisprudence relating to 

confession. The Judges started to consider statements made to police officers and didn’t reject 

 

 

 

 



138 Section 76, Police and Criminal Evidence Act, 1984 
139 Miranda v. State of Arizona, 1966 
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them at first instance.137 Earlier the judges used to outrightly reject the confession made in police 

custody. The court now looks for any apprehension caused by the Police or any sign of torture and 

method by which Police extracted the confession. When the court is satisfied that there was no 

unlawful abuse of police power and confession was voluntary to the Police, it will be termed as 

valid confession. 

The current law of England can be understood with the help of Section 76 of the Police and 

Criminal Evidence Act, 1984.138 The section talks about the validity of the confession; the section 

has renounced from the previous position of law where there was a presumption of abuse of police 

power and inadmissibility of the confession. The present law is more of equitable nature and places 

the Police and the accused similar to confession. In order to make the confession admissible to 

Police, the burden lies on the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that confession was 

voluntary and not a result of abuse of police power. 

 

 
Laws of United States 

 
A similar approach is adopted in the USA; confessions made in police custody or to a police officer 

are found inadmissible on their own. The case of Miranda v. Arizona139 is the leading rule in the 

current discussion, commonly known as Miranda rule or Miranda exclusionary rule. When any 

evidence or proof is collected illegally will not be regarded as legitimate proof and will not be 

permissible in any court of law. The Miranda rule puts the burden on the Police to intimate the 

accused about his right against self-incrimination. It is the obligation of the Police to inform the 

accused about his right to remain silent. In practical scenarios, if the Police fail to inform the 

accused about his rights while arresting or after that, if any confession is recorded while in custody 

of Police or to a police officer, such confession would be deemed inadmissible in law. 

In the US, the fourth amendment deals with illegal search and seizure by the Police. The 

amendment protects citizens against arbitrary, illegal arrests and constitutes the foundation for 

 

137 ‘Admissibility of Confessions - Investigation - Enforcement Guide (England & Wales)’ 

<https://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/enforcementguide/investigation/witness-admissibility.htm> accessed 10 April 

2021. 

http://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/enforcementguide/investigation/witness-admissibility.htm
http://www.hse.gov.uk/enforce/enforcementguide/investigation/witness-admissibility.htm
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laws regarding search warrant, arrest warrant, and any type of monitoring by the law enforcement 

agencies. The fifth amendment deals with several rights regarding double jeopardy, right against 

self-incrimination and due process of law is to be followed. The Indian courts tried to apply these 

amendments with the help of Miranda rule directly.140 In the case of Nandani Saptapathy v. 

Dani,141 the court directly assumed that any interrogation done while in police detention is deemed 

to be of coercive nature are inadmissible in nature due to Miranda rule. 

Therefore, the law takes into account the presumption of coercion while in police custody, unless 

specifically, it can be rebutted where it can be proved that the accused was aware of his rights and 

despite the fact that he confessed. 

 

 

PRESUMPTION OF UNFAIRNESS 

The most reasonable explanation for excluding police confession is the presumption of unfairness. 

The law presumes that when an accused has made a confession in police custody or to a police 

officer, it results from torture, oppression, coercion, or other unjust means. 

The court is aware that the confession made to the Police may be true. However, the court operates 

under the presumption of unfair means by Police. It is necessary to understand the justification for 

enabling such presumption against the Police. 

The rule stipulates that confessions in police custody or police officer are inadmissible. However, 

the same confession is made to the Magistrate or any other judicial officer; such confession would 

be valid and admissible under law. Such a difference occurs due to the different roles they play in 

the criminal trial. It is the Police’s duty to impound the suspected person and present a case against 

the accused in the court. It is within the modus operandi of the Police to maximize the conviction 

rate. The crime rate in a particular state is measured by counting the total number of FIRs registered 

in that particular state. The efficiency of the police is counted by the number of crimes it solves 

 

 

 
 

140 Law Library of Congress Global Legal Research Directorate staff, ‘Miranda Warning Equivalents Abroad’ (May 

2016)   <https://www.loc.gov/law/help/miranda-warning-equivalents-abroad/index.php#India>   accessed   10  April 

2021. 

 
141 AIR 1978 SC 1025. 

http://www.loc.gov/law/help/miranda-warning-equivalents-abroad/index.php#India
http://www.loc.gov/law/help/miranda-warning-equivalents-abroad/index.php#India
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which are reflected through the number of convictions.142 Thus, Police are in a position where he 

would like to coerce or oppress the accused to confess. 

The position of judge or any judicial officer is very different from the police officer. The judge 

plays a very neutral role in our adversarial legal system. Thus, the judge is in a position where it 

could be trusted on a confession made by the accused and would be admissible. 

 

 

NATIONAL POLICE COMMISSION AND REFORMS
143

 

 

 

The National Police commission was set up in 1977 and continued working till 1981. It submitted 

eight reports on working of police officials and recommendation thereof. It can be said one of the 

most exhaustive reports ever produced regarding Indian Police Service. A cursory glance to the 

report reveals that it was very optimistic in nature and way ahead of its time. It was meant to reform 

the police structure from its core and new reforms to be inducted. However, the project was over 

ambitious at that time and wasn’t able to succeed. 

One of the important recommendations of the commission was the State Security Commission 

which would be outside the purview of political leaders. There were a series of police reforms 

related to welfare measures in the police department, reforms in recruitment and training of police 

officials, and complaints against police officials. Remedial measures against the abuse of police 

powers, protection to vulnerable communities against police abuse, improving the police – public 

relations. Reforming in the organizational structure, accountability for police action, these were 

some of the reforms suggested by the commission. 

The commission was of little success in police reforms. First there was no political will to change 

the status quo of the police department. Second, most reform talked about absence of political 

interference which the political leaders were not willing to give. Third, the reform talked about the 

 

 
 

142   ‘Focus   on   Evidence,   Increase   Conviction   Rate:   DGP   to   Officers-   The   New   Indian   Express’ 

<https://www.newindianexpress.com/states/odisha/2020/dec/28/focus-on-evidence-increase-conviction-rate-dgp-to- 

officers-2242121.html> accessed 10 April 2021. 

 
143 National police Commission: An analysis of the Policy failures, Dr Arvind Verma, The Police Journal, 1998. 

http://www.newindianexpress.com/states/odisha/2020/dec/28/focus-on-evidence-increase-conviction-rate-dgp-to-
http://www.newindianexpress.com/states/odisha/2020/dec/28/focus-on-evidence-increase-conviction-rate-dgp-to-
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re-organization and development of police infrastructure and modernization, where the 

government lacked funds to divert.144 

 

Recommendation for Police reforms145 

 
1. The Police should maintain a positive approach towards human rights and aim to observe 

a high standard regarding human rights 

2. While in training, police officers should be made familiar with developed curricula 

regarding human rights and create a constructive mindset in applying such knowledge. 

3. To eliminate human bias while investigating, the Police need to work more formally and 

withdraw from the investigation if there is a conflict of interest. 

4. The Police need to build public confidence especially among vulnerable communities, 

community engagement programs should be organized. 

5. Police officials need to be accountable for their abusive behavior and strict punishment 

need to be set for violation of their duties. 

6. India should recognize international conventional against torture and Indian Evidence Act 

need to be amended against any information extracted by way of torture, inhumane 

treatment and should not be admissible in court of law. 

7. Establishment of police complaint authority, where citizens can file complaints against 

police officials against their abuse or non-performance of their duty. 

The reforms suggested are critical for the protection of human rights but are yet to be 

implemented by the government. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

144 ‘National Police Commission in India: An Analysis of the Policy Failures - Arvind Verma, 1998’ 

<https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0032258x9807100306?journalCode=pjxa> accessed 10 April 2021. 

 
145 Human Rights and Police – The role of Police training and Education, Nevena Dicic Kostic, Belegrade Centre for 

Security of Police 
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Lack of adequate resources and centralized database 

 
In India, there is no nation-wide fingerprint database which keeps a record of all criminals and 

suspects.146 Most of the records are in hard copy paper format and lack any centralized electronic 

medium to search for criminal records.147 

Further, the lack of adequate resources for investigation and other necessary equipment for 

investigation. This increases the chances of evidence being tainted and reflects as malfunction in 

the investigative process. For instance, it is a protocol to keep evidence in a sealed container with 

labels indicating chain of custody. However, more often, the evidence is stored in loosely tied 

cotton sheets. Further, due to lack of space in police stations, there is no separate room for evidence 

collected or any interrogation room.148 

 

 

OUTLOOK 
 

 

The paper thoroughly tried to discuss the possible police powers and any misuse thereof. The paper 

begins with discussing different types of atrocities done by the police. The most significant one is 

of the confession made in police custody. The paper tried to elaborate on confession while in police 

custody and why they are not admissible in court. Further, the paper also made a comparative 

analysis with the United States of America and United Kingdom and their provisions. The paper 

also throws a light on the National Police Commission and their recommendation for the reforming 

of the police service. 

The abuse of police power can be seen in many instances at Indian Evidence Act. Police tries to 

justify their acts on numerous reasons like high crime rate, they have to solve case in less span of 

 
 

146Govt to set up national Fingerprint database of criminals, PTI, Mint, available at 

https://www.livemint.com/Politics/vaw58xISdpoKDsWIxRK3nJ/Govt-to-set-up-national-fingerprint-database-of- 

criminals.html 
147 ‘Crime In India | National Crime Records Bureau’ <https://ncrb.gov.in/en/crime-india> accessed 10 April 2021. 

 
148 ‘Are Our Police Equipped for the Challenges of Investigating Crime in the 21st Century? - Telegraph India’ 

<https://www.telegraphindia.com/opinion/are-our-police-equipped-for-the-challenges-of-investigating-crime-in-the- 

21st-century/cid/1681765> accessed 10 April 2021. 

http://www.livemint.com/Politics/vaw58xISdpoKDsWIxRK3nJ/Govt-to-set-up-national-fingerprint-database-of-
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/vaw58xISdpoKDsWIxRK3nJ/Govt-to-set-up-national-fingerprint-database-of-
http://www.telegraphindia.com/opinion/are-our-police-equipped-for-the-challenges-of-investigating-crime-in-the-
http://www.telegraphindia.com/opinion/are-our-police-equipped-for-the-challenges-of-investigating-crime-in-the-
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time and justifies the use of torture and other methods to extract confession. The reforms 

introduced in police service are of crucial nature, however, there is little implementation of the 

same. To control the abuses by the police, these reforms need to be strictly adhered. Although the 

Indian Evidence Act gives the less scope for abuse of power, it can be exploited to great extent. 

The balance of police power needs to be maintained where police have enough scope to do their 

investigation freely but limited enough, they do not abuse the rights of the citizens. It would be 

safe to conclude that Indian Evidence Act needs to be amended reducing the scope of abuse of 

power. Further, Indian Police needs an overhaul in terms of attitude, technology and better working 

conditions which may reduce the custodial torture. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Daughters have been treated in extremely conflicting ways by different kinds of people in India. 

They manifest joy on the birth of a girl because she is supposed to bring Lakshmi(money) into the 

house. However, till the very recent daughters were not even given rights in her own family. This 

pretence can be unveiled by studying the traditional Hindu laws governing the succession of 

properties in Joint Hindu Families. Women had no economic security, as they were not entitled to 

a share in the property in case of a partition. Even though the situation has improved ever since the 

Hindu Succession Act got amended in 2005 (HSA), and granted the status of coparceners to 

daughters, there are several intricacies still interfering with their economic rights. This paper will 

analyse the Hindu Succession Act from its enactment to its amendment and the legal confusion 

that still exists within it. It will further discuss the issues behind making daughters coparceners 

with respect to the other provisions of the HSA. 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The Hindu Society considers the Hindu Joint Family as a ‘normal condition’. It traces its roots to 

the ancient patriarchal system in which the family head was never questioned, having absolute 

control over the lives of everyone in the family. He was supposed to lay down norms that were to 

be adhered to by the members. The personal interests of the family members were considered as a 

side leg because the reason for this tyrannical nature was represented as being the promotion of 

the family as one unit. The focal point of understanding the concept of a Mitakshara coparcenary 
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was transcendental in nature. Only the son had a right to perform the funeral rites of his father and 

offer him spiritual salvation. This was considered as one of the pious rights of a coparcener, in 

return for which he acquired a birth-right in the property of the father.149 This religious side that 

connected it mainly with sacred benefits and not from the property point of view, was later run- 

down by the legal aspects. Coparcenary was viewed through the lens of property by the revenue 

authorities. Currently, it is understood to determine the rights and obligations of family members 

in the ancestral property, also known as the coparcenary property.150 

 

 

 

CONCEPT OF SUCCESSION UNDER CLASSICAL LAW 

 

“Coparcenary used to be an institution within a joint family exclusively consisting of only male 

members. Unlike the rest of the members of the joint family, this exclusive group of people is 

related to each other only by blood or through a valid adoption.”151 Hence, the institution of 

coparcenary does not allow a stranger by agreement or by marriage to become a member of this 

privileged group, as it is a creation of law.152 A coparcenary is formed up to three continuous 

generations of male members who have a right by birth in the joint Hindu family to receive a share 

in the property held by the senior-most male member, also called the last holder of the property, 

additionally given the coparceners a right to ask for partition of the same.153 

 
To illustrate the above statement, it is further stated that in a joint family comprising a man and 

his wife with two married sons, who further an unmarried son and an unmarried daughter each, 

the eldest man’s wife, the two daughters and the two wives of the lineal descendants will not be 

members of the coparcenary but the eldest man, his two sons, and grandsons would be members 

of the coparcenary and will have a birthright in the ownership of the property. 

 

 

 
 

149 D.F. Mulla, Principles Of Hindu Law 315 (2000) 
150 Shivani Singhal, Women as Coparceners: Ramifications of the Amended Section 6 of the Hindu Succession Act, 

1956, JSTOR, (December. 3, 8:50pm), https://www.jstor.org/stable/44308350. 
151 Dr.Poonam Pradhan Saxena, Family Law II, fourth edition, 2019, Pg-75. 
152 Sudarsanam Maistri v. Narasimhulu Maistei, [1902] ILR 25 Mad 149, 154-157. 
153 Dr. Saxena, supra note 3. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/44308350
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FORMATION OF A MITAKSHARA COPARCENARY 

 

“An essential ingredient for the constituting a coparcenary was to have a minimum of two male 

members who share the relationship of father and son or father and grandsons. Similar to a Hindu 

joint family, a senior most male member is necessary to start a coparcenary.”154 Hence, when a 

Hindu male receives a share at the time of partition from his father, he is the sole member of the 

family, making him incapable of forming a coparcenary. When he gives birth to a son, a 

coparcenary, comprising him and his son, will come into existence. Further, when his son gets 

married and gives birth to a male child, the three of them will form the coparcenary. It is pertinent 

to note that when a coparcener dies, the coparcenary does not end. The rest of the members will 

continue with its existence. As a coparcenary extends up to four generations, on the birth of the 

man’s great-grandsons, they will also become a part of the coparcenary. 

 

 
 

WOMEN AS COPARCENERS 

 

Women cannot be coparceners under the Mitakshara coparcenary.155 Under Hindu law, a wife has 

a right of maintenance out of her husband’s property, yet she cannot be considered as a coparcener 

with him.156 A widow of a deceased coparcener is not treated as a coparcener and cannot become 

the Karta of the family. Consequently, if she alienates, it will not be binding on the members of 

the family, and will instead tie her own share in the property.157 A mother isn't conferred the status 

of a coparcener, with either her sons or daughters.158 Likewise, a mother-in-law cannot be a 

coparcener with her daughter-in-law.159 

 

 

 

 

 

 
154 Dr. Poonam Pradhan Saxena, Family Law II, fourth edition, 2019, pg-76. 
155 CIT v Govinda Ram Sugar Mills, AIR 1996 SC 240. 
156 Punna Bibee v Radha Kissen Das, [1904] ILR 31 Cal 476. 
157 Kanji v Parmanand, AIR 1992 MP 208. 
158 Hirasingh v Mangalan, AIR 1928 Lah 122; Gangamma v Cuddapah Kuppammal, AIR 1939 Mad 139. 
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With gradual transformations in society and the advent of an egalitarian world, Hindus needed a 

codified law that would take in account more mechanical and stringent ways of dealing with issues 

pertaining to their society. Hence, the Hindu Succession Act came into existence in 1956. 

 
HSA preserved the idea of coparcenary. Hence, under the purview of this Act, the sons benefit 

through survivorship upon his father’s death. The father’s part in the coparcenary property would 

go to the sons. The only way in which the daughter could have a share in the property was via 

partition, or if the father could give away the property through a will. But the HSA was faced with 

a dilemma. where on one hand, it had to retain/uphold the coparcenary, while, on the other, it had 

to ensure equal property/rights to a daughter. This predicament was resolved through Section 6160 

of the said Act. It was interpreted that partition is a coparcener’s prerogative or birth-right. If the 

coparcener has a female dependent, then the law provides for a presumption of partition. This is 

known as a notional partition. 

 
In a situation where a father bearing three children, i.e. two sons and one daughter, passes away, 

his property is divided into three parts, giving one-third of the property to each son, and one-third 

to the father himself. The father’s partitioned property is further divided into three parts, giving a 

one-ninth share to each child. Therefore, after the notional partition, the sons end up with one-third 

plus one-ninth of the property each, while the daughter receives only one-ninth of the property. 

This was considered as a compromise mechanism to balance the interest of both the coparceners 

and the daughter. 

As it is fairly obvious that this compromise was unbalanced, giving sons more than daughters, the 

law-makers attempted to convert this mirage of equality to a real one, by amending the Hindu 

Succession Act in 2005. This amendment was essential for section 6 of the Act as clause 1 grants 

daughters the right to be a coparcener. 

 
Traditional Hindu law held the coparceners (sons) liable to pay off any debt of the father as a pious 

obligation to help the father attain salvation. Over time, this pious obligation got converted into a 

strict legal obligation and it made the son liable to the extent of his undivided interest in the 

 

 



164 Singhal, supra note 2. 
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coparcenary.161 Now that the daughters were also made coparceners, it was questioned whether 

the daughter would also be subjected to the same liabilities as of the sons. This was deemed to be 

uncertain, given the religious connotations attached to it. Therefore, the 2005 amendment 

abolished162 this pious obligation. It freed the coparceners of the personal liability to pay off the 

ancestor’s debts. 

 
CRITICISM OF 2005 AMENDMENT: 

 

1. “One criticism faced by the 2005 amendment was that it reduced the share of a son whose 

property was partitioned post 20th December 2004. The Act was amended in 2005, but this 

cut-off date was provided with a retroactive effect, as this legislation was passed in the 

Rajya Sabha on the said date. However, the amendment did not affect the coparceners who 

partitioned their property before 20th December, 2004. Even though this criticism is valid, 

it is unavoidable.”163 

 
2. It has been argued that States where wives do not get a share in the event of a partition, 

suffer at the expense of the daughters becoming coparceners as the quantum available for 

notional partition would get reduced, further diminishing the share that the wives would 

receive. 

For example, women in States like Maharashtra are entitled to a share in the event of a 

partition. So, the share of the widow will decrease, but it will become equal to that of the 

sons and daughters. However, for wives in States like Andhra Pradesh, where they do not 

receive a share on partition and can only get a share on a notional partition, the amount 

decreased with the introduction of daughters as a coparcener. Thus, it is argued that while 

the amendment will reduce the inequality between sons and daughters, it would bring about 

inequality between a daughter and a widow. 

Similarly, the share of the deceased’s mother and other female Class I heirs might also get 

diminished post the amendment, depending on the State to which she belonged.164 

 

161 Singhal, supra note 2. 
162 Hindu Succession Act 2005, S.6(4). 
163 Hindu Succession Act, 2005, S.6(1). 
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The amendment has been criticized by stating that justice cannot be secured for one 

category of women at the expense of another.165 However, we would like to contend with 

this stance by pointing out that the widows in the family are also daughters, essentially 

meaning that she would enjoy the status of a coparcener in her natal family. Hence, even 

if her share reduces in the event of a notional partition, she receives a share from her 

father’s property in case of a partition. 

 

COROLLARY OF MAKING DAUGHTERS COPARCENERS 

 

A literal interpretation of S.6 would entitle a female coparcener's child to assert a birth right in 

their mother’s share in the coparcenary. However, it is put forth that S.6 does not confer the 

children of a female coparcener with a right by birth. The concept of birth-right mainly exists in 

the ancestral property, which is inherited from a father, grandfather, or great grandfather. This 

section simply enables the daughter to enjoy a birth-right in the property as a coparcener. The 

property won’t be considered as ancestral in the hands of her children as against the daughter, and 

thus they do not possess a birth-right over it. She would hold the property as joint tenants before 

partition with other coparceners and after partition, as her separate property. Further, the issue in 

contention was the discriminatory practice of permitting only males to claim a right by birth in the 

coparcenary property. Thus, it is primarily the interest of a daughter that’s been protected and not 

of her children. Their father’s family would take into consideration the protection of their interests 

in his family. 

Finally, we submit that this interpretation would leave no room for a confusing situation where the 

children of a daughter become coparceners in two families at the same time. 

 
A Karta is a manager and legal representative of the coparcenary. Under traditional Hindu Law, 

only a coparcener could become a Karta, and later this view was validated by the Supreme Court.166 

The apex court did not allow women to enjoy the status of Kartas as they could not be coparceners. 

However, this disqualification no longer exists, as per the amended S.6(1), according to which 

 

165 Ibid. 
166 Singhal, Supra note 2. 
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daughters enjoy the same rights as male coparceners. Hence, daughters can now become kartas, 

however, there remains a reluctance to make them one. The ground of practical obstacles is used 

to justify this, as the daughter moves to her matrimonial home after marriage. Yet, this argument 

is hardly considered when a son settles somewhere other than his home. 

 
The scheme of intestate succession to females under S.15 of the HSA favors the heirs of the 

husband over her blood relations. Furthermore, section 15(2) shows that the legislature had 

considered the source from which a female inherited the property for the purpose of devolution of 

that property. The object of this provision was to ensure that the properties did not pass into the 

hands of those to whom justice would demand they should not pass.167 

 

2020 JUDGEMENT ANALYZING THE SCOPE OF SECTION 6 OF HSA 

 

In Vineeta Sharma v. Rakesh Sharma168, the court held as under: 
 

 

(i) The provisions contained in substituted section 6 of the Hindu Succession Act, 1956 confer the 

status of coparcener on the daughter born before or after amendment in the same manner as a son 

with same rights and liabilities. 

 

(ii) The rights can be claimed by the daughter born earlier with effect from 9.9.2005 with savings 

as provided in Section 6 (1) as to the disposition or alienation, partition, or testamentary disposition 

which had taken place before 20th December 2004. 

(iii) Since the right in coparcenary is by birth, it is not necessary that father coparcener should live 

as on 9.9.2005. 

(iv) The statutory fiction of partition created by proviso to section 6 of the Hindu Succession Act, 

1956 as originally enacted did not bring about the actual partition or disruption of the coparcenary. 

The fiction was only to ascertain the share of deceased coparcener when he was survived by a 

 

 

167 Report of The Joint Committee On The Hindu Succession Bill (1954), cited from S.A. Kader, The Hindu 

Succession Act, 1956 (2004). 
168 Vineeta Sharma v. Rakesh Sharma [2020] SCC OnLine SC 641. 

https://www.casemine.com/act/in/5a979dc64a93263ca60b73d7#5a97a7144a93264050a384cd
https://www.casemine.com/act/in/5a979dc64a93263ca60b73d7#5a97a7144a93264050a384cd
https://www.casemine.com/act/in/5a979dc64a93263ca60b73d7#5a97a7144a93264050a384cd
https://www.casemine.com/act/in/5a979dc64a93263ca60b73d7#5a97a7144a93264050a384cd
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female heir, of Class I as specified in the Schedule to the Act of 1956 or male relative of such 

female. The substituted Section 6 are required to be given full effect. Notwithstanding that a 

preliminary decree has been passed, the daughters are to be given a share in coparcenary equal to 

that of a son in pending proceedings for final decree or in an appeal. 

(v) In view of the rigor of provisions of Explanation to Section 6(5) of the Act of 1956, a plea of 

oral partition cannot be accepted as the statutorily recognized mode of partition effected by a deed 

of partition duly registered under the Registration Act, 1908 or effected by a decree of a court. 

However, in exceptional cases where a plea of oral partition is supported by public documents and 

partition is finally evinced as if it had been affected by a decree of a court, it may be accepted. A 

plea of partition based on oral evidence alone cannot be accepted and to be rejected outrightly. 

As this judgement dealt with Section 6 of the HSA, there are certain takeaways that can be pointed 

out from the case: 

i) Notional partition doesn’t disintegrate the entire coparcenary as stated in the judgement. 

ii) The legislation felt that oral partition would leave scope for manipulation. Thus, the amended 

HSA of 2005 incorporated a formal need for a partition through a ‘deed’, ruling out the concept of 

oral partition. However, if there is a partition for which some documentary evidence is available, 

it will be considered valid, even if it does not fall under the two categories mentioned under section 

6(5) of HSA, 2005. 

 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

 

Several critics of the new provision wish to abolish the concept of birth-right itself. Some wanted 

to retain the concept of joint family, but replace the Mitakshara system with the Dayabhaga one. 

Some wanted to get rid of the joint family comprising only male coparceners. The Law 

Commission rejected the latter suggestion on grounds that with no joint families, male coparceners 

would hold the property as tenants-in-common and women would not get anything other than what 

they were then entitled to. Therefore, making daughters coparceners would protect their right from 

birth. It would not let the fathers have absolute power over the property, ensuring no reckless 

https://www.casemine.com/act/in/5a979df14a93263ca60b76ae#5a979df14a93263ca60b76ae
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disposal or alienation of the property. It would additionally give the daughters legal rights to act 

against any decisions of their fathers, which is not in consonance with the law. 

 
A significant step in the recognition of women’s property rights was the amendment of S.6 in 

2005. In a case where a daughter’s marriage comes to end terms, then on being a coparcener in her 

natal family, she would not be seen as a burden on her relatives, but as an individual who has a 

right to be there. 

 

However, the amendment is not a comprehensive one. It does not take into consideration the 

consequences of making daughters coparceners with regards to other provisions of the HSA. For 

example, under S.15 the husband and heirs enjoy the entitlement of inheritance of property to 

which they should not be equitably accredited. Further, under S.22, the husband even gets the right 

to acquire any interest to be transferred by a co-heir, which is unfair. In our opinion, there is a need 

to amend these provisions so that they come in consonance with the spirit and intentions of the 

original sections, which were primarily meant to protect the family property from the claws of an 

outsider. 

 

Additionally, S.6 is not well-drafted. On a plain reading of the provision, it cannot be determined 

if the children of a female coparcener would also get a birth-right in the ancestral property of their 

mother. It is always left on to wait and see how the courts interpret these sections, whether they 

adopt a more literal version of the black and white letters of the law, or bend towards a purpose- 

driven interpretation. However, there is always a chain tied in the hands of the judiciary, when 

certain interpretations are limited. Thus, to rectify the anomalies, it is the legislature that needs to 

unshackle the judiciary and give room to wider scopes of expositions. 
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HUMANRIGHTS 

LAWYERING IN INDIA 

AUTHOR: DRISHTI ARORA 

 

Introduction: 
 

Humans are entitled to a few rights which are universal in nature. No state gives them, we just 

have these rights simply because we exist as human beings. These rights are given to us 

irrespective of one’s nationality, sex, nationality or ethnic origin, colour, religion, language or 

any other status. These are naturally inherent to us. They range from the most basic rights to life 

to those that make life much better to live such as the rights to food, education, job opportunity, 

health care and freedom and certain liberty to live life.169 But these rights aren’t attained by 

everyone. Human rights are derived from the human being's special existence means that they 

must be subjected to efficient legal defence at national and international levels. These rights must 

be effectively secured by the internal legal frameworks to allow citizens to be completely 

benefitted from these rights. There continues to be major challenges faced by people relating to 

freedom of expression, women’s basic rights, children’s rights, rights of Dalits, tribal groups and 

religious minorities. (170) This is where human rights lawyering comes in picture. They amplify 

the voice of the people whose human rights have been violated. The intent of this paper is to 

thoroughly explain human rights lawyering and how is it different from ordinary lawyering. 

Further, it will explain in detail what challenges these human rights lawyers and then throw a 

light on the strategies used by these lawyers to overcome these challenges. 

 

A. What is human rights lawyering and how is it different from ordinary 

lawyering? 

 

 
 

169 United Nation Human Rights office of high commissioner 

https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/pages/whatarehumanrights.aspx 13th December 2020 
170Elisa Massimino, The Power of Human Rights Law, 41 JSTOR. 1,2 (2015). 

https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/pages/whatarehumanrights.aspxlast
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A.1 What is lawyering? 

 
 

Lawyering is basically solving a problem. This usually involves bringing a change in the world 

by bringing in a new perspective to see it in the way it ideally should be than how it actually is in 

reality. An ordinary lawyer has a responsibility being a member of the legal profession, it should 

represent the client and bring in the client the justice to him/her that he/she deserves. He is also 

in a situation where a client comes to him with a problem. As an advocate, he has a responsibility 

to understand his rights and then explain to the client what can be implicated in the situation the 

client is currently in. The lawyer has to always assert and act according to the clients’ situation 

under the legal system and the constitution of the country he/she is practicing in. Lawyering is 

more like being more understanding of the clients’ situation and accordingly facilitating, 

collaborating and then evaluating what can be done based on what laws say by the medium of 

acts, articles, bills, laws under the constitution.171 

 
A.2 What is human rights lawyering and how is it different? 

 
 

Human rights lawyering is a field which works for the legal protection of humans whose rights 

have been violated. These lawyers work day and night to protect the basic rights of the humans 

which were enabled to them since the time they were given birth to and will be present till the 

time they die . Human rights is not an ordinary topic, it's quite complicated and a sensitive topic 

to begin with. It deals with a lot more than the law of the country. The human rights law 

intersects with history, literature, politics and sociology unlike ordinary lawyering which solely 

deals with the laws of the constitution. A human rights lawyer needs to consistently be on his 

toes and work for the community. He doesn’t always face the situation where a client comes to 

him to solve his problem. It’s also another way round where the lawyer identifies problems in the 

society and asks the community whether he can help voluntarily. A human rights lawyer, Sarada 

Mahesh in an article with leaflet says being a human rights lawyer is not just laws and acts, it 

deals with the lawyers’ every ounce of patience. It’s not for the weak hearted. Human rights 

lawyering is a field where lawyers consistently struggle as these lawyers just don’t experience 

 
171 Oxford University Press, http://lib.oup.com.au/he/Law/samples/baron_ethicslegal_sample.pdf , 13th December 

2020 

http://lib.oup.com.au/he/Law/samples/baron_ethicslegal_sample.pdf
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projects like normal lawyers do. These lawyers have projects which are in the sense of reminders 

that there are people who are consistently facing and fighting for basic human rights which has 

been disbarred by the system to them. Unlike ordinary lawyers, these lawyers need to have a lot 

of patience and empathy. Human rights lawyering is where a person is trying to bring in a change 

for the society and for the communities which has been struggling with the system since years 

now. Hence, these lawyers needs a lot of patience and persistence172 . 

 
B. CHALLENGES 

B1. What are the challenges human rights lawyers face? 

 
 

As mentioned above, human rights lawyering isn’t a field where the weak hearted can be a part 

of 173. These lawyers consistently fight for the human rights violation of children, women, 

LGBTQ+ and even basic ordinary people. These lawyers have to face constant issues related to 

socio-politics which cannot be solved easily as there is little or no support for the work they do . 

They face problems like absence of rule of law, patriarchal nature of the legal system, lack of 

research, lack of networks, financial challenges, frustration and demoralization, threats to life.174 

I would like to give detailed explanations of some of these challenges. 

 
1) Patriarchal nature of legal system: 

Females of the society have to constantly struggle and face these higher challenges due to. the 

blindness on the matter of gender in this legal profession. This is clearly exemplified in the 

Indian legal system, the panel of judges in the Supreme Court of India has only two female 

judges in that out of the thirty judges (28 male judges)175 . This shows how biased this system is 

and shows how men are given more power and authority in the society. This is also proved when 

 
 

172 SARADA MAHESH, WHOSE ‘HUMAN RIGHTS LAWYER’ IS IT ANYWAY?!, THE LEAFLET.IN (AUG. 

28,2020), https://www.theleaflet.in/whose-human-rights-lawyer-is-it-anyway/# 

 
173 SARADA MAHESH, WHOSE ‘HUMAN RIGHTS LAWYER’ IS IT ANYWAY?!, THE LEAFLET.IN (AUG. 

28,2020), https://www.theleaflet.in/whose-human-rights-lawyer-is-it-anyway/# 

 
174 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 
LAWYERING 175 (Alternative Law Forum 2017) 

 
175Supreme Court of India https://main.sci.gov.in/chief-justice-judges ,13th december 2020 

https://www.theleaflet.in/whose-human-rights-lawyer-is-it-anyway/
https://www.theleaflet.in/whose-human-rights-lawyer-is-it-anyway/
https://main.sci.gov.in/chief-justice-judges
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Sarada Mahesh tells in the cases of harassment how the husband who did the crime was still 

given the right of legal representation and the right to be heard. This logic is troublesome to this 

human rights lawyering profession. If a person is responsible for a crime and the evidence also 

proves it to be so obvious then why does he have the rights which are mentioned. This conveys 

how the ethics, politics and the patriarchal nature of the legal system cannot be taken away and 

be avoided as it is rooted in the system deeply.176 

 
This nature is also proved when B.S Ajhita explains how there is patriarchy being promoted 

when delivering justice in this legal system. She says that when it comes to protection of family, 

judges also put the men in positions of power and give them higher priority on what is right for 

their family. The delivery of the judge explains the mail centric, patriarchal nature of the 

prevailing legal system. 177 

 
2) Lack of research: 

Human rights lawyers face an issue with the lack of availability of research on the issues which 

is peaking in society. Human rights lawyers do not solely deal with the laws, there is a mixture of 

other factors like literature which gives the content of social, political, cultural which explains 

the human rights violation. This data is of utmost importance as it plays a key role in High courts 

and the Supreme court on various issues like pollution, environment, discrimination faced by 

people based on caste and class. To add on, unequal impact of death penalty also prevails in this 

system.178 

 
Yug Chaudhry in his own words says the following of how he faces issues to get justice to the 

problems there is no significant data available to support its claim, it is as follows: “We have no 

data to support us. If you see the kind of work that happened in America, when Furman179 took 

place, when the Supreme Court struck down the death sentence, the kind of preparation they did 

 

176 SARADA MAHESH, WHOSE ‘HUMAN RIGHTS LAWYER’ IS IT ANYWAY?!, THE LEAFLET.IN (AUG. 

28,2020), https://www.theleaflet.in/whose-human-rights-lawyer-is-it-anyway/# 

 
177 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAWYERING 177 (Alternative Law Forum 2017) 
178 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAWYERING 177 (Alternative Law Forum 2017) 
179 Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S.238 (1972) 

https://www.theleaflet.in/whose-human-rights-lawyer-is-it-anyway/
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(before Furman), the data they had accumulated to support their claims was incredible. We had 

these examples before us. Why is it that in India [we don’t have the same kind of research?” 180 

 
3) Threat to life 

Human rights lawyers often challenge interests which can come with them facing threats that can 

lead to their death. There have been multiple instances where human rights lawyers have been 

killed and made to disappear as they opposed powerful interests of the society. Major Avtar 

Singh killed Jalil Andrabi as he played a role in exposing the laws which are of no use as there 

have been different functioning altogether in Kashmir181. Jaswant Singh Kalra, who exposed the 

acts of state of Punjab like mass disappearances, murders and illegal cremations ,was made to 

disappear for exposing these acts.182 

 
Human rights lawyers face life threats when they bring in change for the society to be the way it 

should be and not the way it currently is in. There have also been instances where the police have 

carried out extra judicial killings, when the lawyers take an action, they are made to disappear or 

killed.183 This tells us how death of lawyers who are trying to bring in change are subjected to 

death and threats to right of life and spreads a message that how difficult it is to get justice in the 

prevailing justice system. This just saddens me as this shows how justice is delayed and not 

served to people who clearly didn’t deserve the treatment that they have received. 184 

 
B.2. What are the challenges the humans face in regards to their rights when they are fighting in 

a conflicting region? 

 

 

 

 

 
 

180 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAWYERING 177 (Alternative Law Forum 2017) 

 
181 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAWYERING 185 (Alternative Law Forum 2017) 
182 RAM NARAYAN KUMAR ET. AL., REDUCED TO ASHES: THE INSURGENCY AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN 

PUNJAB, SAFHR PUBLICATIONS, KATHMANDU, 2003. 
183 Muthu Lakshmi vs. State, Criminal Original Petition No. 35899 of 2004 
184 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAWYERING 186 (Alternative Law Forum 2017) 
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A region where there is a conflict faces challenges which is unique in its own nature, it has 

ordinary framework as rule of law isn’t being abided in here. The basic right which is right to life 

is taken away by the citizens, this situation is an emergency which wasn’t obviously quite 

particularly predicted by anyone. 

 
For instance, let's take Kashmir. The lawyers in Kashmir have a global committee of lawyers 

who work with countries that were under oppressive military dictatorships such as Brazil, 

Argentina, Uruguay in the 1980s, as well as colonial South Africa and other repressive countries 

like these around the world. All of these countries have tried to hide lawyers as lawyers have the 

right to take the grievances of the complaints of the lawyers who were deprived of these rights in 

particular. This represents the brutalness with which authoritarian states strive for the danger 

raised by those in the legal profession that willingly take on the role of representing the people 

living under authoritarian parliaments and have genuine concerns that need to be solved. 

India being a democracy, there are areas of persistent insurgency like Kashmir, the democratic 

catastrophe is at its thinnest and bears strong similarity to most authoritarian regimes. Some of 

the risks that threaten legal advocacy include :185 

 
1) Threat to life 

In areas which are majorly marginalized such as Kashmir, lawyers face major threats from 

the army and militants. Parvez Imroz ( founder of Jammu Kashmir Coalition for Civil 

Society) is a leading human rights activist as well as well lawyer, along with Milan Abdul 

Qayuoom (president of the Kashmiri Bar Associations) faced various attempts of being 

assassinated. These attempts to kill them and kill their partner respectively was an attempt by 

the government of India to stop them from giving out the information to international 

communities, regarding the disappearances which were carried out by the government itself. 

186 

 

 

 

2) Arbitrary arrest and detention: 
 
 

185 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAWYERING 187 (Alternative Law Forum 2017) 
186 Ensaaf, HUMAN RIGHTS IN PUNJAB , Blogs.Harvard.Edu ,13th December 2020,7:30 pm 

https://blogs.harvard.edu/jaskaran/2005/05/08/government-attempts-to-eliminate-activist-parvez-imroz/ . 

https://blogs.harvard.edu/jaskaran/2005/05/08/government-attempts-to-eliminate-activist-parvez-imroz/
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This experience is a very common experience in this profession. In Kashmir, the leading 

lawyers also have experienced this misery. Milan Qayoom who was the president of the 

Kashmir Bar Association says there have been times where he falsely detained and shifted 

from one place to another. He was constantly being placed under the Public Safety Act and 

been detained multiple times and he was bailed out when the case was dismissed by the 

Supreme Court. He has had this experience twice: Preventive Detention in 1990-1992 and 

2010. G.N. Shaheen who was the General secretary faced these detention as well when he 

challenged the government for a powerful interest. He was detained as the challenge was in 

connection with the 2010 event. 187 

 
B.3 What challenges lawyers faced in decriminalising section 377? 

 
 

Naz Foundation vs Government of NCT of Delhi is a landmark case which has played a key role 

in decriminalizing Section 377 of Indian constitution. Section 377 particularly deals “unnatural 

offences” and “whoever voluntarily has carnal intercourse against the order of nature with any 

man, woman or animal shall be punished with imprisonment for life, or with imprisonment of 

either description for a term which may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine.” 188 

 
The battle of getting this section decriminalized was started off when Naz Foundation challenged 

the section 377 of the Indian constitution which states that the homosexual sexual intercourse 

between consenting adults is crime. Naz Foundation challenged this view by saying it’s a 

violation of their fundamental rights. 

 
Naz Foundation started off this battle after they encountered two situations: “Lucknow Four” 

and when the National Human rights commission of India rejected the complaint as the Section 

377 outlawed homosexuality. This made them realise how dangerous section 377 is to the 

society. 

 

 
 

187 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAWYERING 189-190 (Alternative Law Forum 2017 
188 INDIA CONST. sec. 377 
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What is Lucknow Four? : 

 
 

Four men from Lucknow was made to line up and were made to use “sex toys” and 

“Pornographic material”. The police forces were the ones who were involved and had the intent 

of portraying these men as a “a gang of sexual miscreants” Police arrested these men and reason 

was these men were “running a sex club” and were involved in “criminal conspiracy and selling 

obscene materials”. These men had to face a lot of things in prison like : Interrogation, verbal 

abuse, beatings and torture from prison guards and other inmates in the prison. 

 
What was the complaint? 

 
 

A boy who was a homosexual was constantly forced to go through “conversion therapy” and 

“counselling and psychotropic medication”. The conversion therapy was an electroshock therapy 

and his treatment was done under the All India institute of medical sciences (AIIMS). Naz 

foundation filed a complaint and it was rejected as 377 outlawed homosexuality and therefore the 

conversion was “not against the law”. It was not against the law at the time but it was a serious 

violation of basic human rights. 

 
Naz foundation faced a lot of challenges. The opposing counsel had the support of B.P. Singhal 

who had this opinion that “homosexuality is immoral”. Moreover, even religious organizations 

provided a lot of support to the opposing counsel. India ,being the country of religious 

sentiments and a Hindu nation, these organisations constantly asked the section to be read down 

which revolved around the base of “religious morality” and “protection of Hindutva”. India calls 

itself a “secular nation” but this says otherwise. Baba Ramdev who is a yoga guru says 

“homosexuality is a disease” and it can be healed as he has the “cure of it”. He even invited the 

members to his ashram saying “cure the bad addiction”. His ideology was that homosexuality is 

not genetic as otherwise, we would have not been born if our parents were homosexual189. These 

thoughts show how abided Indians are to be religious sentiments and how orthodox and 

unaccepting this society is. 

 

189 TheWire.in, https://thewire.in/lgbtqia/lgbtq-sc-section-377-homosexuality, 14th December 2020 

https://thewire.in/lgbtqia/lgbtq-sc-section-377-homosexuality
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Not only religious, but the Naz foundation faced a lot of other issues. Following is some brief of 

these challenges : 

● Justice B.C. Patel and Badar Durrez Ahmed dismissed the case after 3 years of being 

filled as they said that Naz Foundation didn’t have legal standing locus standi. 

● Naz foundation reframed their petition and began movements specific to LGBTQI+. 

● They faced major challenges in terms of finance 

● They had to constantly educate the masses 

● They had to constantly motivate the people as there was prosecution and discrimination 

to attend the rallies which intern resulted in being heavily attended. 190 

 
C.STRATEGIES 

 

C.1 What are the strategies adopted by Human rights lawyers? 

 
 

As seen above, there are a lot of challenges that human rights lawyers face in their life to fight 

for justice for basic human rights violations. Hence, they need to adopt certain strategies that will 

enable them to win the fight against the prevailing unjust legal system. There a lot of strategies 

that human rights lawyers usually abide by. 

 
Following are the common litigation strategy that human rights lawyers use in their cases: 

 
 

1) Educating the public by raising awareness of human rights. 

This strategy is actively taken by the human rights lawyers. They get a lot of support by 

the general public by inefficient acts of government. They get a common ground that a lot 

of people can be helped by being supported to the human rights violation that they have 

encountered.191 It also gives a message to the public by the lawyers that everyone can be 

 

 

190 Preston G Johnson, Lessons for Legalizing Love: A Case Study of the Naz Foundation's Campaign to 

Decriminalize Homosexuality in India. Capstone Collection. 7, 34,37 (2017). 

https://digitalcollections.sit.edu/capstones/3063 

 
191 https://www.openglobalrights.org/strategic-human-rights-litigation-in-tough-times/ 

https://digitalcollections.sit.edu/capstones/3063
https://www.openglobalrights.org/strategic-human-rights-litigation-in-tough-times/
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an individual judge, respecting the differences of others can bring in a change to society. 

Naz foundation also took this strategy as a lot of people relating to the queer community 

have been deprived of their basic human rights solely on the base of their sexual 

orientation and sexual preferences.192 A constitution cannot simply derive ones right to 

life on the basis of the people an individual chooses to love. 

 
2) Facilitate a compromise to the rule of law 

Oftentimes, law isn’t always by our side. Therefore, the human rights lawyers choose this 

option to facilitate a compromise and get the justice the people deserve. This is usually 

obtained in situations where there are instances of minor offences and religious practices 

that have been practiced since decades in the communities of Dalits and upper caste. This 

is when the people of the villages apologise for the crime they have committed under the 

guidance of the laws that prevail and also makes a guarantee that those acts won't be 

repeated under the fear of law.193 

 
3) Relief and rehabilitation 

This strategy is obtained when the cases are reported to the court pertaining to deaths and 

disappearances in the relief camps which have been organised. This strategy was to come 

across all the cases which have faced these gruesome institutions. Here, a concerted effort 

of civil society actors was also essential. Here actors, who are lawyers in most cases, 

provide ground support to the people and through collaborations of legal interventions 

made by these lawyers in a human rights law collective and out of state. This is in brief 

how this strategy usually works.194 

 

 

 
 

192 Preston G Johnson, Lessons for Legalizing Love: A Case Study of the Naz Foundation's Campaign to 

Decriminalize Homosexuality in India. Capstone Collection. 7, 48 (2017). 

https://digitalcollections.sit.edu/capstones/3063 
 

193 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAWYERING 52 (Alternative Law Forum 2017) 
 

194 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAWYERING 55 (Alternative Law Forum 2017) 
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4) Assisting the national human rights commission 

Human rights lawyers use this strategy when they have a natural calamity. A lawyer 

usually writes to the commission asking for an expansion of jurisdiction or any other 

request for that matter. Then, authoritative positions get involved and help the lawyer by 

conducting and processing an inquiry, then continue by meeting the victim- survivors and 

then gather information and evidence. Also, they also further provide help by monitoring 

and guiding the lawyers on how to go about the situation. 195 

 
5) Engaging with commissions of inquiry 

This strategy is used when there has been a long standing complaint which hasn’t been 

considered yet. This strategy was obtained by Yusuf Muchhala who was involved in the 

case of Babri Masjid which was issued by wing groups of Hindu committees. Here, there 

has to be detailed litigation history which is given to the supreme court. Also, the claims, 

the promises and any other history which was involved. He also criticises that there have 

been instances where the supreme court wasn’t so proactive in the situation. There could 

be better involvement. This tells us that the supreme court aid isn’t always benefitted by 

and should not be completely adhered and dependent on. 196 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

195 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 

LAWYERING 68 (Alternative Law Forum 2017) 

 
196 ARVIND NARRAIN ET. AL., BREATHING LIFE INTO THE CONSTITUTION: HUMAN RIGHTS 
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Conclusion: 

These issues and challenges faced by the human rights lawyers just reminds them nothing 

is inevitable, unachievable about achieving basic human rights. None of the challenges will 

bring the end of the fight to achieve justice for human rights violations, it will just motivate them 

to fight harder and focus on the goal than collapse, disintegrate and stop working for the public 

good. There is a need for these lawyers in the society, as people face a constant struggle in terms 

of facing the patriarchy, discriminating, abiding by the law and not violating these human rights 

which are inherited to us and make the world a better place to live in. 

 
Human rights lawyers have been helpful all along in this field. They have fought for justice no 

matter what challenges they face. They face issues when they fight for justice ranging from lack 

of research, absence of law, patriarchal legal system to financial challenges. These lawyers have 

been working pro bono and money isn’t the incentive. They have been motivated due to different 

reasons for achieving one goal: achieving human rights for everyone to make this world a safe 

space for all individuals.
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INQUEST: THE PROCEDURE, POWER AND USE IN 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION 

AUTHOR:  SHIVAM KUMAR, CHAITANYA DADHWAL 
 

 

The first step into any criminal justice administration case is an investigation of the crime by the 

police. The motive behind the criminal investigation is to collect evidence that will help identify 

the suspect and help in the arrest. An investigation begins with a search, a thorough inspection of 

a person or a property which is facilitated by Probable cause, which gives enough merit to the 

investigating body and allows them to carry out their search. The investigation, also known as an 

inquest, is particularly mainly used in cases where the cause of the death of a person's death is 

unknown, and there is a suspicion that the death was caused by anything other than natural causes. 

Sections 174, 175 and 176 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (CrPC) lay down the procedure 

that is to be followed when carrying out an investigation of investigating such a death in India. 

The language used in the aforementioned statutory provisions is rather relatively simple and easy 

to comprehend, and there is no uncertainty in its interpretation. Section 174 of the CrPC states that 

an officer in charge of a police station or any other police officer sanctioned in these terms is 

required to investigate when they have been notified of a death due to unnatural causes and report 

it to the respective District Magistrate or the sub-Divisional Magistrate. Section 175 authorizes 

such police officers to be able to summon people of interest to carry out the investigation 

proceedings197. In this paper, I will be focusing on the scope of an inquest in the Indian criminal 

administration, the duties of the magistrate Magistrate under Section 174 of CrPC, why the current 

model of an inquest is not very reliable in the eyes of the law and what changes can be made to 

change that. 

 

 

 

 
 

197 R.V. Kelkar, Criminal Procedure (5th edition, Eastern Book Co. 2008) 
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Power/Scope of Inquest in India 
 

On multiple occasions, in the Court of law, it has been established that an investigation under 

section 174 of the CrPC has a very limited scope, and its main primary concern is to ascertain the 

cause of death. The investigation must mainly focus on uncovering if the person's death was 

incidental, suicidal or caused by an animal. This can be observed in the case of Podda Narayana 

v. State of A.P198. wherein the Hon’ble Apex Court held that the proceedings carried out under 

Section 174 have limited powers. The court stated that the objective behind the proceeding's 

objective is to determine if the person's death was caused under suspicious circumstances or whether 

it was an unnatural death and what might have caused the death. The Hon’ble court also stated that 

the details such as who had assaulted the deceased or under what scenario the deceased might have 

been assaulted are unnecessary and beyond the scope of this section. The Hon’ble court concluded 

this question by saying that neither in practice nor in law is it mandated to mention these conspicuous 

details in the inquest report, and the submission of this information would not assist the prosecution 

in any manner. 

A similar contention was raised in the case of Shakila Khader v. Nausher Gama199 , wherein the 

prosecution argued that if the name of the person's name is missing from the report, it might show 

that the person was not an eye-witness to the crime. This contention was quashed on the grounds 

that because the purpose of an inquest under section 174 is to determine the cause of death and to 

gather evidence necessary to prove it. Another similar reasoning was used in the case of Eqbal 

Baig v. State of Andhra Pradesh200 where the Hon’ble Apex Court stated that a non-mention of the 

eye-witnesses’ name in the inquest report does not act as a ground to dismiss the testimony. As 

one can see, it is a well-established principle in a plethora of Supreme Court decisions that the 

power of an inquest report is very significantly less and is limited to establishing whether a person 

died under natural or unnatural circumstances and what might have caused the death. Anything 

beyond this, such as mentioning the details of the FIRFIR's details or listing the names of the 

accused or the eye-witnesses, is unknown to this ambit of this section's ambit. 

 
198 AIR 1975 SC 1252 
199 AIR 1975 SC 1324 
200 AIR 1987 SC 923 
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Duties of the magistrate under section 174 of CrPC 
 

Section 174 of the CrPC states the duties of a Magistrate when carrying out the inquest and how 

they must proceed once the police officer has informed them of the case of unnatural death. Once 

the police officer is informed of a case of unnatural death, he is legally bound to inform the nearest 

Magistrate who is authorized to carry out the inquest201. The first and foremost responsibility of 

the magistrateMagistrate, after being notified, is to ascertain the cause of death of the person. The 

body must be examined, and the investigation report should contain the reason behind the cause 

of death of the person's cause of death. The cause of death could be anything stated in section 

174(1) of the Act. As it has already been established that section 174 of the CrPC has a very limited 

scope, it must stay within its powers and just focus on determining the cause of death. of the 

deceased. 

The Supreme Court, in the case of Radha Mohan Singh v State of Uttar Pradesh202, held that the 

scope of section 174 is confined to establishing the cause of death. This means that the magistrate 

is restricted within the narrow scope of section 174, and it does not have to find the person who 

might have caused the death of the deceased or under what conditions was were the person killed. 

Hence, it becomes the duty of the magistrate to make sure to notMagistrate's duty to make sure not 

to include the names of the eye witnesses or the accused on the inquest report. 

The next step is to conclude whether there was foul play involved in the death of the person. In 

cases where foul play has been ruled out, the magistrate Magistrate must hand over the dead body 

to the legal heirs of the deceaseddeceased's legal heirs. In cases of foul play and suspicion of the 

cause of death, the magistrate Magistrate must send the body to the Government Medical Officer 

for the post mortem report. 

Another facet that the magistrate Magistrate needs to be careful about is that it need not examine 

all people acquainted with the cause of death. This was established in the case of Shakila Khader 

v Nausher Gama203 wherein the Hon’ble Supreme Court held that it is not necessary to examine 

 

 

201 R.V. Kelkar, Criminal Procedure (5th edition, Eastern Book Co. 2008) 
202 (2006) 2 SCC 450 
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all witnesses related to the case as the reason to carry out an inquest focus solely on establishing 

the cause of death. What this means is that one cannot assume that a person is not an eyewitness 

to the crime simply entirely because his name is missing from the inquest report. The purpose of 

the inquestinquest's purpose is to determine the cause of death, and the information in the report 

must be concise and direct. Inclusion of these overt details does not aid the report in any manner 

but instead becomes nothing but extra work and clutters all the information in the report. 

The final step that the Magistrate must carry out is to get the inquest report signed by the police 

officer who has informed the Magistrate about the crime, and as well as people who have assisted 

in the investigation to finish the inquest report. Upon completion, the report should be submitted 

to the District Magistrate or the Sub-Divisional Magistrate.204 

 

 
Why is Inquest not very established in India? 

 
Although the investigation is the first and one of the most important critical steps in the criminal 

justice administration, it is highly disregarded by the courts and distrusted by the law. A reading 

of Sections 161 and 162 of the Criminal Procedure Court would show the same. These sections 

state that any statement collected from the witnesses during the inquest procedure becomes 

inadmissible in Court, even the confessions made by the accused's confessions during evidence 

gathering. The only purpose the witness statements would serve would be to help the defence in 

contradicting these statements. Another reason as to why inquest reports are not very trusted by 

courts is because the Indian police is are infamously known for using third- degree practices when 

investigating a criminal case which makes these reports unreliable and unethical205. 

Often these methods are allegedly unlawful, which gives a bad reputation to the inquest 

procedures, which is why the law refuses to recognize any of the witness statements in these reports 

as concrete proof. However, another alleged plausible reason that makes the submission reports 

unreliable is the prevalence of corruption and political influence amongst the government servants. 

It is common knowledge that political influencers use their powers to get the police/magistrate to 

suppress the truth and submit falsified reports to the higher authorities, which often leads to 

 

204 R.V. Kelkar, Criminal Procedure (5th edition, Eastern Book Co. 2008) 
205 'Two die in police custody in Sitamarhi, probe ordered' Times of India (Patna, 7 March 2019) 
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injustice in the judgement of cases and distrust in the criminal justice administration206. It should 

also be mentioned that the rank of the officer carrying out the investigation influences the standard 

of the investigation. More often than not, well-qualified and high-ranking officers generally do not 

conduct or interfere with the investigation process. The task of investigation is generally delegated 

to the low-ranking officers, which results in lower quality of investigation, making these 

investigation reports undependable. 

 

 
What can be done to make Inquest more reliable in India? 

 
I believe that in order to make inquest a more reliable source of information in the criminal justice 

administration, one needs to focus on the foundation of the idea of the inquest. The Criminal 

Procedure Code itself needs to be modified and needs to be made more liberal towards the use of 

information that is gathered at the investigation stage of the criminal case. The ambit of Sections 

174, 175 and 176 of the CrPC needs to be expanded, and the scope of the inquest report itself 

should be broadened so as to provide a more comprehensive picture of the crime. The law should 

allow the reports to contain all the information regarding the case as this would help double-check 

the information at various stages of the criminal case procedure, hence making the information 

more reliable right from the investigation stage. 

Finally, I believe that the investigation procedures should be carried out by qualified and well- 

trained officers should carry out the investigation procedures with morals of justice, which is the 

legislative intent of the Code of Criminal Procedure itself. This would not just make the reports 

more reliable and trustworthy, but it would also reduce the corruption amongst the government 

servants, which would aid in regaining the trust of the general public in the criminal proceeding 

that was previously lost in various cases and on multiple occasions due to the ‘alleged’ corruption. 

I believe that inquest is the most important/crucial step in a criminal case proceeding but due to its 

limited scope and lack of trust in the eyes of the law leads to multiple unjust judgements. Therefore, 

the criminal justice administration needs to emphasize more focus on inquest reports as it is the 

foundation of any criminal case and disregarding the foundation itself shows loopholes in the 

 

 
 

206 'Rajeev Kumar destroyed, tampered with evidence: CBI tells SC' Times of India (New Delhi, 5 February 2019) 
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system. Giving inquest a broader scope and more power in the eyes of the law would be the first 

step to fixing the loopholes in our criminal justice system. 
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THE CONUNDRUM OF VENUE AND SEAT IN INDIA 

AUTHOR: ISHITA DEWAN 
 

The atmosphere of arbitration is globally expanding, more and more commercial decisions are 

favoring arbitrations as the preferred mechanism of dispute resolution. Over the years more and 

more transnational agreements are formed because of which the need for an impartial dispute 

resolution has become greater. Rather than going to the court to solve disputes between the parties, 

arbitration provides us a neutral decision-making structure that only allows the parties to arbitrate 

in confidentiality but also allows the parties to choose the procedure which they want to follow. 

Due to the diverse nature of countries' substantive and arbitration laws, it is necessary for the 

parties to determine the law which will govern their agreement and the seat of arbitration. 207 

 
Parties’ choice regarding the seat of arbitration is extremely necessary as that will determine the 

law that has to be applied during the disputes that might arise between the parties. As per the New 

York Convention,208 the jurisdiction in which the seat of arbitration lies is determined by the ‘lex 

arbitri’ which will indicate the existence, validity and scope of the parties during the arbitration 

agreement. The choice of the place or seat will also determine the tools that are available to the 

parties while enforcing an arbitration agreement. It is very necessary for the arbitral clause to be 

drafted properly as the moment the parties provide for a place or seat it may amount to exclusive 

jurisdiction and later the parties may not be able to wriggle out of these terms.209 The debate has 

been going on for a long period of time regarding how to determine if the place which is mentioned 

in the arbitral clause is a juridical seat or venue. Over the years there has been various confusion 

and debate regarding the same and this paper will analyse the same using three cases and will do 

 

 

 

 

207 Daniel Rainer, The Impact of West Tankers on Parties, 95 Cornell L.Rev.431, 432-458 (2010). 
208 United Nations Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbi- tral Awards, June 10, 1958, 21 

U.S.T. 2517, 330 U.N.T.S. 3 
209 Bharat Aluminium v Kaiser Aluminium, (2012) 9 SCC 552. 
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an analysis of the most recent judgement laid down by the Supreme Court in the case of Union of 

India v Hardy Exploration and Production. 

 

This question was taken up by the three-judge bench, by the Supreme Court in the case of Union 

of India v Hardy Exploration and Production (India) Inc, The dispute before the Supreme Court 

was based on the interpretation of an arbitration clause in a production sharing contract that was 

entered between the Government of India and Hardy Exploration and Production.210 The 

agreement between the parties provided for the law which will govern the law of contracts – Laws 

of India. The Governing laws of Arbitration will be the UNCITRAL Model Law on International 

Commercial Arbitration. Further, the venue of arbitration is Kuala Lumpur or as it was decided by 

the parties.211 The issue in this case was whether the designation of place will assume the nature 

of the seat. The Supreme Court in this case ruled that the venue of an arbitration could not, ipso 

facto be considered to be seat and that place and seat can be equated with each other provided there 

were no condition precedent attached to it. The Supreme Court ruled that, since the arbitration 

agreement did not provide for a seat the determination of seat will be made by the arbitral 

tribunal.212 The court held that just because the arbitrator held that the meeting will take place at 

Kuala Lumpur and signed the award does not amount to determination.213 Determination means 

that when a place is agreed up, it gets the status of the seat which means juridical seat. Further, the 

venue of the arbitration cannot be equated to the venue or seat of the arbitrations. Based on these 

factors the court set aside the decision of the Delhi High Court and found that the Indian Courts 

would have jurisdiction to entertain the section 34 challenge.214 

 

This Supreme Court ruling has specified and reinstated the manner through which the seat can be 

determined as parties can expressly agree upon the seat or the place of arbitration in their 

agreement. But the court has not determined what tests have to be used to determine why India is 

the place of arbitration.215 

 

 

 
210 Civil Appeal no. 4628 of 2018 decided on 25.09.2018 (Supreme Court). 
211 Id. 
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The case of Bhatia International v Bulk Tradings,216 held that Part 1 of the Act necessarily applies 

to arbitrations which are held in India between Indian nationals and to International Commercial 

arbitrations whether held in India or outside of India. Where such arbitrations are held, the 

provisions of Part 1 would compulsorily apply and the parties are free to deviate only to the extent 

permitted by the derogable provisions of Part 1. In the cases of international commercial 

arbitrations held out of India provisions of Part 1 would apply unless the parties by agreement, 

express or implied exclude all or any of its provisions. In that case the laws or rules chosen by the 

parties would prevail.217 Part II only applies to arbitrations which take place in a Conventional 

country. The court further added that Part 1 is all about ‘general provisions’ that are applicable to 

all arbitrations and such provisions will not be repeated in all chapters and parts. The words “every 

arbitrations' in S2(4) and the words “all arbitrations and to all proceedings relating thereto” in 

S2(5) are wide. S2(2) has to be read harmoniously with S.2(4) and (5) and S.1.218 

 
The case of Bhatia International was overruled by the case of Bharat Aluminium Company v Kaiser 

Aluminum Technical Services Inc, 219 the Supreme Court holds that the use of the word ‘place’, 

‘seat’, ‘situs’ and ‘venue’ indicate the juridical or the legal seat of the arbitration which determines 

the crucial law i.e the law that shall govern the arbitration proceedings. This judgement holds that 

if the if the legal or juridical seat of arbitration is outside India, then Part 1 of the Act would be 

inapplicable to such arbitrations and even in a case a clause of arbitration agreements purports to 

apply Part 1 of the Act to an arbitration where the juridical seat of arbitration is outside India, Part 

1 of the Act shall be inapplicable to the extent inconsistent with the Arbitration law of the seat of 

arbitration.220 Section 2(2) of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act makes it clear that Part 1 is 

limited on its application only to the arbitration which takes place in India. However, the ruling in 

BALCO would apply only to arbitration agreements entered into from the date of the judgement, 

September 6,2012.221 The BALCO case, distinguished venue of arbitration from the ‘place’ or 

‘seat’ or ‘situs’ is the actual physical location where the arbitrators or the arbitral tribunal might 

actually conduct their proceedings which might be a location physically outside the juridical or 
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legal seat of arbitration.222 BALCO essentially laid down that parties by consent cannot confer 

jurisdiction on a court which doesn’t have jurisdiction.223 

 
Post the judgement in the case of UOI v Hardy Explorations, the issue is which principle is 

applicable the principle which was laid down in the case of Bhatia International or the principle 

laid down in the case of Bharat Aluminum? The Hardy Exploration does hold that Kuala Lumpur 

does not have exclusive jurisdiction in this case so maybe the court was tilting towards the Bhatia 

judgement and against the BALCO judgement. The BALCO decision rules that the terms ‘place’ 

and ‘seat’ can be used interchangeably but the case of Hardy Explorations provides a caveat for 

the same. It states that if the word ‘place’ comes with explicit riders, or conditions precedent, then 

‘place’ will not be held to be a seat unless the riders have been carried out.224 When the court says 

that Kuala Lumpur doesn’t have exclusive jurisdiction to try the case, it directly does re-nitrate the 

Bhatia judgement as the court does provide that Part 1 will apply to international commercial 

arbitration. However, this case is referred to a larger bench but this case has caused a lot of 

confusion until a larger bench comes to a decision. 

 

When we look at the judgement of Bhatia International v Bulk Tradings, we can see that the 

purpose of the case was never to obstruct the conduct of foreign based arbitration itself. When the 

court says that Part 1 of the Act will apply to International Commercial Arbitration it is forming a 

basis for India to make a major hub for arbitration. In my opinion, the case of Hardy Exploration 

is following the ruling of Bhatia International and we are moving away from the principle of 

BALCO as that case prevented India from not only becoming a hub of arbitration but also limited 

the scope of International Commercial Arbitration. Hardy Exploration will lead to a new phase in 

the arbitration era and this case might render the case of BALCO overturned. 

 
In my opinion, Hardy Exploration is adding a new element to decide the jurisdiction and whether 

Part 1 of the Arbitration Act will be applicable to the parties that is where there is ‘determination 

of the place’. Determination simply means what is the place that is being decided by the parties. 

 

 

222 Id. 

223 Id. 
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When there is determination, the place can become the seat as both can be used interchangeably. 

Because if there is no determination then the arbitral tribunal is responsible for deciding the same. 

This case to some extent does increase the burden on the Arbitral Tribunal for deciding the 

jurisdiction. But it is better that the arbitral tribunal decides the same as they are neutral parties to 

the agreement. 

 
However, there is a lot of ambiguity regarding the issue on venue and seat. What we need is a 

larger bench to give a clear judgement on the issue and to dissolve the grey area which exists. 

What we as parties who might go into the arbitration can do is make sure that the arbitration 

agreement has no grey areas, we must clearly specify the venue and the seat. Over the years the 

law has become clearer than before what we need now, is for the law to provide a clear distinction. 

Hardy Exploration does follow the principle of Bhatia International, these cases together might 

overrule BALCO and we might go to the old ruling that Part 1will apply to International 

Commercial Arbitration, this might lead to more confusion and ambiguity. But what we really 

need is new amendments to the arbitration act to help India become a major arbitration hub.
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DECIPHERING THE THEORY OF IMPOSSIBILE ATTEMPTS 

AUTHOR: YAJAS ACHAL, SARTHAK SHARMA 

 

 

Through this paper, we shall attempt to construe the concept of ‘impossible attempts’, and examine 

the underlined questions of- 1) whether it is apposite to criminalize impossible attempts altogether, 

and 2) if at all yes, what should be the extent? 

 

 

What is an impossible attempt? 

An ‘Impossible Attempt’ is a rather distinct situation where an actor undertakes the commitment 

of an offence intentionally, but is unable to complete it due to either a mistake of fact or law, 

rendering him guilty of attempt. The binary nature of these conceivable mistakes lead us to two 

the major distinctions within impossible attempts- Factual Impossibility and Legal Impossibility. 

The dichotomies between the two shall be deliberated as we progress. 

To begin with, an abridged answer to the first question would be that absolute decriminalization 

of all impossible attempts is problematic, because it essentially implies pardoning the actor’s mens- 

rea, and acquits potential criminals. Principally leading to under-criminalization, and compelling 

the law to vindicate plausible lawbreakers. The reasoning shall be elucidated through the course 

of this essay. 

 

 
Problem of Impossibility 

We want to start with a case, wherein the judges were unable to explain their reasoning for a case 

involving impossibility and hence it resulted in the wrong verdict, and to also illustrate a case 

wherein an impossible attempt should have been criminalized, United States v. Crow225. In this 

case, the accused Crow had multiple conversations in an Internet chatroom with someone going 

by the name of Stephie FL, who during the course of their conversations, claimed to be a thirteen- 

 
 

225United States v. William R. Crow, 164 F.3d 229 (5th Cir. 1999) 
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year-old girl. But in fact, the messages were written by an undercover police officer who was of 

course an adult. Crow was charged with attempting sexual exploitation of a minor because he tried 

to convince StephieFL to send him sexually explicit photographs of herself. 

The offense however requires proof that the person exploited is in fact a minor. Now the question 

at hand in this case is: did Crow attempt sexual exploitation of a minor, because his conduct 

wouldn’t have led to the crime of sexually exploiting a minor, given he was actually chatting with 

an adult. This case also springs up other questions that we will deal with, i.e.; do circumstantial 

elements of the completed crime need to be in place for the attempted crime? And what is the 

required mental state by the attempter with respect to the elements when they are absent? 

Crow noted that the jurors were unaware that to establish guilt, they must find the person Crow 

was attempting to sexually exploit and she/he must be a minor. Being an essential element of the 

(completed) offence of sexually exploiting a minor, the trial verdict didn’t stand as he appealed 

that it was an essential element of attempt as-well. 

Crow here was raising a general question to which an answer is required: do circumstantial 

elements of completed crimes need to be in place for attempts of those crimes (and if not, then 

why not?) But the court didn’t attempt to reason the answer and merely asserted that Crow’s 

argument failed, maybe because they had no idea how to answer it. The judges were definite that 

Crow was trying to sexually exploit a child in the context of relevance to criminal responsibility. 

They were rather ill-equipped to explain how it’s consistent with the fact that the person Crowe 

was actually trying to exploit was an adult. As we progress, we will answer the questions raised 

here and give our take on the case as well. It is important to know the demarcations in 

impossibilities and why they cannot be spoken of in a generic way. At a broad level we have the 

two basic distinctions of Factual and Legal Impossibility. We will explain the rationale behind it 

and its relevance with the help of two cases. 

 

 
Understanding Impossibilities with different cases 

Starting with a case of pure legal impossibility, wherein a married man tries to commit adultery 

and fails. The person he is trying to have an illicit affair with is not interested. Ashamed and falsely 

believing that adultery is illegal, he runs to his local police station to turn himself in for attempted 

adultery. We know this is not a crime because it is not a crime to attempt to do something that 

would not be criminal, were he to do it as intended. In this case, had the attempted adulterer 

succeeded, he would have committed no crime, and so his attempt was no crime. 

Now, let’s extend this principle to the popular case of People v. Jaffe226. In the said case, the 

defendant was suspected of regularly aiding thieves by selling the goods they took, and was 

 

226People V Jaffe 185 N.Y. 497, 78 N.E. 169 (N.Y. 1906) 
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charged with an attempt to receive stolen property for purchasing some fabric that he believed to 

be stolen, but that was in fact falsely represented to him as stolen, as part of a sting operation. 

Jaffe’s intention was to receive a stolen property, however in fulfilling the said intention he did 

not commit a crime, because the property he intended to receive was actually not stolen. If we 

apply the principle appealed to in the case of the attempted adulterer, Jaffe has not attempted 

receipt of stolen property. The defendants in both the cases,had intentions such that if 

accomplished (like in Jaffe’s case), there would be no crime. This would essentially mean that 

Jaffe has committed no wrong. 

In order to avoid such outcomes, judges sought a distinction between a case like that of the 

attempted adulterer and a case like Jaffe. What distinguished the cases was that Jaffe made a factual 

mistake, whilst the attempted adulterer made a legal one. Hence the doctrine was born, which 

stated that attempt would be criminal depending on the nature of the obstacle. If the obstacle is 

factual, the attempt is criminal and the case is one of “factual impossibility”, while if the obstacle is 

legal, the attempt is not criminal and the case is one of “legal impossibility”. 

 

 
Problems with minute demarcations 

 

The problem with these demarcations of legal and factual impossibility is that nearly every case 

can be deemed to be as one of either, depending upon the perspective adopted by the observer. For 

example, consider the case of a person who shoots at a tree believing it to be the person he intended 

to kill. Now objectively looking at the facts, shooting a tree amounts to no criminal offence, and 

it’s a case of legal impossibility. But if you look at it via the actor’s perspective, he intended to 

kill, acted in furtherance of the same, but the consequences never arrived due to mistake of fact, 

and it becomes a case of factual impossibility. 

 

Furthermore, a subtle error made in judgements like Crow and Jaffe is that of the wrong questions 

being asked regarding the intention and belief of the actor preluding his actions. 

The reason that the attempted adulterer commits no crime is that he isn’t committed to all the 

components of any crime by his intentions, rather merely a non-criminal form of conduct, adultery. 

Now, if the juror asks that “would the attempted adulterer commit a crime had he acted as he 

intended?” an answer overlooking the actor’s perception and beliefs about the situation’s facts is 

induced. As our viewpoints would be restricted to the objectively present facts, it might be the 

wrong question. It would become a case of legal impossibility, as even if he would’ve acted as he 

intended, the consequences would have been such, which would render him faultless, a similar 

situation like Jaffe. 

 
A better question to ask perhaps can be “was the actor committed to all the components of a crime 

by his intentions?” to which the answer might be ‘yes’ in Jaffe’s case. To explain that question, 
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the theory being proposed is that we need to look at the case from the actor’s perspective that his 

intentions and actions need to be looked at via the prism of his beliefs and knowledge about the 

situation. We need not attend to what the case would have been if the defendant did as he intended, 

rather, to what he was committed to by his intention. 

 

Understanding the varying factors before criminalizing an act 

 
Having said that, impossible attempts should be criminalized contingent on factors. It is essential 

to understand the role the belief of the defendant plays. We will discuss the case of United States 

v. Berrigan227 to substantiate why the belief of the defendant is important and use this to explain 

the various aforementioned cases. In this case the defendant thought that he was smuggling 

letters out of the prison in which he was housed without the warden’s knowledge. However, the 

warden knew all about it and was allowing the letters to leave in order to help the police track the 

activity outside the prison that Berrigan was directing them to through the letters. 

The court acquitted Berrigan of the attempt to sneak letters out without the warden’s knowledge 

on the ground that the circumstantial element of the crime (the warden not knowing) was required 

for the attempt. The result is unconvincing, because we know that Berrigan believed the warden 

to be ignorant of the letters. 

It is possible to think that belief is insufficient in cases like Jaffe, Crow, and Berrigan, as believing 

that a condition is in place, without someone being committed to it via intention is rather common. 

That’s something he assumes, rather than something he directs his will toward as an intention. 

Thus, if provided: 

1) Berrigan believes the warden is ignorant of his activities and that he still intends to send 

letters, we can be certain that he intends to send letters without the warden’s knowledge, 

2) Jaffe believes that the property is stolen and intends to receive property, we can be virtually 

certain that he intends to receive stolen property. 

3) Crow believes that ‘StephieFL’ is thirteen and that he intends to sexually exploit her, we 

can be virtually certain that he intends to sexually exploit a minor. 

We can’t be certain that the relevant conditions bleed from the defendants’ beliefs to their 

intentions, it is not a conceptual truth, but in the absence of evidence to the contrary there is every 

reason to think the intention includes a representation of the believed condition. 

So, to answer what should be the limit to criminalizing impossible attempts, “What is the 

appropriate standard in attempt with respect to the circumstantial elements of the completed 

crime?” The answer for us is “intent, keeping in mind the fact that one can intend a condition and 

thereby be dedicated to it, without having any commitment to foster it. 

 
 

227United States v. Berrigan 482 F, 2d 171 (3d Cir. 1973) 
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Juggernaut between belief and outcome 

In Asgar Ali Pradhania v Emperor228, the defendant got involved in a relationship with his 

neighbor who then got pregnant. He freaked out and abandoned his plans to marry her. He made a 

plan to give her a substance that would result in a miscarriage. He tried to force it down her throat 

but failed. The substance turned out to be copper sulphate which is neither of a poisonous nature 

nor harmful to the uterus. 

Here, the impossibility was internal (legal) and the defendant was hence not held liable. In this 

regard, we have a different viewpoint to the Indian position of law. Having established the 

importance of belief, we feel that a person who acts with such intent and in accordance to what he 

believes to be a poisonous substance, poses a threat to the society. A case cannot be termed as non- 

criminal solely on the account that it is a case of legal impossibility, there are cases which depict 

the capability of a person to have intent which even if they fail to materialize can be finessed later 

on. It is for cases like these that they should be held responsible, even if it is only to the tune a 

reformative punishment. 

Now it could be asked, that “When we punish persons for attempt and for crimes of ulterior intent, 

are we fundamentally punishing them not only-for what they have done, but for what we believe 

they would have done under counterfactual circumstances that we fear could have transpired?” 

To explain why it is not us assuming and convicting him for something we think he would have 

done and instead something he himself knows would have is because we are talking in this case 

about the defendant being committed to the act in both the senses of non-reconsideration and non- 

complaint, wherein he cannot rationally change his mind on further affirmation of the fact being 

what he had thought it to be; nor could he complain that the world came out differently from the 

way he intended if, in the end, he committed the act he intended to. 

 

 
Analyzing Fletcher’s test for conviction 

Now having talked about the importance of the actor’s beliefs and perspective, I’d like to discuss 

the Fletcher’s Test for conviction. In the test, the question is asked that “If an actor was too 
 

 

228 Emperor V Asgar Ali Pradhania AIR 1933 Cal 893 
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informed about his acts (or mistakes), would he still commit the act under the same predisposition? 

Or would he take correct measures?” 

The problem with this test is that it counterintuitively acquits actors, whom most observers would 

usually convict. For example, if a person wishes to kill someone, and shoots him in the mistaken 

belief that the victim is asleep, only to learn that he had already died of say, a heart attack. People 

would convict such an actor, yet Fletcher’s Test would acquit him because if the actor was to be 

made aware about the situation, he would do something of innocent nature, like conveniently 

exiting the scene, knowing that the victim was about to die from natural causes. 

This test overlooks the actor’s mens-rea and bases convictions merely off an assumption via 

alteration of facts, probably leading to under-criminalization. Furthermore, it is also of a rather 

subjective and imaginative nature, as it requires presumptuous reimagination of facts, from a 

neutral perspective. 

Having critiqued the existing methods of criminalization and establishing the threshold and 

underpinnings for criminalization of impossible acts I’d like to verbalize the ruling in People vs 

Camodeca, which would form the basis of our theoretic proposal for method of criminalization of 

impossible acts. So, it was held that 

"One of the purposes of the criminal law is to protect society from those who intend to injure 

it. When it is established that the defendant intended to commit a specific crime and that in 

carrying out his intention, he committed an act that caused harm or sufficient danger of harm, 

it is immaterial that for some collateral reason he could not complete the intended crime."229 

Hence, it is important to remember that a person can be committed by his intention to a condition 

without being committed to promoting that condition. We can also be committed to not 

reconsidering our intention in light of the presence of the condition, and thanks to an intention, we 

can be committed to not complaining that the world is or isn’t in a particular state. When we have 

these forms of commitment, we are under no pressure to adopt necessary means to realizing the 

condition to which we are committed to. Thus, it is because of the division among types of 

intention-based commitment and the fact that there are ways to be committed to a condition that 

do not amount to commitments of promotion, that it is justifiable or defensible to view intent as 

the appropriate mens rea standard with respect to circumstances in attempt. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

 

 

 

 

 

229 People v. Camodeca, 52 Cal.2d 142, 338 P.2d 903 (Cal. 1959) 
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After having discussed the various possibilities of determining the type and furthermore, the extent 

of criminalization and punishment for impossible attempts, we arrived at a speculative model, that 

impossible attempts essentially fall into 3 demarcations: 

1) Pure Legal Impossibility: Wherein, if the actor was to complete his intended actions, it 

would amount to no crime due to the non-criminal nature of his actions. (Eg: Minor buying 

insulin thinking he needs to be adult to do so) 

2) Hybrid Impossibility: Wherein, if the actor was to complete his intended actions, it could 

either amount to a non-criminal act, or a criminal act. Eg: The shooting at tree illustration. 

3) Pure Factual Impossibility: Wherein, if the actor would’ve completed his intended actions, 

it would have amounted to a criminal offence. Eg: An impotent trying to rape. The duress 

suffered by the victim would necessitate conviction of the actor, plus he reveals himself to 

be a threat to the society. 

Furthermore, punishments should purely be either rehabilitation or short-term sentences, 

depending upon the severity and nature of the intended crime. 

Thus, we believe that “when an actor, via their intentions or acts in furtherance, to commit an 

offence that they believe would transpire as a direct consequence of the same, reveal themselves 

to be a threat to: 1) the citizens 2) the values which the state’s statute(s) seeks to protect”, they 

should be deemed guilty of attempt. 
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Introduction 
 

The debates on Uniform Civil Code were ignited by the drafters of the constitution when their 

opinions were divided on whether to make the UCC non-obligatory or not. One of the staunch 

supporters of the enforcement of UCC was KM Munshi who negated the exploitation of the 

minority on the pretext of a uniform code by comparing it with the idealistic uniformity in Europe. 

By putting forth the arguments on ‘secularism’ and ‘unity’ and emphasizing ‘one way of life for 

all’, he suppresses the voices of diversity let alone ignoring them.230 He also cheers for UCC as a 

tool for women empowerment and elimination of all inequalities prevailing under the name of 

religion. Another supporter of UCC, Dr. BR Ambedkar, who always questioned the tactics of the 

dominating Hindu religion through his voice against ‘casteism’ and untouchability, denied the 

argument of majority riding over minority through UCC completely. He, along with Alladi 

Krishnaswami Aiyyar, believed that UCC will lead to harmony and prosperity between the diverse 

communities. However, due to some of the Muslim members of the committee, the idea ended up 

 

 

230 'Constitution Of India' (Constitutionofindia.net, 2020) 

<https://www.constitutionofindia.net/constitution_of_india/directive_principles_of_state_policy/articles/Art 

cle%2044> accessed 11 December 2020 

http://www.constitutionofindia.net/constitution_of_india/directive_principles_of_state_policy/articles/Art
http://www.constitutionofindia.net/constitution_of_india/directive_principles_of_state_policy/articles/Art
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as a non-justiciable right mentioned under Article 44 of the constitution, but even today, it has 

been carried on the shoulders of the judiciary and political agendas.231 

 
 

This paper is divided into two parts. In the first one, I will talk about the arguments raised for UCC 

 

i.e. ‘Secularism’, ‘Gender-equality’, and ‘Unity’, in the light of the current status of India in terms 

of political and social. In the second one, I will then compare the ‘ideal’ Goa’s uniform code with 

the other personal laws by focusing on one of the most important segments of personal laws i.e. 

inheritance and succession. With that, we will enunciate some of the key things to keep in mind 

before jumping to an ideal model of UCC that will cater to the diverse needs of India. 

 
 

PART-I 

 

 

‘Secularism’ or the Myth of ‘Modernity’ 

 

 

The need for a UCC has been one of the three big promises mentioned in the party’s manifesto 

since the 1998 elections. It has been a true advocate for the introduction of the UCC manifesting 

towards Munshi's idea of a ‘united’ and ‘secular’ India. However, their politics of propagating 

majoritarianism has audibly expressed their true intent. Whether through granting citizenship on 

religious grounds or denying the only Muslim-majority state of Jammu and Kashmir their basic 

human rights, the intention behind them being vocal for UCC stands contested.232 

 

 

 
 

231Ibid 
232 Ashirwad Mahaprashasta A, 'Modi 2.0: A Coming-Of-Age Drama For Majoritarianism And Authoritarianism' 

<https://thewire.in/politics/modi-2-0-one-year-anti-muslim-arrests-caa> accessed 30 May 2020 
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Secularism has always been deemed to be a very progressive and modern concept. France, a 

developed nation state with no state religion in place, has banned ‘Burkinis’ (a swimwear worn by 

the Muslim women). It justified the ban on the grounds of it being regressive but instead, shadowed 

Muslim women’s free choice while imposing the modern-Christian idea of clothing.233 This 

example provides us with a western take on the concept of secularism, that has always set idealistic 

goals for countries like India. It also enunciates on the collision of the concept of secularism with 

different interpretations of modernity and how it is often reduced to targeting minorities rather than 

providing them an equal footing. Under the garb of modernity, secularism loses its essence of 

equality by reinstating the majority’s idea of a ‘modern’ society to suppress the minorities.234 

 
 

The concept of modernity is highly subjective as what might be modern to one might not be to 

others, and imposing one’smy idea of modernity on others is surely not what secularism ought to 

profess. The debate around what is modern and progressive, while coming up with a possible draft 

of the code, can be exploited by the government in power by prioritizing the interests of one 

community over the others to further their political gains. Therefore, the question on the 

subjectivity of modernism should be answered by the society, as represented by different 

communities, by ensuring that it does not override the interests of the minority. 

 
 

From the turbulence during the time of partition in 1947 to the recent communal riots in Delhi 

riots, the communities of Hindus and Muslims have not progressed enough to believe that they are 

 
 

233 'Uniform Civil Code: What Kicked Up The Issue And Why Are Some Opposed To It' <https://www.business 

standard.com/article/current-affairs/uniform-civil-code-what-kicked-up-the-issue-and-why-are-some opposed-to-it- 

116101400374_1.html> accessed 14 October 2016 
234 Yadav Y, 'Big Test For Secular Politics This Winter. Don’T Fall Into BJP-RSS Trap On Ayodhya, NRC, UCC' 

<https://theprint.in/opinion/test-for-secular-politics-dont-fall-into-bjp-rss-trap-on-ayodhya-nrc-ucc/313246/> 

accessed 30 October 2019 
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treated equally. Secularism, translated in the words of, as explained by Dr. Radha Krishanana 

means ‘no preferential distinction between religions’.235 However, in today’s time, it seems too 

far-fetched of an idea. The current chaotic and tense situation in the country, where both the major 

religions are at loggerheads is not the right time to introduce a Uniform Civil Code because even 

if sketched on constitutional outlines, the implementation will not be possible as they will be under 

the impression that their interests are being sacrificed. 

 
 

Divergence in Unity and Uniformity 

 

 

According to the law commission, unity does not necessarily come from uniformity, it can indeed 

lead to division.236 For instance, Iif uniformity is students (of diverse backgrounds with different 

preferences in clothing) wearing the same clothes for school, unity is they all coming together 

against or in favour of something and division is them being divided on some rule of the school. 

Consider the recent proposal by the UP government to introduce an ordinance against ‘forceful’ 

inter-faith conversions.237 The ordinance is uniform in the sense that it has entered the personal 

domain of marriages by dictating ‘who you should and should not love’ and will uniformly apply 

to the people belonging to all the religions. However, it will not unite people but will divide them 

based on their religion. When the state intervenes with the personal laws, that hold an integral 

place in the hearts of people belonging to different communities, and the results can be devastating. 

By threatening Muslim men and Hindu women to not marry and terming it as ‘love jihad’, this 

 

235 Bhargava P, 'In Defence Of Secularism' <https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/open-page/in-defence-of- 

secularism/article6275616.ece> accessed 2 August 2014 
236 Law Commission of India, Consultation Paper on Reform of Family Law, (31 August 2018), available at 
< https://lawcommissionofindia.nic.in/reports/CPonReformFamilyLaw.pdf> 
237 “'Love Jihad' Law: In First Action Under Ordinance, UP Police Arrest Muslim Man” 

<https://thewire.in/government/love-jihad-law-in-first-action-under-ordinance-up-police-arrest-muslim-man> 

http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/open-page/in-defence-of-
http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/open-page/in-defence-of-
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uniform intervention will not just divide the communities but will question the authenticity of the 

concept of prevalent diversity in India.238 

Treating Uniformity in the personal laws as a life raft for the chaotic communal tension is not just 

a miscalculation rather it will further the division. The aftermath of the partition created a sense of 

threat in the minds of the drafters of the constitution and thus, India is known as a secular State 

with no State-religion. State’s intervention in the personal laws is important or otherwise it can 

aggravate the division between the communities. It will be a replication of the British’s non- 

involvement tactic in the personal laws which ultimately resulted in the havoc of ‘partition’.239 

Though the Secular State is a well-intended concept, one should understand the blurred difference 

in its interpretation. On the lines of secularism, a State can be divided into two categories. A non- 

religious state in which laws are created with no preference to any religion and an anti-religion 

state in which laws are created with no regard to any religion at all.240 By acting on the desirable 

non-religious premise, secularism can be misused by an authoritarian State who can merge the 

concept under the garb of an anti-religious premise, making the subjects prone to exploitation. 

 
 

PART-II 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

238 “Love Jihad Bogey: UP Ordinance Undermines Constitutional Liberties and May Not Stand the Test of Judicial 

Scrutiny” <https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/toi-editorials/love-jihad-bogey-up-ordinance-is-bad-in law- 

and-undermines-constitutional-liberties/> accessed November 26, 2020 
239 Raj, Dhooleka Sarhadi. “IGNORANCE, FORGETTING, AND FAMILY NOSTALGIA: Partition, the Nation 

State, and Refugees in Delhi.” Social Analysis: The International Journal of Social and Cultural Practice, vol. 44, no. 

2, 2000, pp. 30–55. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/23166533. Accessed 11 Dec. 2020. 
240 Krishnaswami A, “STUDY OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE MATTER OF RELIGIOUS RIGHTS AND 

PRACTICE” (1960) 14 UNITED NATIONS PUBLICATION 

<https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Religion/Krishnaswami_1960.pdf> 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/23166533
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Religion/Krishnaswami_1960.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Religion/Krishnaswami_1960.pdf
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India is not ready for UCC because of the above-mentioned reasons but it does not negate the fact 

that there exist faults in the personal laws of the country. Personal laws of all the religions that 

enter the spheres of marriage, succession, inheritance, adoption, etc, are not adequate and continue 

to profess gender inequality. The laws of inheritance and succession, that govern the acquisition 

of physical assets, are an integral part to determine the power structure in a society.241 Men have 

always been tasked to frame laws and as a result, even today, they use it as a tool to oppress women 

and restrict them to their assigned ‘gender roles’. These patriarchal laws did not even allow females 

to own a property, let alone inherit it, keeping them at the mercy of their husbands.242 Upon the 

death of their partners and his property being passed onto the male collaterals of the family, 

coupled with the stigma around remarrying a widow, their survival was threatened.243 These ideas 

are infused in today’s society and they continue to sacrifice women’s financial independence 

through the laws of inheritance. 

 
 

 

The Ideal Case of ‘inheritance’ in Goa: A comparison with the other Personal 

Laws 

In this section of the paper, we will look at the ‘shining example’244 of the Portuguese civil code 

specifically its inheritance clauses, to use them as a yardstick to measure the impediments in the 

existing personal laws. 

 

 
 

241 Sowmya Dhanaraj & Vidya Mahambare, 2017. "Family structure, education and women's employment in rural 

India," WIDER Working Paper Series wp-2017-195, World Institute for Development Economic Research (UNU- 

WIDER). 
242 Mehta R, “Inheritance Rights of Women: How to Protect Them and How Succession Laws Vary 
243 Ibid 
244 Jose Paulo Coutinho vs Maria Luiza Valentina Pereira, (2019) S.C.C 1190 
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The statute offers a gender-neutral approach in its language. Instead of using phrases like ‘male 

descendants’, ‘Surviving sons or daughters’, ‘widows’, it replaces them with ‘descendants’, 

‘children’, ‘living spouse’. Unlike other personal laws, it does not provide for different rules of 

succession based on gender. The recent judgment of Vineeta Sharma v. Rakesh Sharma245, in the 

case of Hindus, can be seen as the most recent developments in the laws of inheritance. Though it 

has tried to eliminate gender-based discrimination prevalent in the inheritance laws, it has still left 

doors open for patriarchal interpretation. The most controversial implication of the case is that a 

Hindu female can never form a coparcenary while the males can.246 Also, it allows the woman to 

be the sole owner of her inherited property but once she dies, patriarchy creeps in by passing her 

property to her husband’s heirs instead of her own natal family.247 The laws of inheritance in the 

case of Hindus is often premised on tracing the lineage through the male members and the concept 

of the Hindu joint family, headed by a male patriarch, is the intention behind the retaining of 

property within the husband’s family in case women die childless. 

 
 

Even Iin Muslim personal law, if the woman dies, her husband takes one-fourth of her property in 

presence of a child or the child of a son, and in their absence, it is half of the total property. Whereas 

in case of death of a man, his widow takes one-fourth of his property in absence of a child or child 

of a son, and in their absence, it is only one-eighth share. 

 
 

But in the case of Goa’s uniform code, there is no such distinction in the laws of inheritance, 

however, according to section 52 of the Goan code248, which dictates the rules of inheritance, 

 

245 Vineeta Sharma v. Rakesh Sharma (2020) Civil Appeal 32601/2018 
246 Venkataramanan K, “The Hindu Explains | What Is Coparcenary Property in Hindu Law?” 
247 The hindu succession act, 1956, section 15; Omprakash and Ors. v. Radhacharan and Ors (2009) 15. SCC 66 
248 The Goa Succession, Special Notaries and Inventory Proceeding Act, 2012, section 52 
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prefers ‘brothers’ over ‘sisters’ which again is a product of the popular ‘patrilineal’ lineage that 

considers the sisters to be a part of the husband's family after marriage. 

 
 

The unbiased devolution of property is one of the key features of the Goan code. It is governed by 

the same rules regardless of gender. So, therefore, if a male dies issueless, their property will 

devolve in the same manner as when a female dies issueless. In Hindu personal law, there is a 

distinction between a Hindu male and a Hindu female dying intestate as in the former’s case the 

inheritance of the property falls in line with the principle of ‘blood relation’ but in the later’s case, 

it follows the principle of ‘nearness in relation’, that it presumes to be her husband’s family.249 

 
 

Furthermore, it places heirs on an equal footing, regardless of their gender, class, religion, or age, 

unlike other personal laws. As in Hindu law, the difference between class I heirs and class II heirs 

is not just in determining the proximity but also, it discriminates between fathers and mothers, 

where one finds its place in class I heirs and the other in class II.250 Even in the Indian succession 

act, the mother of the deceased is secluded if the father is present. Also, in Muslim law, Father is 

the primary heir and has a fixed one-sixth share as a sharer which he inherits along with a child or 

the child of the son. In their absence he inherits as a residuary and takes to the extent of the total 

property in absence of any other sharer whereas the Mother’s share is fixed as one-sixth in presence 

of a child or child of a son or when there are two or more brothers and sisters or even one brother 

and one sister, irrespective of whether they were related to the deceased by full blood, consanguine 

 

 

 

 
 

 

249 The Hindu succession act, 1956, section 15 and 8 
250 The Hindu succession act, 1956, section 10 and 11 
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or uterine relationship. The share of the mother or any female is always less than that of a father 

or any male. 

 
 

The Hindu law prefers agnates over cognates but in the Goan code, they are both treated as 

collateral, and inheritance is restricted to six degrees. The daughter of a deceased Sunni inherits as 

a sharer only in the absence of a son but in the presence of the son, she does not inherit as a sharer 

but becomes residuary along with him and takes a share equal to half of his share. Even in the Parsi 

law, there is no such restriction and thus, the rights of succession are scattered over inexhaustible 

relationships. 

 
 

The clause of ‘communion of assets’ allows the spouses to bring together their assets at the time 

of marriage and in case one dies or they separate, the living spouse is entitled to one-half of the 

share. The devolution of the other half is through their succession act and even in that, the living 

spouse sits at the fourth degree. 

 
 

The property of a deceased Goan is inherited by sons and daughters and their children, irrespective 

of other proximate relations. This helps to prevent the limited property from crumbling into many 

parts which help to preserve its sanctity. Contrariwise, Muslim law identifies five principal heirs 

which keep on oscillating in varying circumstances. Even the Hindu law identifies other legal heirs 

than the children as mentioned in the list of Class 1 heirs. 

There is no ostracism of uterine-blood or half-blood from full-blood relations in the Goan code. 

Even though there is a difference in the entitlement of shares in both the cases, it is still better than 

other personal laws that exclude one of the two types of relation completely. As per section 18 of 
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the Hindu Succession Act and in the Parsi law, full blood relations are synonymous with uterine 

blood and does not include half-blood relations. In Muslim law, full- blood brother or sister or 

half-blood brother is given preference over half-blood sister. 

 
 

In the Indian succession act and Hindu succession act, a property can be willed as per the wishes 

of the estate owner. This might lead to cases where the will might be curated under threat, thereby 

making the rightful heirs suffer the most. Like for eg., if a Hindu male wants to retain the property 

within the family, then he can do it entirely to his son and ignore his daughter completely. The 

Goan civil code, to avoid such inequality, allows only half of the property to be willed and the 

other half to be inherited as per the laws of the succession which in turn secures the interests of 

the legal heirs as well as the interests of the deceased. 

 
 

Therefore, the prevalent inheritance laws in India can learn from its smallest State of Goa and 

come up with more nuanced gender-neutral laws byways of amendments. However, it should be 

kept in mind that a progressive society does not necessarily mean ‘equal’, as was discussed before. 

 
 

Genders at Par? 

 

 

The advocates for UCC have primarily leaned their argument on the apparent gender 

discrimination that inherently exists in all the twenty personal laws.251 India, despite being a 

diverse populous in terms of ethnicity, religion, and language, has uniformly preyed upon women 

 

251 'Constitution Of India' (Constitutionofindia.net, 2020) 

<https://www.constitutionofindia.net/constitution_of_india/directive_principles_of_state_policy/articles/Art 

cle%2044> accessed 11 December 2020 

http://www.constitutionofindia.net/constitution_of_india/directive_principles_of_state_policy/articles/Art
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through its diverse patriarchal ideologies. Patriotism may or may not bind the country together, 

but oppression surely does. Therefore, to look at UCC as a solution to this biasedness, we can 

analyze it by looking at the only existing Uniform code in the smallest state of the country i.e. Goa. 

 
 

The Portuguese Civil Code, which was enforced in 1870 in Goa, has been cited by the current 

ruling party as a model uniform family code for the rest of the country.252 According to the codeits 

clauses, the spouses have an option to choose between Communion of Assets, absolute separation 

of property, separation of assets existing before marriage and communion of the property after 

marriage, and total regime.253 They also have an option to enter into a prenuptial agreement that 

limits or abandons the wife’s share or entitlement over her husband’s property in case of a divorce. 

The irrevocability or unamendability of such antenuptial agreements after marriages make it 

difficult for women, who might have been manipulated or tricked into such contracts, asking for 

separation.254 

 
 

By mandating civil registration of marriages for non-Catholics as the only ‘proof’ of 

solemnization, the court does not get into the question of the ‘universally accepted norms of the 

communities. However, a straight-jacket application of the law deems the two-signature 

requirement as the only way to prove the ‘the intention of both the spouses’.255 Women are often 

blindsided by the cultural norms and thus, they fail to familiarise themselves with the two signature 

 
 

252   Kohli    N,    “All    in    the    Family:    Goa    Civil    Code    a    Model    for    the    Rest    of    the Country?” 

<https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/all-in-the-family-is-the-goa-civil-code-a-model-for-the-rest-of-the- 

country/story-4ImvwP0OrAST2hUnsZxtiL.html> 
253 Ibid 
254 Ibid 
255 Desouza S, ' ‘Just’ Laws are not Enough A Note on the Common Civil Code, Marriage and Inheritance in Goa∗'in 

Sumi Krishna (eds), Women\'s Livelihood Rights: Recasting Citizenship for Development (SAGE Publications India, 

2007). 

http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/all-in-the-family-is-the-goa-civil-code-a-model-for-the-rest-of-the-
http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/all-in-the-family-is-the-goa-civil-code-a-model-for-the-rest-of-the-
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requirements for registration. As a result, in many cases, they are abandoned by their husbands 

within months of consummation and the court is not helpful as it doesn’t even consider them 

married.256 Once thrown out by their husbands, it is even difficult to get their properties back 

immediately as the police force is not cooperative.257 

 
 

Male-privilege is even observed in cases where spouses do not enter into any agreement and are 

governed under the clause of the communion of assets. Communion of assets translates to the 

culmination of all the assets belonging to both the spouses ‘equally’ after marriage. It might look 

unbiased but the clause adds, the management of all those assets rests with the husband.258 This 

means that though after the marriage, a woman will still be an ‘owner’ of her land but its 

‘management’ will rest upon the husband who can rent it, or might use it without his wife’s 

consent. This unequal arrangement has exploited the vulnerabilities of women uniformly 

throughout the communities in Goa. 

 
 

The code is even appreciated with no difference between sons and daughters as they both are 

equally entitled to a share in their family’s property. But according to the head of the center for 

women’s studies at Goa University, Shaila de Souza, this looks good only on paper, and in reality, 

it is unequal in an indirect way to women.259 According to her, in most of the cases, they are asked 

to withdraw their rights after being given some amount ( less than their share). Even if not given 

anything, society has conditioned and raised them in a way in which they don’t question their 

 

 

256 Ibid 
257 Ibid 
258 Almeida A, “Goa's Civil Code Shows That Uniformity Does Not Always Mean Equality” 

<https://thewire.in/law/goas-uniform-civil-code-is-not-the-greatest-model-to-follow> 
259 Ibid 
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parent’s decision or fight for their share in the property. And if they do, that is usually because of 

their husbands forcing them to claim their share.260 

 
 

Equating Uniformity to equality is not conclusive in itself. By looking at Goa’s Civil Code, we 

can understand that uniform laws can uniformly discriminate upon women if they are not socially 

they aren’t accepted. Uniformity can only be the solution to gender-inequalities, if and only if the 

laws are gender-sensitive because, if not, then whether applied uniformly or not, they will lead to 

an unequal society. 

 

 
 

What can be done? The need of a non- favouritism government 

 

 

The next step towards achieving the desired non-discriminatory model for uniform civil code is a 

non-favouritism government that is not just democratic on paper but in reality, puts the interests 

of all its subjects and not just their ‘favourite’ group. 

 
 

It should interact with the ‘subjects’, the ones who will be affected by the law, and then understand 

the concept of a uniform code. The ongoing protests by the farmers against the farmer's bill is the 

most recent example that proves the importance of communication with the subjects.261 The 

government in power passed the bill in their understanding of ‘benefitting the farmers’ without 

consulting the farmer's opinions and that has led to an unrest situation in the northern parts of the 

 

260 Ibid 
261 Gulati A, “Centre Must Carefully Consider Options, Close Communication Gap with Farmers” 

<https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/punjab-farmers-protest-farm-laws-msp-system-apmc-mandis- 

7075901/> 
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country. To avoid these situations, the government should draft a UCC while interacting with the 

women organizations, minorities, and the transgender community, and understand their take on 

the uniform code as they are the ones who will be the most affected and are at the risk of being 

shunned upon. 

 
 

The Root of All Inequalities 

 

 

The concept of property should be restructured and not restricted to the mere keeping of the 

property within the family. The rule of thumb in cases where there is no will should be to determine 

the relationship of the deceased with the claimants and only then be given ownership upon the 

satisfaction of the court. Blood relations should be given preference in cases where the deceased 

shared a cordial relationship with them. Even in cases of women, where she leaves her natal family 

and lives with the husband’s family, the question as to who will inherit the property should be 

answered by prioritizing her natal family’s claim over her husband’s family if she had an equal 

relationship with the family. 

 
 

The system of ‘Karta’ or the head of a family should be done away with. Resting power to control 

a family within a person, based on their biological sex, is the starting point of the inequality. 

Tracing descent through either the males (patrilineal) or the females (matrilineal), will lead to 

inequality. Where the former is widely accepted and thus the discrimination is apparent, the latter 

still struggles to keep up with the prevalent societal ideologies, and the discrimination happens 

under the cloak. 
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Uniformity for the Transgender Community 

 

 

Except for the heterosexual normative that circumvents the concept of family, all the other types 

of families in India are not socially and legally accepted. The notion of family is ideally premised 

on the concept of property. The idea behind this is primarily to keep the ancestral property within 

the family and therefore, for eg., in traditional Hindu joint families, the moment a legal ‘heir’ is 

born, the family is considered to be complete. But what determines a legal ‘heir’ when the family 

is not a product of blood relations? Will the uniform civil code, in its understanding of gender- 

equality, benefit the trans community? 

 
 

In its judgment of NLSA vs Union of India and others262, the Supreme Court ordered the Centre 

and State to legally recognize the ‘third-gender’ and gave the transgender their right to self- 

identify. Therefore, disregarding this community in the formulation of a uniform code will fall 

against our constitutional values that seek to ensure ‘no discrimination based on sex’263. 

The transgender community or the hijras, which dates back to more than 4000 years, were 

criminalized by the Britishers. To date, they are not only stigmatized by society but they are also 

legally neglected. No laws are governing their inheritance but only their custom of guru-chela 

relationship that determines their right to inherit. The law mandates them to put themselves into 

either of the two binary genders of male and female to be able to claim their share in their natal 

family’s property. A Uniform civil code can engage with the questions about their inheritance and 

 

 

 

 

 

262 NLSA vs Union of India and others, WP (Civil) No 400 of 2012 
263 The Constitution of India, article 15(1). 
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this recognition can normalize their existence in the society but it will have to deal with other 

issues to fully benefit the community. 

 
 

The importance of this legal recognition through inheritance rights will be the first step in making 

their own families accept them because reducing their identity to mere gender leads to ignorance 

of their other identities. Property and identity are interlinked with each other. We don’t choose to 

be of a particular caste, religion, or status, they are something that is passed onto us and that 

determines our identity in society.264 Similarly, the property is also passed within the community 

based on your relationship with the person. The family property, either based on blood relations 

or care, determines your existence as a part of that community. Just like in the case of Sweety v 

State265, the court allows the property to be inherited by them as a virtue of being a member of the 

community, reinforcing the identity of the appellant as a member of the hijra community. 

However, the merging of identities is something that needs to be answered by the UCC, if ever 

drafted. 

 
 

Identity politics Iis not new in India but what we fail to acknowledge Iis its biggest implication i.e. 

the overshadowing of the other aspects of one’s identity and being reduced to just one part. Be it 

targeting people of one gender or caste or religion by prioritizing religion over gender or caste 

over religion or gender over caste, there have been many different scenarios of intersections 

depicting one's identity. When the world community still struggles to accept the ‘third gender’, the 

question of whether the property of a hijra should be inherited by one of their members of the 

 

 

264 Suresh, Mayur (2011) 'Possession is 9/10ths of the Body: Law, Land and Hijra Identity.' In: Bhan, Gautam and 

Narrain, Arvind, (eds.), Law Like Love: Queer Perspectives of Law in India. New Delhi: Yoda Press. 
265 Sweety v. State (2016) HP 148. 
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‘hijra’ community based on the guru-chela relationship or should it be governed by the personal 

laws based on their religion, has been attempted to be answered by the law. In the case of illya v. 

kamala266, the appellant argued that the deceased kinnar was a Muslim and therefore, the 

inheritance of their property should be governed by the Muslim personal law. The law, however, 

went in the favor of the chela(transgender), making their custom superseding the personal law but 

this overpowering nature of one part of the identity dictates to a person that you are all about your 

gender and nothing more than that. 

 
 

Therefore, all the identities of a person should be taken into account before rushing to one 

conclusion and inheritance of a property should be seen as a conjuncture and interrogation between 

different subjectivities of gender, caste, class, etc.267 

 
 

The Required Transition from Social into Legal 

 

 

The intention behind a uniform code is very progressive but they are not at par with the reforms in 

the religious sector. The opposition faced by the Sabrimala judgment268, which wanted to allow 

females to enter the temple, depicts the differences between the social and legal. When the 

court/legal system, through the famous Mary Roy case of 1986, wanted to do away with the 

discriminatory inheritance laws pertaining to the Kerala Syrian Christian women, the Christian 

men and the church did not approve of it and deemed it as ‘interference in the family matters of 

 

 

 

266 illya v. kamala (2008). 
267 Ibid 
268 Vishwanath K and Narain A, “Sabarimala Judgment: The Limits of ‘Expanding’ Law” 

<https://www.theleaflet.in/sabarimala-judgment-the-limits-of-expanding-law/> 

http://www.theleaflet.in/sabarimala-judgment-the-limits-of-expanding-law/
http://www.theleaflet.in/sabarimala-judgment-the-limits-of-expanding-law/
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Christians’.269 The bishops were seen flagging slogans of ‘the community in peril’ but their failure 

to raise their voice when in 1916 their ‘Christian’ daughters were subjected to only one-fourth of 

the property, points to a bigger picture of gender-biased social structure.270 Our society is built on 

patriarchal values and the law is not independent of it. The law can bring in a gender-neutral and 

unbiased uniform civil code but if the society is not willing to accept it, then it will end up just like 

other reformative steps taken by the legal system. 

 
 

Conclusion 

 

 

The Law commission asserted the fact, 2016 reporting its report in the year 2016, that UCC is not 

a viable option for a country like India.271 They believed that personal laws should be amended to 

ensure that they lie in consonance with the fundamental rights of equality, right to religion amongst 

others. It is not just the difference between religions that is of concern but the inherent 

discrimination in these personal laws that have to be changed. The implementation of a uniform 

code will not be not easy and is not even desirable considering it falling short on the principles of 

‘secularism’, ‘unity’, and ‘gender equality’. Uniformity can be seen as a negative concept because 

while submerging the religious distinct identities of diverse communities, it can hurt their history 

and replicate the horrors of ‘post-colonial paralysis’. By looking at the comparison drawn between 

the laws of inheritance in Goa’s uniform civil code and other personal laws, we observe that there 

is a lot that can be learned from its progressive clause and shortfalls. If India wishes to go for a 

Uniform civil code, it should first ensure a stable government and make sure that the society is 

 

269 Joseph   MJ,    “KERALA Gendered Justice” (1993)   28 Economic and Political Weekly 2711 

<http://www.jstor.org/stable/4400518> 
270 Ibid 
271 Ibid 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/4400518
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ready to incorporate such a huge change. The concept of property, if ever drawn on the lines of 

Uniform civil code, the legislature should re-define it and take into account the interests of the 

religious minorities, the transgender community, and women. 
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INTERSECTIONALITY OF FREEDOM OF 
RELIGION AND DIGNITY 

AUTHOR- DIVYA NARAYANAN 
 

 

Introduction 

Philosophers describe dignity as the “minimum core” according to which every human being 

possess an intrinsic worth, which needs to be recognised and respected by other272. Thus, dignity 

postulates equality between persons and the protection from arbitrary state authority273.The 

achievement of dignity among all persons in order to promote human development and the 

peaceful co-existence of people is a recognised goal in the international community. This goal is 

reflected in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) as well. For instance, the 

preamble to the UDHR states that freedom, justice and peace can only be achieved through the 

recognition of the inherent dignity of every individual. Furthermore, Article 1 lays down that all 

human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights274 and Article 22 states that individuals 

are entitled to the realisation of economic, social and cultural rights that are indispensable for their 

dignity and personality development275. In other words, the idea of dignity presupposes the 

existence of ‘Autonomy’. Individual autonomy can best be described as the capacity of an 

individual to live life according to one’s own reasons and motives. Autonomy nourishes dignity 

by allowing each individual to make critical choices for the exercise of liberty.276 

 

 
 

 

 
Scope of the Paper 

 

272 Ginevra Le Moli, The Principle Of Human Dignity In International Law, RESEARCHGATE (Oct 3, 2020) 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333343939_The_Principle_of_Human_Dignity_in_International_ 

 

273 Indian Young Lawyers Association & Ors. V. State Of Kerala & Ors. (2019) 11 SCC 1 at para 215. 

 
274 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 1 (1948) 
275 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 22(1948) 
276 Id., at para 219 

http://www.researchgate.net/publication/333343939_The_Principle_of_Human_Dignity_in_International_
http://www.researchgate.net/publication/333343939_The_Principle_of_Human_Dignity_in_International_
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While the realisation of dignity through exercising one’s autonomy can occur in a multitude of 

ways, this paper primarily analyses the expression of individual dignity in the context of religious 

freedoms and the intersectionality between the two. 

One of the fundamental ways in which individuals exercise their dignity is through the visible 

expression and manifestation of their faith without unwarranted interference from the state or 

otherwise. However, that does not mean that freedom of religion cannot be regulated at all. It is 

important to note that that freedom of religion is not a stand-alone right. The right is both 

intersectional and non-absolute. This means that even though freedom of religion may be viewed 

as an important facet which enhances individual dignity, it still is subservient to other freedoms 

such as the freedom of expression, association, thought and assembly277, all of which are equally 

important in realising one’s individual dignity. 

 
Through the course of this paper, I seek to understand what amounts to a ‘justified’ regulation of 

freedom of religion by analysing the intersectionality of freedom of religion and individual dignity 

on women of these communities, in particular. While doing so, I use the examples of the Sabrimala 

Temple Entry Case in India278 and the Burqa Ban in France
279 

to argue that individual dignity is 

the main cornerstone for regulating any freedom, including religious freedoms. 

 
 

What is Freedom of Religion? 

The right to freedom of religion has been incorporated across various international legal 

frameworks. Article 18(1) of the International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) 

provides that everyone has a right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, including the 

freedom “either individually or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest 

religion or belief in worship, observance, practice and teaching”.280 

 
 

277 DANIEL MOECKLI ET. AL. INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW (3RD EDN) 209 (Oxford 

University Press 2017). 

278 Indian Young Lawyers Association, Supra note 2. 
279 The Islamic veil across Europe, BBC NEWS (Nov 1, 2020).https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe- 

13038095#:~:text=France,the%20risk%20of%20a%20fine 
280 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, G.A. Res. 2200A, art. 2(1), U.N. GAOR, 21st Sess., U.N. 

Doc. A/RES/2200 (Dec. 16, 1966), 999 U.N.T.S. 171 (entered into force Mar. 23, 1976) [hereinafter ICCPR] 

http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-
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Thus, freedom of religion is as much as a communitarian right as it is an individual right and thus 

operates both horizontally and vertically. Vertically, freedom protects individuals and religious 

communities from arbitrary state interference in the practice of religion. This is of particular 

importance to minority communities which are often faced with the alienating and homogenising 

culture of the majority community. Thus, such communities often enhance their inherent self- 

worth through publicly identifying with those of their own faith. 

 
Horizontally, it enables individuals to manifest the religion of their choice by protecting them not 

only from arbitrary state interference but also against arbitrary community interference, i.e. 

restrictions imposed on an individual’s freedom of religion by members of their own community. 

This interference in religion is complicated as the restrictions themselves are often framed in the 

language of “freedom of religion and religious autonomy of the community”. 

 

 
Reviewing the France Burqa Ban: 

 
For religious communities, religious attire such as headscarves and turbans are closely bound to 

spiritual practices. Such attire is a visible expression of the community’s belief and is passed on 

through generations as a means to preserve the cultural identity of the particular group281 Thus, 

such symbols become a defining element of a group's identity over generations. As a result, 

exercising their liberty to manifest their faith through attire is also an expression of dignity for 

individuals within such communities. 

 
However, states often seek to suppress this overt expression of faith in the name of secularism. 

This is particularly evident in European countries like France, Belgium and Turkey282 where the 

overt display of religious attire is prohibited. What is most striking in these instances of banning 

 

 

 

 

 

281 Peter G. Danchin, Suspect Symbols: Value Pluralism as a Theory of Religious Freedom in International Law, 

33, YALE J. INT’L L. 2, 2-4 (2004). 

282 Dominic McGoldrick, Religious Symbols and State Regulation, 12, RELIGION & HR. 128, 130 (2017). 
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outward displays of faith is that the disproportionate effect of such suppression is often experienced 

by a few minority communities and within them particularly by women.283 

 
This is most visible in the burqa ban in France. The French Government justified this ban on 

multiple grounds such as public order, the protection of the religious ‘freedom of others’ and to 

protect women from discrimination.284 

 
However, critics argue that firstly, seeking to homogenise identity in public, in order to protect 

minorities from the xenophobic tendencies of the majority community merely has the effect of 

punishing285 such minorities for the beliefs they hold. Secondly, attempting to uphold the values of the 

community at large or the “freedom of others”, at the cost of a particular minority community, on the 

basis of stereotypes about that particular community also strips the members of such community 

of their fundamental and inherent right to dignity.286 

 
Thirdly, it is also argued that hijab is an overt expression of faith for Muslim women. It represents 

the preservation of their own faith and autonomous existence while living in a Westernised society. 

Further, for many women it is also a means of expressing solidarity with people of their own faith 

worldwide. 

 
Thus, rather than being a symbol of oppression or a source of violence and discrimination, for 

many women, the burqa is an expression of their own emancipatory struggle in a homogenising 

political and cultural environment287. Consequently, being so rich with meaning, simply banning 

the display of the burqa in public amounts to a direct infringement on the autonomy and freedom 

of religious expression of Muslim women. This in turn strips them off their dignity and thus 

amounts to an ‘unjustified regulation’ of the religious rights of Muslim Women in France. 

 

 

 

 

 

283 Yaker v. France, CCPR/C/123/D/2747/2016 (2018). 
284 Peter G. Danchin, Supra note 8, at 5-11. 
285 Peter G. Danchin, Supra note 8, at 5-11. 
286 Yaker, Supra note 10. 

287Peter G. Danchin, Supra note 8, at 5-11. 
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Sabrimala Temple Decision and Dignity: 

 
A similar suppression of the right to manifest religion was borne by women in India when they 

were banned by their own community from entering the Sabrimala Temple in Tamil Nadu. Similar 

to France, the State supported such a ban in the name of preserving broader community values and 

the traditional religious practices of the majority community288. 

 
The Court however, struck down such a rule as unreasonable despite severe backlash and criticism 

from the orthodox majority.289 It is noteworthy that the primary opposition to the Court’s judgment 

was on the grounds of curtailment of freedom of religion of the affected majority, i.e. the Hindu 

men. 

 
The basis of the Court’s judgment lay in recognising that the right to liberty, equality and fraternity 

among individuals was indispensable to a social and political ordering in which the dignity of the 

individual was realised290. Further the Court noted that it is only in the dignity of each individual 

that the pursuit of happiness is founded291 as it gives substance to other freedoms. 

 
The Court also categorically noted the inextricable link between autonomy and dignity by 

observing that autonomy nourishes dignity by allowing individuals to make critical choices about 

the manner in which they wanted to exercise their liberty. Thus, to exclude women from their right 

to worship was to deny them the basic postulates of individual liberty292. 

 
In light of the aforesaid, the interference in the so-called rights of others by the Indian Supreme 

Court, in this case was a ‘justified’ regulation as it was undertaken in order to protect and promote 

the autonomy and dignity of the female worshippers, even though it arguably infringed upon the 

right to freedom of religion of the community as a whole. 

 

 

288 Indian Young Lawyers Association, Supra note 4, at para 44. 
289 Women visited this sacred temple. Then violent protests broke out. Why? NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC (Jan 1, 

2019) https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/article/sabarimala-temple-india-kerala-protests 
290 Indian Young Lawyers Association, Supra note 4, at para 203. 

291Indian Young Lawyers Association, Supra note 4, at para 215. 

292 Indian Young Lawyers Association, Supra note 4, at para 215. 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/culture/article/sabarimala-temple-india-kerala-protests
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Conclusion 

Both of the aforementioned case studies involved State/Judicial regulation of religious freedoms. 

However, what separated the case of India from that of France was the underlying objective behind 

the regulation and its net effect on individual dignity. It is important to note that while international 

treaties like the ICCPR and ECHR permit the regulation of religion in the name of preserving the 

freedom of others, the preservation of the freedom of others must never lose sight of the weight 

that is accorded in international and domestic human rights law to the ideal of human dignity. 

 
Peter Danchin argues that viewing laws proscribing the manifestation of religion in terms of 

individual rights i.e. allowing individuals to practice their religion only when it does not harm 

others or the community at large, fails to take into account the collective religious and cultural 

implications of the particular act or manifestation of religion293 An individual’s dignity is closely 

tied to their identity and further, since religion forms an intrinsic part of an individual’s identity, it 

should not be open to the State to constrict the religious identity of any individual and curtail their 

autonomy, especially when there is no proof that the said manifestation of religious identity is 

causing tangible harm or suffering to the freedom of others294, as it happened in France. Even when 

the State argues that the manifestation of religion by a particular class or community is interfering 

with freedom of others, the said view cannot have its basis in stereotypical notions of the particular 

class or community. If discrimination against a particular group is based on a stereotypical 

understanding of a particular culture or religious tradition, it would be tantamount to curtailing the 

dignity and right to equality of that particular group295 as well its members. 

 
In this context, Danchin argues states that religious and cultural pluralism require one to confront 

the collective dimensions of individual rights rather than avoid them296. One such right is that of 

human dignity, which according to Danchin is a constant and powerful necessity in human 

existence and value pluralism accords weight to the ethical nature of these collective claims of a 

community. 

 

 

293 Peter G. Danchin, Supra note 8, at 10. 

294 Yaker, supra note 10 
295 Indian Young Lawyers Association, supra note 4, at paras 279, 300. 

 
296 Peter G. Danchin, Supra note 8, at 41. 
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However, Danchin also points to the difficulty in formulating common values through which co- 

existence of various communities and plurality of public life can be promoted. In my opinion the 

idea of dignity as propounded by the Indian Supreme Court is a good indicator of such a common 

value that can be relied upon to balance the competing interests of various individuals and religious 

communities. 

 
I believe that the meaning and scope of human dignity that has been expounded by the Supreme 

Court of India bolsters the idea of value pluralism that has been laid down by Danchin in his paper. 

Much like Danchin, the Court in India also argues that the enjoyment of religious freedoms 

requires a communal atmosphere297. Especially, in a pluralistic society, both Danchin and the 

Indian Supreme Court hold that it is not sufficient to only regard freedom of religion as a matter 

to be exercised exclusively in the private sphere to the exclusion of individual rights.298 

 
As mentioned earlier in this paper, the Supreme Court of India laid down the idea that dignity postulates 

equality and equality itself postulates freedom from the dehumanising effects of stereotypes and the 

equal protection of the law. Therefore, looked at in this light, even though Danchin’s paper looks at 

the autonomy of an individual through the lens of their community, whether one looks at the rights of 

an individual or that of a group of persons, individual human dignity is an important condition which 

needs to be fostered in the public sphere. 

 
In conclusion, the cause of value pluralism which is to promote engagement in the public sphere by 

attempting to reconcile competing claims, values and practices of diverse religious and cultural 

communities can only be better served if such competing claims take into account the dignity that an 

individual attaches to the practice or external manifestation of their faith. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

297 Peter G. Danchin, Supra note 8, at 47. 
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ABSTRACT 

India has a complicated record when it comes to dealing with LGBTQIA+ related issues. This 

paper deals with the transgender community in particular while addressing the challenges faced 

by them due to insufficient representation in the Indian legal system. The paper also explores the 

exclusion of the transgender community when it comes to custody and guardianship laws in India, 

through the lens of Hindu and Muslim laws. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

“The term “transgender” is an umbrella term which includes binary trans men and women, non- 

binary people, genderqueer people and gender non-conforming people.”299 It refers to their sexual 

identity rather than their sexual orientation. In simpler terms, they experience a separation from 

their gender and biological sex.300 They are viewed as deviants, who stray away from socially 

acceptable norms, and are discriminated against leading to many challenges in their day-to-day 

functioning. The culture for tolerance has experienced variations through the years.301 When we 

look back to our roots, transgenders can be evidently seen co-existing and being accepted as a part 

of the society as equals, in century-old depictions in the Hindu mythology. They can find 

representation in the very known story of Mahabharata, to name a few, through Shikhandi who 

was a woman reborn as a man.302 Even under the Muslim rule, the sultans of Delhi Sultanate 

established relationships with men despite the prohibitions against it in Sharia.303 The tolerance 

culture had, however, undergone a drastic change under the British rule due to the Victorian laws. 

 
 

299 Humanity Always, ‘5 Ways Our Ignorance About Transgender Indians Continues To Oppress Them’ (Youth Ki 

Awaaz, 12 December 2017) <https://www.youthkiawaaz.com/2017/12/t-for-transgender-a-life-of-struggle-for- 

identityequalitydignityacceptance-and-love-2/> accessed 12 October 2020 
300 Mary Coombs, ‘Sexual Disorientation: Transgendered People and Same-Sex Marriage’ [1998] 8 UCLA 

WOMEN’S L.J. 219, 237 
301 Jeffrey Gettleman and others, ‘India Gay Sex Ban is Struck Down. “Indefensible”, Court Says.’ The New York 

Times (New York, 6 September 2018) 
302 Tomas Prower, Queer Magic: LGBT+ Spirituality and Culture from Around the World (2018) 
303 Abraham Eraly, The Age of Wrath: A History of the Delhi Sultanate (Penguin 2015) 

http://www.youthkiawaaz.com/2017/12/t-for-transgender-a-life-of-struggle-for-
http://www.youthkiawaaz.com/2017/12/t-for-transgender-a-life-of-struggle-for-
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It started with the introduction of s.377 of IPC in 1860s, which has now been struck down, 

imposing up to a life sentence on voluntary “carnal intercourse against the order of nature.”304 

 
Even though presently, the status of the LGBTQIA+ community is better than say, the colonial 

era, owing to the landmark judgements of NALSA305 and Navtej Singh Johar v. Union of India306, 

the trans people still experience discrimination in the society. The situation is not as adverse as it 

was back then, but to some degree the law still seems to be legally inconsistent and out of sync 

with the times. The paper also tries to explore this issue with reference to the lack of provisions 

relating to transgender custody and guardianship in the Transgender (Protection of Rights) 

Amendment Bill, 2019 through a critical analysis of the same. 

 
1. TRANSGENDER FAMILIES 

In India, transgender youth is prejudiced against because of religious beliefs and political 

ideologies, gender-specific conservatism in the form of gender binary belief, and endorsement of 

environmental rather than biological causes of transgender identity.307 With this kind of attitude 

towards the transgender population, it is fairly accurate to assume that transgender members of the 

society do not fall under the common functioning or habits of the general society. 

Transgender families have adapted to this discrimination. Since families usually do not accept their 

transgender children and disown them308, the concept of Hijra household comes into play. Hijra 

households usually have a ‘guru’ or house manager who guides the transgender through the various 

economic activities such as collecting alms, prostitution, etc.309 These kinds of households emerge 

due to the lack of basic rights to the transgender community. The guru acts as a motherly figure 

due to the absence of elders in the lives of the transgender. Transgender people also do not have 

the right to adopt children due to lack of proper earning source. Also, the Indian government denied 

 

 

 

 
304 Jeffrey Gettleman and others, ‘India Gay Sex Ban is Struck Down. “Indefensible,” Court Says.’ The New York 

Times (New York, 6 September 2018) 
305 National Legal Service Authority v. Union of India & Ors. [2014] (Supreme Court of India) 
306 Navtej Singh Johar v. Union of India [2018] (Supreme Court of India) 
307 Elischberger, Holger & Glazier, Jessica & Hill, Eric & Verduzco-Baker, Lynn. (2017). Attitudes Toward and 

Beliefs about Transgender Youth: A Cross-Cultural Comparison Between the United States and India. Sex Roles. 
308 Neeraj Chauhan, ‘Left Alone: Just 2% of trans people stay with parents’ (TOI, 13 August 2018) 

<https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/left-alone-just-2-of-trans-people-stay-with- 

parents/articleshow/65380226.cms> accessed 13 October 2020 
309 Ibid. 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/left-alone-just-2-of-trans-people-stay-with-parents/articleshow/65380226.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/left-alone-just-2-of-trans-people-stay-with-parents/articleshow/65380226.cms
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the existence of the transgender community legally for the longest time.310 The major principle of 

social organization among the hijras is the relation between gurus (teachers) and their chelas 

(disciples). This relationship is modelled both on the Hindu joint family and on the relationship of 

spiritual leaders and disciples in Hinduism. The guru or senior person in the relationship is 

alternately conceived of as a father, a mother, or a husband, while the chela is regarded as a 

dependent. The guru, like an elder in a family, is expected to take care of the chela's material needs 

and the chela is expected to show respect and obedience to the guru and give the guru "her" 

earnings. Through the relationship of guru and chela, the chelas of a guru are like sisters. Every 

hijra joins the community under the sponsorship of a guru, who is ideally her guru for life.311 

However, this kind of relationship creates a sense of indebtedness. This allows the gurus to choose 

particular chelas to work more for them. 

 
In addition to the guru-chela relationship, there are other fictive kinship relations where the guru 

is the center: a guru's "sisters" are called aunt, and guru's guru is called "grandmother" (mother's 

mother). A guru passes down her wealth and possessions to one or more of her chelas, usually the 

senior chela. This partition leads to an increase in socio-economic problems for other chelas and 

creates tension and friction in an already disbanded group of transgenders. More and more of the 

transgender get dragged into professions such as prostitution, while others having to resort to 

begging.312 The absence of financial support also deters many transgenders to pursue education or 

better professions. Additionally, the transgenders who go for prostitution for a means of earning 

are denied rights which are given to single gendered prostitution workers by the government. They 

have to deal with a much worse work environment and have to go through a whole lot of trouble, 

just to earn more than other hijras so as to please their guru. 

 
Gurus and chelas belong to the same "house," a non localized symbolic descent group similar to a 

clan. However, in this kind of household, the chances of creation of new families is not easy. The 

gurus also do not have the legal rights vested upon the parents of children who are either male or 

female. Presently, there are no laws in the country which talks about adoption and parenting rights 

 
 

310 Freeman, James M. (1979). "Transvestites and Prostitutes, 1969-72." In Untouchable: An Indian Life 
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to the LGBTQ community. But there are instances where the courts have recognised 

unconventional relationships such as the one between a Guru and Chelas, like in the case of Sweety 

(Eunuch) v General Public (2016).313 Here, the Himachal Pradesh High Court recognised this 

relationship and allowed an economic relationship to be established for the transfer of property 

between the guru and her chelas. However, we must take up the cause for the establishment of a 

legal relationship of such a household. India as a country is at a crossroad regarding LGBTQIA+ 

child adoption rights right now. It just needs a push in the right direction.314 

 
 
 

2. LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR TRANS PEOPLE PRIOR TO THE 2019 BILL 

 

The transgender, also called by names like kinnars, aravanis or hijras, have been subjected to 

years of degradation and social isolation in India. Most of the trans people are denied basic human 

rights and abandoned by their families. The identity of trans people in 2013 was challenged when 

the Supreme Court in the case of Suresh Kumar Koushal and another v. NAZ Foundation and 

others,315 overturned the jurisdiction of Naz Foundation v. Govt. of NCT of Delhi.316 In this 

judgement the identity of the trans people was degraded when the court remarked “miniscule 

fraction of the country’s population constitutes lesbians, gays, bisexuals or transgenders.”317 

 
In 2014, the transgender community celebrated a historic moment when the Supreme Court passed 

the jurisdiction in NALSA v. Union of India.318 This judgement is a landmark decision of the apex 

court because it is the first time when non-binary gender identities were legally recognized and 

debated at length. It also instructed the government to take action in order to safeguard the rights 

of trans people. The NALSA judgement not only recognized the ‘third gender’ but also envisaged 

equal rights for them. It was examined how Articles 14, 15, 16, 19 and 21 include gender neutral 

terms and, thus, include hijras/ transgender within its ambit. The court defended the right of every 

individual to self- identify their gender within their fundamental right of Article 21 and upheld that 
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eunuchs and hijras can be legally recognized as the “third gender”. The court further also referred 

to the Yogyakarta Principles and International Human Rights Treaties319 in order to spot the trans 

persons’ human rights. It was stated that “Gender identity, as already indicated, forms the core 

of one’s personal self, based on self-identification, not on surgical or medical procedure”.320 

The court affirmed that gender identity does not really denote biological sex of an individual but 

rather the intrinsic perception of one’s gender.321 

 
Further, in 2017, in the decision of K.S. Puttaswamy v. Union of India, the NALSA judgement was 

reiterated by the court. The court in this jurisdiction held that the Right to Privacy under Article 

21 of the constitution safeguards an “individual’s autonomy” by “protecting their fundamental 

personal choices.” In this case the court pointed out how the non-recognition of gender identity 

deprives the transgender from the Aadhaar benefits. 322 

 
In 2019 the Transgender Protection of Rights (Amendment) Bill, 2019323 was passed by the 

parliament. Prior to the approval of this bill in 2019, three drafts were proposed in the parliament 

in 2014, 2016 and 2018. However, these three drafts lapsed in the parliament and were criticized 

due its regressive policies such as setting up a screening committee to check whether an individual 

can be classified as a transgender.324 

 
3. THE TRANSGENDER PROTECTION OF RIGHTS (AMENDMENT) BILL, 

2019 

The Transgender Protection Bill was the most awaited legislation by the transgender community 

as it was the first formal measure taken to safeguard the interests of the trans people in a developing 

legal system. This bill was aimed to enshrine the rights of trans people and introduce provisions 

for their welfare. The Transgender Protection of Rights (Amendment) Bill, passed by the 

Parliament in November 2019, led to a resistance from the trans community. The bill was opposed 

by a significant number of trans people because of its non-conformity to the jurisdiction of NALSA 
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v. Union of India 325 The trans people claimed that the bill which was aimed to ensure the inclusion 

of trans people, does not accept their identity. The bill further rejected the rights guaranteed 

through the NALSA judgment by enforcing the necessity for Sex Reassignment Surgery in order 

to change their gender identity into their preferred gender. Furthermore, the validity of a Sex 

Reassignment Surgery is to be decided by the District Magistrate which is violative of the 

sentiments of transgender. The institutional obstacles placed by the Transgender Bill make it 

harder for the trans person to realize their rights and is a step away from other constitutional 

decisions and the structure this paper aims to propose. 

 
One of the prime problems in the bill is, specifically, the definition of the term “family”. The bill 

defines family as “groups of people related by blood or marriage or adoption made in accordance 

with law.”326 The limited scope of family in this definition is opposed by trans people because, as 

mentioned above, most trans people do not live with their biological families due to the violence 

or discrimination they are subjected to in those families. The concept of chosen families is very 

common among trans people because they are more likely to find relationships and ties with these 

chosen families. However, the state has laid down a very traditional definition of families which 

in a way disrespects their chosen families. 327 

 
In India, it is often witnessed that the biological families of transgender people are places where 

they are subjected to physical as well as mental abuse. The families are often apprehensive if the 

children in the family do not conform to the societal norms of gender stereotypes. Due to the 

provision in the bill, the children cannot leave their biological families, except through court 

intervention. It fails to address any issues regarding the family structure leaving the transgender 

more prone to violence, abuse, discrimination and harassment. 

 
The Bill has further not given any significance or mentioned the notions of lifestyle of the 

transgender people with their community which are considered as their own families. The state 

has, through this legislation, propagated their idea of kinship ties by giving paramount stress on 

biological families. The transgender community in India have distinct structures through which 
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they form an inclusive environment for trans people. Like the guru chela system, they have their 

own way of finding solidarity within themselves. The state has failed to acknowledge the 

community of trans people, the kinship ties and relations formed within that community. 

Section 12328 of the bill deals with rehabilitation. It states that incase the biological family is unable 

to take care of the transgender person; the person should be placed in a rehabilitation center upon 

court’s intervention. This provision takes away the freedom of a trans person to live in an 

environment of their choice and a rehabilitation center may lead to trauma or agony. 

There is no concrete provision in the 2019 Bill regarding transgender marriage, adoption, and 

guardianship. There is no clear legislation which addresses the position of law on a transgender 

marriage and lays down the rights of spouses or partners in a transgender marriage. However, in 

the case of Arun Kumar v. Inspector General of Registration329, the Madras High Court held that 

the term ‘bride’ under Section 5 of Hindu Marriage Act330 includes trans people within its ambit. 

There might be precedents within law which could be followed, however there is no legislation 

that guarantees these rights of the trans people. 

 
The bill further fails to clarify whether the trans-women have equal rights as other women. It does 

not address important issues like parental rights, or what the status of rights a trans woman or man 

in the lives of their children is. Further, there is a need of a cohesive laws on adoption rights of 

trans parents. The bill has not brought in any impact and has been an epitome of regressive laws. 

The trans people are still facing the stigma of exclusion from the society. Thus, there is a need of 

a  legal  system  that  not  only  recognizes  their  identity   but   also   encourages their   existence 

while ensuring that they lead a dignified life. 331 

 

4. CUSTODY AND GUARDIANSHIP IN HINDU AND MUSLIM LAW 

The Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act, 1956 defines and specifies the custody and 

guardianship rights under Hindu Law. The Act applies to any person who comes under Hindu 

religion and is governed by Hindu Law. “Guardian”, as defined under s.4(b) of Hindu Minority 
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and Guardianship Act,1956, is a person who takes care of the person and his property or both332. 

A guardian is granted with a responsibility of taking full care and decisions concerning the child, 

which is known as custody of the child. Section 6 states father, mother, and the husband as a 

“natural guardian” excluding stepmother and stepfather.333 Section 8 specifies the duties of 

“natural guardian.”334 The decision of granting custody to the guardian lies with the court wherein 

the custody is provided keeping in mind the “welfare of the child” defined under s.13.335 Under 

family law, there is no specific rights given to the transgender community in procuring the custody 

of any child. Until today, a transgender parent is not given recognition in Hindu law just because 

the idea of “welfare of child” is embedded with gender roles and biases. 

 
In Muslim Law, guardianship and custody is mentioned in the Quran and some ahudis. In India, 

guardianship is dealt under specific parts of Muslim law that applies in India in various states, as 

well as the Sharia law of 1937. But apart from that no matter what the religion is, more importance 

is given to the Guardianship and Wards Act, 1890. Under Muslim law, unlike other personal laws, 

there are three types of guardianship, first is guardianship in marriage which is called “Jabar”, 

second is guardianship of property which is further subdivided in De jure, De facto and certified 

guardianship and the third and the most important one is guardianship or custody of minors which 

is also called “hizanat”. Under Muslim law, the father is the natural guardian of the children. The 

mother is not considered to be a natural guardian even after the death of the father, or of an 

illegitimate child.336 The right of guardianship under Muslim law is known as “Wilayat”. Under 

Sunni law, the order of guardianship is Father, Paternal Grandfather, Brother or other male 

members of the father's family, Mother, Maternal relatives.337 However, Shia law only considers 

the father and, failing him, the father's father as a guardian in the marriage of a minor. Under de 

jure guardianship of property, the order of guardianship is father, the executor appointed by the 

father's will, the father's father, the executor appointed by the will of the father's father, but the 

mother is not recognized as a de jure guardian of the child.338 A de facto guardian is a mere 

custodian of the minor’s person and property but has no right over either.339 In case of custody of 
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a minor, mother is entitled to guardianship of the son until he has reached 7 years of age in Sunni 

law and 2 years in Shia law. In case of daughters, until she has attained puberty in Sunni law and 

7 years in Shia law, but still the natural guardian of son and daughter is the father. In Sunni law, 

after mother the hizanat comes to the father’s mother but under Shia law, after mother hizanat 

comes to the father. 

 
Although there are specific personal laws on custody and guardianship in all religions, in India 

custody and guardianship are considered secular because Guardianship and Wards Act, 1890340 

takes prevalence over any other personal laws on guardianship or custody. Guardianship and 

Wards Act basically explains the process to be followed in order to acquire guardianship of a minor 

child while also establishing the jurisdiction and power of different courts in matters relating to 

custody.341 It also mentions the right of different parties in relation to the custody of minors. The 

Indian courts have considered the Guardianship and Wards Act over the personal laws because it 

gives the court the power to decide the case in a way which is in the best interest of the minor. 

 
Both Hindu and Muslim personal laws are constrained within the aspect of gender and is extremely 

gender biased on its idea of custody and guardianship. The idea about transgender custody and 

guardianship poses a question as to if the society will ever accept that transgender have just as 

many rights like the two genders? Legislation takes a conscious decision of framing laws as per 

the ideologies and faith of the society, we believe this is the very reason behind transgender still 

lacking the rights of sustaining a normal and dignified life in the society. The preference to the 

societal understanding of sexuality over laws made to give equal rights and opportunities to each 

and every individual of the society, questions their existence. The utmost priority to the ‘welfare 

of child’ is ambiguous in its interpretations since it is confined to merely just financial, mental and 

social considerations, which is certainly assumed difficult to fulfil for a transgender parent. The 

factors for determining the custody, as held in the case of Lahari Sakhamuri v. Sobhan Kodali,342 

includes one of the factors as continuous involvement in the community. The basic idea that lies 

behind it puts transgender in a defaulting position for providing guardianship as the society has 

still not accepted them. Therefore, the legislation must define the phrase “welfare of the child” in 

explicit and wider terms while keeping it gender neutral or including ‘other’ genders in the statue 
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which will eventually open a path for transgender in gaining custody on the defined terms of 

‘welfare’. 

 
5. CRITIQUE OF CUSTODY AND GUARDIANSHIP LAWS UNDER HINDU 

AND MUSLIM LAW 

 
5.1 Hindu Law 

The way custody and guardianship are defined under Hindu Family Law, is extremely gender 

biased. In recognizing the custody of a child above 5 years of age, a father is given due weightage 

for the same just because of a long orthodox view of fathers as the bread winner of the family who 

thereby can provide better financial support to a child whereas a mother is seen as a statue of love 

and motherhood and is thus just given custody for a child below 5 years of age.343 The entire 

critique lies within the term “natural guardians” which does not include the transgender 

community. There is specifically no mention of what happens if a transgender person wants 

custody of a child. Life of transgenders has always been full of struggles; ranging from same-sex 

marriages to forming a family, their life is put into question every single time. They are still 

wrestling over their legal status in the society. 

 
5.2 Muslim Law 

As has been previously discussed, one can see how inherently biased the Muslim law is, wherein 

not even the mother, i.e., the woman who gives birth to the child, is considered as the natural 

guardian. The Indian courts have very well understood the lacunas in the Muslim personal law, 

and that is why in most of the matters relating to custody and guardianship, the Guardianship and 

Wards Act, 1890 is considered over Muslim personal laws. As mentioned above, the court attaches 

more importance to the welfare of the child when it comes to custody cases. It is evident from 

rulings of certain cases like Jija Bai Vithalrao v. Pathakhan & Others,344 wherein the child was 

above 7 years of age, but his/her welfare lied with their mother and the court has given custody to 

the mother and not to the natural guardian that is the father. Inherently most of the personal laws 

are gender biased but as the world is progressing these biases are slowly disappearing. However, 

one part of these laws which, in spite of constantly being debated, is ignored by the legislature as 
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well as the judiciary is the rights of LGBTQIA+ persons in parenting. None of the personal laws 

even mention anything about same-sex relationships. Islam does not even recognize adoption as 

legal, but the Indian courts have allowed adoption under Juvenile Justice Act to the Muslims. 

However, neither the personal laws nor the Guardianship and Wards Act mention the parenting 

rights of the LGBTQIA+ community. Although India has taken steps to improve the community’s 

status in the society, like decriminalizing homosexuality, other important aspects like the marriage 

and parenting rights still seem to be ignored. The gender biasness prevails in all the acts and 

personal laws since they only mention male and female counterparts while failing to represent, say 

same sex parents even though homosexuality is not a new concept. The legal scholars and Muslim 

law right activists argue that Quran explicitly rejects and condones the idea of homosexuality, by 

story of Prophet Lut wherein he criticized his town people for engaging in homosexuality and also 

said whoever is involved in homosexuality must be executed. However, it has been argued that in 

several years the jurist scholars and the so-called protectors of Islam have framed the Quran as 

they wanted to, whereas in reality none of the phrases in Quran indicate or mention homosexuality 

as a crime. 

 
6. CHALLENGES FACED BY TRANSGENDER IN PROCURING CUSTODY 

AND GUARDIANSHIP 

 
6.1 Understanding about Sexuality 

The word “welfare of a child” is of paramount consideration while providing the custody of a 

child.345 The mere consideration over welfare has a drastic impact on transgender. The “welfare of 

a child” is interpreted in a homogeneous view of what a mother, father and a family should look 

like, and with reference to financial, social and mental stability that they can provide. This, from 

the society’s perspective, cannot be or is difficult to be given by a transgender parent. Although 

India has not recognized transgender custody and guardianship yet, a transgender parent in other 

countries had to face similar critics based on the due consideration of welfare and best interest for 

the child. “A number of social science arguments have been used to prevent a transgender from 

obtaining custody of a child with whom they have developed a parental relationship. Courts have 

allowed testimonies that a child's understanding about sexuality might be negatively affected by 
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continued contact with the transgender parent.”346 Such prejudicious views that revolve around the 

transgender community reflect the very pre-conceived, rigid and unrealistic view of a sexually 

binary human race, comprising of solely males and females. The social stigma attached to the 

identity of transgender worsens the chances of them being viewed as a guardian. They are viewed 

through a different lens in the society because of their undetermined sexuality which is believed 

to be far beyond the ideology of that of ancient customs and teachings but as mentioned in the 

introduction, transgender used to co-exist proudly in the society during ancient times. Some 

Hindus do not accept homosexuality whereas some have adapted to this idea over a period of time. 

According to Hinduism, the 'natural' thing to do is for men and women to marry and have children, 

anyone who deviates from this ideology of a “natural relationship” are considered to be violating 

their own dharma.347 

 
6.2 Mental and Social Impact 

While striking down the unconstitutional statute of s.377 that criminalized homosexuality in India, 

the Solicitor General of India, Tushar Mehta, opposed the idea of decriminalization of 

homosexuality on the grounds that registration of same-sex marriage under Hindu Marriage Act, 

1955 might affect the legal system and values. He also held the view that “Same-sex marriages are 

neither a part of “our culture” nor a part of the law” and opposed a petition that demands marriage 

rights for the gay community under the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955.348 How can it be expected that 

the ‘culture’ will easily adopt the notion of transgender parents and its custody when a person in 

authority can uphold culture above the rights of an individual? The court considers the mental and 

social impact on the child before providing custody of that child to a transgender parent. Many 

times, transgender parents are thought to pose a threat to the mental and social life of a child 

because of the stigma attached to their very identity. Gender has a big role to play in the custody 

battles under Hindu law. It is prejudiced in the sense of providing preference to the male member. 

The law portrays a gender-biased role between male and female; one who is ‘believed’ as a ‘pure’ 

sex. Under such law, the custody battles would make it much more difficult for a transgender 

parent to be able to gain the guardianship or the custody of a child. 
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6.3 Familial and Social Neglect 

When we specifically talk about Muslim law, neither the transgender parents nor the trans children 

have been provided with rights or any representation. In India, unlike other developed countries, 

the issues relating to LGBTQIA+ have come into limelight fairly recently. Cases where 

transgender children do not reveal their identities even to their parents, are very common. Children 

who are still in schools and colleges are very skeptical about these issues since they experience 

challenges like discrimination and social neglect on a daily basis.349 They are termed as 

“abnormal”, which makes it hard even for the families who accept their transgender children to 

willingly reveal their child’s gender identity. There are instances where such children are thrown 

out of their homes, become homeless and end up on streets or sometimes in extremely abusive 

foster homes. This leads to them getting involved in illicit activities due to which they are unable 

to lead a normal life, having to carry this burden forever. 

 
6.4 Socio-economic Problems 

In spite of having competent skills, they face the issue of unemployment in areas where their 

heterosexual counterparts are working freely. In developed countries like America, an economist 

namely, Lee Badgett noted, that “LGBT people earn less than their heterosexual counterparts.”350 

On the other hand, in India, they do not even receive primary education thereby depriving them of 

opportunities to develop relevant skills through which they can earn a living. When a person is not 

able to earn a sufficient living then the matter of custody becomes subdued, because the welfare 

of the child is of paramount importance for the courts. So, while deciding the cases, courts keep in 

mind the financial position of the parents and the parents’ ability to provide good education and 

healthcare to the child.351 Therefore, when a transgender in India is not well off themselves, it 

becomes very difficult for them to get the custody of transgender children. 

 
6.5 Determination of Welfare by the Judges 

Although, in most of the cases like Gian Chand v Sudha352, the wish of the child is primarily 

considered, and the judge retains the authority to determine where the welfare of the child lies. 
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However, issues such as the interpretation of law and determination of the best interest of a child 

are vulnerable to a judge's personal biases. This may potentially adversely affect the LGBTQIA+ 

community, which has long been stigmatised. In such a case, a judge's interpretation of the welfare 

of a transgender child may actually go against the better interests of the transgender child. Thus, 

there needs to be a specific set of laws relating to the custody and guardianship of children for 

members of the LGBTQIA+ community. 

 
CONCLUSION 

As is evident from the above discussion, the Indian legal system lacks provisions which provide 

transgender people basic rights when it comes to guardianship, adoption or custody laws. The 

debate on whether or not the LGBTQIA+ community should be provided with parenting rights, is 

a long one. Even during such times of modernization, India seems to be lagging behind when it 

comes to the LGBTQIA+ community since, compared to their heterosexual counterparts, they 

continue to wrestle over their legal status in the society. This lack of representation is more 

prominently felt when it comes to parenting rights for the people of the community. They continue 

to face multiple difficulties owing to widespread ignorance and prejudices towards their sexual 

identities, and sexual preferences, to name a few. India being a traditionally conservative country 

bound by its religious customs and beliefs creates even more hurdles for the community members 

to exercise freedom. The deep-rooted patriarchal mindset that the country holds can find its roots 

in the British colonial era and their gender identity norms. 

People hold a rather common belief that gender fluidity is against the culture of our country but, 

referring to what has already been mentioned in the introduction, it is clear that the people are 

mistaken about this fact. The law should never serve to reinforce social biases and prejudices, but 

the Indian legal system fails to do so when it comes to addressing the parenting rights of the 

transgender people, in particular. The lack of representation in the legal system makes the 

transgender people feel alienated from the society. Hence, there is a need to improve such 

provisions to help prevent exclusion of transgender people and other members of the LGBTQIA+ 

community alike. This is because the concept of family should be based on providing the child 

with the best possible resources for a better future and not on whether the parent belongs to the 

LGBTQIA+ community. It is of the utmost need that transgenders are not deprived of their rights, 

which includes the right to be parents through adoption. 
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FRAUDULENT DECREE: A CONCEPT NOTE 
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Introduction 
 

The Latin term Res Judicata means “a matter already settled.” It is a legal doctrine that provides 

for prevention of continuous litigatory perusal of the same matter of which the judgement has 

already been decided amongst the parties.353. Res Judicata arose out of the need of a way to prevent 

injustice to either of the parties while also avoiding wastage of the court’s time and resources. The 

legal provisions related to reviewing or recalling a judgement are given under Section 11 of the 

Code of Civil Procedure (CPC) and Section 44 of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872 (IEA). There are 

5 five essential elements of Res Judicata, which are as follows- 

1. The matter must be similar directly and substantially to the previous suit. 

 
2. The parties of the suit must be the same. 

 
3. The parties must be pursuing the case under the same title as the previous case. 

 
4. The court that gave the judgement of the first suit should have been a competent court to 

try the suit. 

5. The matter should have been fully heard and the judgement should have been delivered. 

 
These conditions not only prevent contradiction between judgements, but they also aid the accused 

from multiple legal proceedings for the same legal issue while also disallowing the plaintiff from 

claiming damages multiple times for the same legal issue.354. 

The Fraudulent fraudulent decree, on the other hand, is an exception to this important legal 

doctrine.355. Fraud,Fraud is defined as any act that is done with an intention to deceive or incite 
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< http://ijlljs.in/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Thy-Cause-shall-not-be-heard-Twice.pdf> accessed 25th August 2019 

http://ijlljs.in/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Thy-Cause-shall-not-be-heard-Twice.pdf
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another party under Section 17 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 and a fraudulent decree is a 

judgement or order given by the court that has been obtained using fraudulent means. . In this note, 

we will look at the concept of a fraudulent decree and whether the principle of Res Judicata applies 

to it. 

 

 

Analysis 

 

 
Though the aforementioned principle of res judicata mentioned above prevents judges from 

amending judgements, Indian courts, time and time again have repeatedly, have stated that the 

court can and should vacate any judgement or order if they are aware that it has been procured by 

fraud. This raises an interesting question as to what the court should do under such circumstances 

when the judgement has already been passed and then the act of fraud comes to light becomes 

known? Should the court not take any action? Should the court remain silent knowing very well 

the judgement they gave was based on fraudulent grounds? 

Under such circumstances, section 11 of the Code of Civil Procedure and section 44 of the Indian 

Evidence Act come to the aid of the aggrieved party. This Section 44 provision gives the aggrieved 

party bound by the previous judgement the opportunity to show that the previous judgement was 

not conclusive and binding as it was obtained using fraudulent means. Therefore, this provision 

grants the court the authority to set aside a previous judgement or order that was misdirected by 

fraud356. This is illustrated by case laws in the following paragraphs which help us understand the 

non-application of res judicata when a judgement is obtained by fraud. 

One of the earliest judgements pertaining to a decree obtained by fraud dates back to 1882. In in 

the case of Paranjpe v. Kanade357,. In this case it was held that every court has the discretion or 

authority to vacate a judgement if it is proven to be based on blatant fraud on part of either of the 

parties. The position of the law evolved further in the case of Lakshmi Charan Saha v. Nur Ali 358 

 

 
356 Shouvik Kr. Guha, Thy Cause shall not be heard Twice: Exploring the Doctrines of Res Judicata and Double 

Jeopardy, the Counterparts in Civil and Criminal Laws in India 

< http://ijlljs.in/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Thy-Cause-shall-not-be-heard-Twice.pdf> accessed 25th August 2019 
357 Paranjpe v. Kanade [1882] ILR 6 Bombay 148 

358 Lakshmi Charan Saha v. Nur Ali [1911] ILR 38 Calcutta 936 

http://ijlljs.in/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Thy-Cause-shall-not-be-heard-Twice.pdf
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, wherein the court stated that the concerned authority to revise the case should not just limit their 

investigation to conclude whether the plaintiff was obstructed from establishing his case in a bona 

fide manner in the initial trial due to fraud on behalf of the opposite party. The Hon’ble Court 

stated that “The Court could and must rip up the whole matter for determining whether there had 

been fraud in the procurement of the decree.” 

Further, in the case of Manindra Nath Mittra v. Hari Mondal (1919)359, the Court established two 

essentials required to be proven before one could claim the influence of fraudulent means in the 

first judgement. First, one must not show where the Court was erroneous in the former case but 

instead rather show where the Court has been misled by the opposite party in order to obtain the 

judgement. Next, one cannot simply plea for fraudulent decree on the grounds of perjured 

evidence. One has to show exactly where and how the opposite party has perjured the evidence 

and appeal to the Court with conclusive evidence supporting their argument. 

One of the most important cases dealing with decree obtained by fraud where the Court explicitly 

stated and discussed the concept of Res Judicata is that of Beliram & Brothers and Others v. 

Chaudari Mohammed Afzal and Others (1948)360. In this case it was held that a suit brought to the 

Court in collusion with the opposite party is a fictitious suit and the whole claim is then deemed to 

be procured , the whole suit itself being a fictitious suit is declared to be procured by fraudulent 

means and conspiracy it will fall under the section 44 of the Indian Evidence Act (IEA). Thus, Res 

Judicata will become inapplicable in such circumstance, it not being a bona fide case. The court 

also clarified that the principles of Res Judicata as mentioned under section 11 of the CPC are 

altered by section 44 of the IEA, and if section 44 applies to a case then Res Judicata will not 

apply. 

After a reading of the aforementioned judgments judicial orders, one can conclude that Res 

Judicata is inapplicable when a decree is obtained through fraud. One can understand this through 

a simple example. Party A and Party B are opposing parties in a suit. A has sued B for non-payment 

of money as mentioned in their contract. B shows the court the original payment receipts which he 

did pay in accordance with his contract with A and none of the documents were fake. Under this 

circumstance, the concept of Res Judicata will apply once the Court has given their decision 

regarding this suit. On the other hand, if B falsified his receipts regarding the payments   and 

 

359 Manindra Nath Mittra v. Hari Mondal [1919] 24 Calcutta Weekly Notes 133 

 
360 Beliram & Brothers and Others v. Chaudari Mohammed Afzal and Others [1948] 50 BOMLR 674 
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mislead the court into believing that he is innocent, he was supposed to make in accordance with 

his contract, and if he submits those falsified receipts to the Court which in turn would lead the 

Court to believe he is innocent and the Court then gave the judgement in his favour, this regardless 

of the decree being passed, this, case will be deemed to have a “fraudulent decree” and will 

therefore attract the exception to the principle of Res Judicata thus making this principle 

inapplicable in this case. Thus, this gives A the right to appeal to this judgement on the grounds of 

fraudulent decree to any other competent Court, or even the same court where this case was earlier 

tried to adjudicate this case again. 

 

 

Conclusion 

From the above mentioned example and case laws it is profusely clear that any decree that has 

been given on the basis of fraud is declared dishonest and void in the eyes of the law. Hence, if the 

Courts are not ensured with the power to recall their orders due to the principle of Res Judicata 

then it would be a direct attack on the principles of justice. The inapplicability of Res Judicata in 

matters of fraudulent decree prevent misrepresentation of truth and justice and ensure a just and 

fair legal system. 
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SHRI LAL MAHAL LTD. V PROGETTO GRANO SPA (2014) 2 
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Introduction: 

 
This case primarily pertains to the enforcement of a foreign arbitral award in Domestic (Indian) 

Courts, which comes under PART II of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 [Hereinafter 

referred as “Act”]. Section 48361 of the Act lays down the conditions for enforcement of foreign 

awards which the court interprets in the present case. 

A Special leave petition has been filed by Shri Lal Mahal Ltd. at the Supreme Court of India who 

are the appellants in this case against Progetto Grano Spa who are the respondents.362 

 
 

Facts: 
 

A contract is agreed to between Shri Lal Mahal Ltd. who are based in New Delhi. They are sellers 

and Progetto Grano Spa who are based in Naples, Italy are buyers. The contract relates to the 

supply of 20,000 metric tonnes of Indian origin durum wheat. 

In the contract there were two major points of contention. Firstly, the contract stated that the quality 

and the conditions of the wheat should be as per a first-class international company certificate by 

‘SGS’. SGS is an international inspection agency operating worldwide. Secondly, that all other 

terms and conditions would be as per GAFTA (Grain and Feed Trade Association) Rules. 

During the shipment of the goods, the sellers faxed a copy of an SGS India certificate of weight, 

quality and packing of the goods supplied to the buyers. The buyers passed this copy of the 

certificate to SGS Geneva. After the goods had reached the destination, the buyers sent a fax to 

the sellers stating that in the analysis carried out by SGS Geneva it was found out that the wheat 

supplied was soft common wheat and not durum wheat as stipulated by the contract. The buyers 

 

361 Arbitration and Conciliation Act 1996 (ACA 1996) s 48. 
362 Shri Lal Mahal Ltd V. Progetto Grano Spa [2014] 2 SCC 433. 
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now considered the sellers to be in breach of the contract for shipping non-contractual goods and 

held them responsible for all losses and damages arising out of this breach. The sellers responded 

to this allegation and said that SGS India inspected the goods supplied at the time of procurement 

and before loading the goods on the vessel, SGS India had confirmed that the wheat supplied met 

the typical characteristics of Indian durum wheat. 

The buyers filed for arbitration which was registered at the Arbitral Tribunal of GAFTA in London. 

The arbitration tribunal accepted the buyers claim that in appointing SGS Geneva their aim was to 

safeguard the performance of the contract from both sides by having one company coordinating 

all operations regarding inspection, control and the issue of a certificate relating to cargo. The 

arbitral tribunal rejected the seller’s assertions that by presenting a certificate they had fulfilled 

their contractual obligation. Furthermore, the arbitral tribunal concluded that the wheat supplied 

was in fact soft wheat and not durum wheat. The SGS India certificate was held to be in violation 

of the contract’s provisions. It was further held that the sellers were in breach of contract and the 

buyers were entitled for damages. The tribunal gave an award in favour of the buyers. 

When the arbitration was initiated, the sellers filed a petition in Delhi High Court praying for a 

declaration that there was no arbitration agreement between the parties and proceedings in the 

arbitral tribunal should be stopped. The Delhi High Court dismissed this petition, an SLP was also 

filed in the Supreme Court which was also rejected. In the meantime, the arbitral tribunal had 

passed on an interim award that the arbitration claim by the buyers was properly made and it had 

jurisdiction to decide on the case. 

The buyers made a separate claim for arbitration in relation to the sellers’ alleged breach of the 

arbitration agreement in bringing legal proceedings to India. As regards to this claim, the arbitral 

tribunal passed a second award in favour of the buyers. The sellers filed appeals for both the awards 

before the board of appeal. The board of appeal rejected both the appeals and granted two appeal 

awards in favour of the buyers. Further the sellers challenged the first appeal award in the High 

Court of Justice at London, the High Court dismissed this appeal. The sellers did not challenge the 

second appeal award thus both the awards had attained finality. 

The buyers then instituted a suit in Delhi High Court for enforcement of both the awards. The 

Delhi Court was in consonance with the conclusions of the arbitral tribunal, GAFTA and the boards 

of appeal. It held that the appeal award was not contrary to the terms of the contract or to the public 

policy of India. The High Court further said that the grounds in section 48 of the Arbitration and 
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Conciliation Act, 1996 are meant to be construed narrowly and do not permit a review of the 

foreign award on merits. The sellers appeal this in the Supreme Court. 

 

 
Issue: 

 
Whether both the appeal awards passed by the board of appeal of GAFTA in favour of the buyers 

are enforceable u/S.48 of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996. 

 

 
Rule: 

 
Section 48 (2)363 of the Act, states the conditions when a Court can refuse the enforcement of a 

foreign arbitral award. Sub-clause (b) states that the enforcement can be refused if the award is 

contrary to the public policy of India. Sub-section (2)’s explanation further clarifies the ambit of 

public policy in India. 

 

 
Holding: 

 
The Supreme Court cited the case of Renusagar Power Co. Ltd. V. General Electric Co. (1994)364 

with reference to Section 7 (1) (b) (ii) of the Foreign Awards Act365 and stated that the section’s 

definition of “public policy of India” must apply equally to the ambit and scope of Section 48 (2) 

(b)366 of the Act; Following Renusagar the Supreme Court stated that for the purpose of Section 

48 (2) (b) the expression “public policy of India” must be given a narrow meaning. Further the 

Court states although the same expression “public policy of India” is used both in Section 34 (2) 

(b) (ii)367 and section 48 (2) (b) its application differs in degree insofar as these two Sections are 

concerned. The application of public policy of India Doctrine for the purpose of Section 48 (2) is 

more limited than the application of the same expression in respect of the domestic arbitral award. 

 

 

 

 
363 ACA 1996, s 48(2). 
364 Renusagar Power Co. Ltd. V. General Electric Co. [1994] Supp (1) SCC 644. 
365 The Foreign Awards (Recognition and Enforcement) Act 1961. 
366 ACA 1996, s 48(2) (b). 
367 ACA 1996, s 34(2) (b) (ii) 
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The Supreme Court states that Section 48 does not give an opportunity to review the foreign award 

in the award enforcement stage. The scope of enquiry under Section 48 does not permit the review 

of foreign award on merits. Procedural defects in the course of foreign arbitration do not lead 

necessarily to excuse an award from enforcement on the ground of public policy. While 

considering the enforceability of foreign awards, the court does not exercise appellate jurisdiction 

over the foreign award nor it can enquire as to whether, while rendering foreign award some error 

has been committed. Under section 48 (2) (b) the enforcement of a foreign award can be refused 

only if such enforcement is found to be contrary to the three conditions mentioned in Renusagar 

case namely: 

If the Arbitral award is contrary to 

 
I. A Fundamental Policy of Indian Law 

II. The interests of India 

III. Justice or morality 

 
In this case the Supreme Court disregards the wider meaning given to the expression public policy 

in Section 34 (2) (b) (ii) given in the case of ONGC Ltd. V. Saw Pipes Ltd. (2003)368. 

The Court also overrules the case of Phulchand Exports Ltd. V. O.O.O Patriot (2011)369 where the 

expression public policy of India used in Section 48 (2) (b) had been given a wider meaning, the 

particular point of setting aside a foreign award if it is patently illegal was overruled. 

The objections raised by the sellers do not fall in any of the three categories, thus the foreign award 

cannot be held to be contrary to public policy of India as contemplated under Section 48 (2) (b). 

Therefore, the appeal was dismissed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Analysis: 

 

 

 

 

 
368 ONGC Ltd. V. Saw Pipes Ltd. [2003] 5 SCC 705. 
369 Phulchand Exports Ltd. V. O.O.O Patriot [2011] 10 SCC 300. 
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The Supreme Court in this case made a very major distinction between the interpretation of the 

term public policy of India in regards to enforceability of domestic and foreign awards in India. 

This move is very much a pro-arbitration move, as when an arbitration agreement is being made 

up the international party as well as the domestic party would be clear on the enforceability of any 

foreign arbitration. 

If we have a close look at Section 48 of the Act, Explanation 1 has a footnote which states that, 

this Explanation has been added on 23rd October 2015. Seeing this it can be inferred that the 

legislature, after the judgement of this case, intended to make the conditions/requirements of the 

refusing of a foreign arbitral award clear and explicit. 

Lastly it is substantive to note that judgement of Phulchand Exports Ltd. V. O.O.O Patriot (2011) 

was written by the same judge who had written the judgement of Shri Lal Mahal Ltd V. Progetto 

Grano Spa (2014).370 The major difference was that in Phulchand Exports there was a division 

bench (two-judge bench) as opposed to Shri Lal Mahal where there was a full bench (three-judge 

bench), hence justifying the overruling of the previous case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

370 Shri Lal Mahal Ltd V. Progetto Grano Spa [2014] 2 SCC 433. 
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ARBITRABILITY OF FRAUDS IN INDIA 
 

BY VAIBHAVI RANE371
 

 
 

 

Abstract: 

 
Hopeful of making India an attractive destination for international commercial arbitration, 

the Indian legislature and Judiciary have joined forces to bring about reforms in Indian 

arbitration law. However, when it comes to fraud and arbitration, these organs tread 

cautiously. The recent exhibit being the controversial 2021 amendment, which 

irrevocably stays the enforcement of ‘awards motivated by fraud,’ to what extent this 

amendment exemplifies India’s attractiveness as a hub for international commercial 

arbitration remains a question. Another significant issue in the realm of arbitration has 

been that of the arbitrability of frauds. India has a rigid view regarding this issue; 

however, to truly become a hub of arbitration, it is essential that India must open up its 

arbitration jurisdiction to the arbitrability of frauds. This paper has dual objectives – 

firstly, to trace the development of arbitrability of frauds in India, and whether India’s 

policy position in light of attracting international commercial arbitration is justified. 

Secondly, to update the literature on the arbitrability of frauds in India; thereby enabling 

scholars of the future to better understand the progress of arbitration in India. 

 
Keywords: International Commercial Arbitration, Arbitrability of fraud, Indian Judiciary. 

 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The commercial world moves fast, and requires a dispute settlement mechanism that can cater 

specifically to its specialized needs. The judicial mechanisms, with their tedious procedures, and 

unrushed pace, deter commerce. However, arbitration fulfills needs and is the most popular method 

for resolving commercial disputes.372 One can say, “Commerce is the fuel of arbitration, and 

arbitration is the vehicle of commerce.” This means that commercial disputes keep arbitration 

thriving. In contrast, arbitration enables the smooth functioning of commercial activities. The 

growth in international commerce is directly proportional to the increase of International 

Commercial Arbitration (ICA) as a way of resolving disputes. The reasons for the same may be 

attributed to it being efficient, expedite, and enabling party autonomy. The International Chamber 
 

371 LLM student specializing in International Trade and Investment Law, O. P. Jindal Global University, Jindal 

Global Law School. 

 
372 Settling Business Disputes: Arbitration and Alternative Dispute Resolution. International Trade Centre, 2016, 

https://www.intracen.org/uploadedFiles/intracenorg/Content/Publications/Arbitration_English_Full%20A4_Low- 

res.pdf. Accessed 27 Oct. 2020. 

https://www.intracen.org/uploadedFiles/intracenorg/Content/Publications/Arbitration_English_Full%20A4_Low-res.pdf
https://www.intracen.org/uploadedFiles/intracenorg/Content/Publications/Arbitration_English_Full%20A4_Low-res.pdf
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of Commerce (ICC), in its 2019 Statistics, reported a new feat of parties filing for arbitration. The 

number has risen worldwide to 147 countries and autonomous territories, smashing the previous 

ICC high of 142 set in 2017373. This shows that arbitration of commercial disputes is on the rise 

globally. In times to come, especially in these uncertain times of the global pandemic, international 

commercial arbitration's relevance will increase. 

 
In consonance with the international adaptation of arbitration, the Indian legislature passed the 

2019 Amendment Act to make India a hub of institutional arbitration for domestic and international 

arbitration374. A positive step by the legislature to mark itself on the international arbitration map 

the legislature. The Judiciary is not far behind as, in the last decade, India has seen many pro-

arbitration judgments, however, its journey has been serpentine. One such issue is arbitration 

scope, i.e., ‘arbitrability.’ Justice R.V. Raveendran first used this term in Booz Allen and Hamilton 

Inc. v. SBI Home Finance Ltd375 (Booz Allen), where the apex court distinguished the scope of 

arbitrability of disputes, divided as “rights in rem and rights in personam”, where the first are 

enforceable against the public at large, and the latter is attached to a specific person(s) alone. It 

was held that conflicts relating to ‘personal rights’ were arbitrable376. The question of arbitrability 

was raised in many cases, for instance, in disputes arising from trust deeds (the Indian Trusts Act, 

1882377), consumer disputes378, and tenancy disputes379. One of such questions is the arbitrability 

of frauds. Black's Law Dictionary describes 'fraud' as a statement, or action that injures someone due 

to concealment, or false representation. Section 17 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, defines fraud 

to include a false suggestion, concealment, false promise, deception, or any other fraudulent act. 

 
With this background, the paper discusses the scope of arbitrability of alleged fraud and not setting 

aside of the award on grounds of fraud, i.e., arbitration at an initial and not subsequent stage. The 

second part of this paper deals with a detailed analysis of the arbitrarily of frauds in light of the 

two legislation, the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1940, and the Arbitration Conciliation Act, 

1996 (The Act). The latter is divides itself into two eras – before and after the case of A. Ayyasamy 

v. A. Paramasivam380 (Ayyasamy). As after the legislative pro-arbitration stand in the 2015 

Amendment Act, it was Judiciary’s first attempt at restoring the stature of arbitration in India; and 

thus a significant mark on the journey of arbitrability of frauds. Further, the third part of this paper 

 

 
 

373 ICC Dispute Resolution 2019 Statistics. International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), 2019. ICC Publication No.: 

DRS 901 ENG, www.iccwbo.org/dr-stat2019. Accessed 27 Oct. 2020. 
374 International Commercial Arbitration, Law and Recent Developments in India. Nishith Desai Associates, Feb. 

2020. DMS Code: 537401,1:, 

https://www.nishithdesai.com/fileadmin/user_upload/pdfs/Research_Papers/International_Commercial_Arbitration. 

pdf. Accessed 27 Oct. 2020 
375 Booz Allen and Hamilton Inc. vs. SBI Home Finance Ltd (2011) 5 SCC 532. 
376 Ibid., ¶ 23 
377 Vimal Kishore Shah and Ors. vs. Jayesh Dinesh Shah and Ors., (2016) 8 SCC 788 
378 Emaar MGF Land Limited vs. Aftab Singh, 2018 SCC Online SC 2771 
379 Himangni Enterprises v. Kamaljeet Ahluwalia, (2017) 10 SCC 706 
380 A. Ayyasamy vs. A. Paramasivam & Ors.(2016) 10 SCC 386 

http://www.iccwbo.org/dr-stat2019
https://www.nishithdesai.com/fileadmin/user_upload/pdfs/Research_Papers/International_Commercial_Arbitration.pdf
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shall showcase the different positions on arbitrability of fraud by common law countries, ending 

with concluding remarks and recent developments in part four. 

 

 

2. ANALYSIS OF ‘ARBITRABILITY OF FRAUD’ 

The present law on arbitration came into effect in 1996 with the enactment of the Act after its 

predecessor enactments the Arbitration Act of 1899 and 1940; however, the arbitrability of fraud 

predates both these enactments. The question of arbitrability of fraud first came about in the 19th 

century in a British Court decision Russel v. Russel381 (Russel). It has been the theoretical 

foundation for fraud's arbitrability, and the starting point of the evolution of the concept. In this 

case, the prima facie test was adopted by the English Courts, which declared that “sufficient prima 

facie” proof of fraud, not factual or final evidence, must be present to determine a refusal of 

reference to arbitration382. The courts were empowered to oust an application for reference to 

arbitration on mere prima facie evidence, which supports the existence of fraud. Thus, this case 

laid down the position that an Arbitral Tribunal is not the most appropriate forum to adjudicate 

fraud. The English courts justified this stand with two reasons, firstly allegation of fraud marks the 

reputation of a party, and open court hearing allows such party to clear his name. Secondly, the 

tribunals do not have sufficient mechanism to deal with issues of fraud. For long, the Judiciary 

adopted the same attitude in British India, and did follow Russe. In 1899, India got its Arbitration 

Act, which had an application in Presidency towns; and there were three significant decisions in 

this era that followed or departed from Russel. 

 

The Patna High Court in “Narsingh Prasad Boobna and Others v. Dhanraj Mill”383 followed Russel. 

It held that if something indicates or establishes fraud, it is better to adjudicate the dispute rather 

than refer it to arbitration384. In “Laldas Lakshmi Das v. J.D. Italia”385 the Madras High Court also 

followed Russel, and observed that in cases involving serious allegations of fraud, the accused has 

the right to ask the court to decide in open court if it was affecting his integrity386. However, the 

Bombay High Court departed from the Russel ruling in “Raneegunge Coal Association Ltd. v. Tata 

Iron and Steel Co Ltd,”387 (Raneegunge Coal), where it said that Courts on mere allegations of 

fraud without any details should not refuse reference to arbitration. It was a very progressive 

decision well ahead of its time. The court also observed that a party could not allege fraud merely 

based on fraud, where the real cause of action is ex contractu. It added heft to the then-nascent 

belief that an arbitral tribunal is competent to adjudicate law questions, which 

 

 

 
381 Russel v. Russel (1880) LR 14 Ch D 471 
382 Ibid., ¶48 
383 Narsingh Prasad Boobna and Ors v. Dhanraj Mills, AIR 1943 Pat. 53. 
384 Singh, Shivam. "Arbitrability of Fraud: Analysing India's Problematic Jurisprudence." Indian Journal of 

Arbitration Law, vol. 8, no. 2, January 2020, p. 141-150. HeinOnline. [Shivam Singh, hereinafter] p. 144 
385 Laldas Lakshmi Das v. J.D. Italia, (1938) 2 MLJ 531 a 
386 Ibid., ¶2 
387 Raneegunge Coal Association Ltd v. Tata Iron and Steel Co. Ltd, AIR 1929 Born. 119. [Raneegunge Coal 

hereinafter] 
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may include, but shall not be limited to questions of fraud388. It indicated that judicial forums were 

displaying trust and faith in private adjudicatory forums such as arbitration. However, this 

initiative of the Bombay High Court did not have a huge impact, and that was a speed breaker. 

 
 

2. 1 Indian Arbitration Act, 1940 

The landmark judgment in the arena of arbitrability of fraud in independent India was in 1966 in 

“Abdul Kadir Shamsuddin Bubere v. Madhav Prabhakar Oak”389 (Abdul Kadir). Here, the 

respondent referred the dispute to arbitration; however, the same was resisted by Abdul Kadir, who 

stated that the issue was not arbitrable and alleged fraudulent accounting entries. The trial court 

declined reference to arbitration and held that due to allegations of fraud the matter was nullified 

from being resolved by arbitration. On appeal to the Bombay High Court, this decision was 

reversed, and it was held that the allegations were not of fraud, further even if they were of fraud; 

they were not of such nature that would disentitle reference to arbitration. 

 
In an appeal to the Supreme Court, great emphasis was laid on the seriousness of fraud. In this 

case, where the allegation of fraud was to accounting entries, the Supreme Court held that it was 

not severe enough to disentitle reference to arbitration. It also dealt with Section 20(4) of the 1940 

Act that stipulates the courts have broad discretion to decide if an order of referral could be made 

to the arbitrator. However, it noted that while doing so, “sufficient cause” would have to be decided 

following factual circumstances of each case390. It was held that when there are serious allegations 

of fraud made against a party, then the party accused of fraud may desire that the case be tried in 

a civil court as opposed to via arbitration391. It was independent India's first dealing with the issue 

of arbitrability of fraud. 

 
2. 2 Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 

Until 1990 India had a closed economy, however, with the fall of its closest alliance USSR and 

other geopolitical factors; the economic liberalization was undertaken primarily to attract foreign 

commercial establishments. The newly formulated UNCITRAL Model Law 1985 made sure that 

if India did not change its arbitration law, its economy would feel the burnt, as it would become 

difficult to attract business. These twin factors necessitated the introduction of new legislation that 

were in sync with India's global commercial realities392. 

 
A. Before Ayyasamy 

▪ N. Radhakrishnan v. Maestro Engineers393 (N. Radhakrishnan) 
 

388 Kumar, Parul. “Is Fraud Arbitrable? Examining the Problematic Indian Discourse.” Arbitration International, vol. 

33, no. 2, June 2017, pp. 249–274. 
389 Abdul Kadir Shamsuddin Bubere v. Madhav Prabhakar Oak, AIR 1962 SC 406 [Abdul Kadir hereinafter] 
390 Issac, Gladwin and Agarwal, Tarun, Two Steps Forward, One Step Back: Tracing the Curious Case of Arbitrability 

of Fraud in India (August 2, 2017). Young Arbitration Review, Edition 26, 2017, p. 13 [Gladwin Issac and Tarun 

Agarwal, hereinafter] 
391 Abdul Kadir 
392 Shivam Singh., p. 145 
393 N. Radhakrishnan v. Maestro Engineers and Ors (2010)1 SCC 72 
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In 2009, N. Radhakrishnan was the first case under The Act, which discussed fraud's arbitrability. 

The dispute was under the provision of Section 8 of the Act, which states that parties can seek 

“compulsory reference” to arbitration clause is provided in the agreement. The court will be 

mandatorily duty-bound to provide relief394. However, the High court and Supreme Court, in this 

case, refused reference to arbitration on the ground that ‘the case relates to allegations of fraud and 

serious malpractices’395, and thus not fit to be tried by an arbitrator. In doing so, the Courts 

followed Abdul Kadir without considering the new legislation that departed from Abdul Kadir, 

i.e., Section 8 discussed above. N. Radhakrishnan marked a setback in the arbitration mechanism 

in India. It showed how the courts would interfere in the commercial dispute resolution process 

and refuse reference to arbitration. 

 
▪ Swiss Timing Limited v. Organizing Committee396 (Swiss Timing) 

During the 2010 Commonwealth Games, a dispute arose with Swiss Timing- the official partner 

for timing, score, result systems, and supporting services, invoking arbitration under the agreement 

with the Organizing Committee397. The dispute was under Section 11of the Act, which applies to 

both domestic and international arbitration. The principle of arbitration is that the High Court (in 

the case of domestic arbitration) and the Supreme Court (in the case of international arbitration) 

would be empowered and obliged to select the arbitrator if the parties do not unanimously accept 

the arbitrator's appointment. 

 
The respondent argued that due to the large- scale allegation of fraud, commercial misdealing, and 

misappropriation that had a spillover into the public domain, a criminal case was imminent. If the 

arbitration hearings begin at the same time as the criminal proceedings, there is a real chance of 

differing findings between the two forums, leading to needless uncertainty398. The Supreme Court 

held that the logic of criminal cases would not frustrate the arbitration clause and would not impede 

arbitration. It was a progressive decision and established two points; firstly, it held that criminal 

proceedings are not a trump card against setting aside arbitration proceedings. Secondly, it 

reaffirmed the “Kompentenz –Kompetenze” principle of Section 16 of the Act, which states that 

Arbitral Tribunals can adjudicate on their jurisdiction. However, this case had an anti-climactic 

ending. Though progressive, it had inherent problems. The decision was pronounced by a Single 

Bench J. S. S Nijjar, and held that N. Radhakrishanan was a per incuriam399 decision, i.e., without 

regard to the law, because Hindustan Petroleum Corpn. Ltd.400 was referred; but not distinguished 

nor followed. Secondly, it didn’t look into the provision contained in Section 16 of the Act and 

sought to overrule it. However, N. Radhakrishanan was a division bench judgment, which 

amounted to the judiciary indiscipline of grave nature. 

 
394 Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd. v. Pinkcity Midway Petroleums, (2003) 6 SCC 503, p. 504 
395 Ibid., ¶7 
396 Swiss Timing Limited vs. Organising Committee, Commonwealth Games 2010 (2014) 6 SCC 677 [Swiss Timing 

hereinafter] 
397 Gladwin Issac and Tarun Agarwal, p. 13 
398 Swiss Timing, ¶9 
399 Ibid., ¶21 
400 (2003) 6 SCC 503 
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▪ Arbitrability of foreign seated arbitrations 

In 2014, the Supreme Court decided on the arbitrability of frauds under Part II of The Act in The 

World Sport Group (Mauritius) Ltd. v. MSM Satellite (Singapore) Pte. Ltd401. It was a case of 

media rights of the Indian Premier League (IPL) assigned by the Board of Control for Cricket in 

India (BCCI), and the consequent conflict was set to be arbitrated at the seat in Singapore. 

However, defense of fraud was taken to avoid arbitration. Despite the many domestic precedents 

on arbitrability of fraud, the Court sidestepped these by stating that Part II dispute has a different 

language. Hence, the domestic arbitration laws will not apply402, which thereby gave a progressive 

judgment in favor of arbitrability of frauds. Thus, international arbitration is held to be arbitrable 

despite the allegation of fraud in the Indian Courts. 

 
▪ A. Ayyasamy v A. Paramasivam403 (Ayyasamy) 

What is peculiar about this case is that a year before the pronouncement, the legislature had passed 

the “Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Act, 2015,” wherein the 246th law commission 

report was taken into consideration, and reforms were sought. 

In a relationship company taking on the business of running a hotel, a disagreement emerged 

between the parties. Notwithstanding the settlement clause of the agreement deed, the respondents 

brought a lawsuit before the District Court against one of the partners demanding a judgment that 

they were entitled, as partners, to share in the management of the hotel and requested a permanent 

injunction against the appellant. Appellant argued that since the parties decided to submit all 

disputes arising out of the partnership deed to an arbitral tribunal, the court has to refer the dispute 

to arbitration under Section of The Act. Opposing that, the plaintiffs, arguing that the plaintiff had 

syphoned some funds from the company, claimed that the arbitral tribunal should not adjudicate 

the conflict404. 

 
The Supreme Court introduced the concept of dual classification - fraud simpliciter and serious 

fraud. Severe claims of fraud should be regarded as non-arbitrable, and these issues should only 

be determined by the civil court. However, if there are claims of fraud simpliciter, and those 

allegations are simply claimed, the impact of the arbitration arrangement between the parties does 

not need to be nullified; since the Arbitral Tribunal can decide those problems405. It effectively 

stated anything that affects the party's internal affairs, and when there is no spill over in the public 

domain, then it shall be arbitrable. Once again, the minimization of court interference is an 

acknowledgement of the same concept406. Thus, although Ayyasamy took a pro-arbitration stand, 

it failed to put the controversy of fraud’s arbitrability to rest. 
 

401 The World Sport Group (Mauritius) Ltd. v. MSM Satellite (Singapore) Pte. Ltd (2016) 10 SCC 386 
402 Ibid., ¶29 
403 A. Ayyasamy v. A. Paramasivam & Ors.(2016) 10 SCC 386 
404 Gladwin Issac and Tarun Agarwal, p. 14 
405 Swiss Timing, ¶18 
406 Ibid., ¶43 
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B. After Ayyasamy 

▪ Rashid Raza v. Sadaf Akhtar407 (Rashid Raza) 

A three judge bench of the Supreme Court heard the appeal against the decision of the Jharkhand 

High Court, which misunderstood the ratio of Ayyasamy. Instead of para 25, the High Court 

reproduced para 26 and held that the dispute between the parties in partnership is so complicated 

due to lodging an FIR that this matter had to be resolved in a court. On Special Leave Petition to 

the Supreme Court, deciding on the parameters determining the complex and simple fraud, it set 

aside the Jharkhand High Court decision. Additionally, accepted this as a situation of fraud, 

wherein allegations of fraudulent misdealing were present. The Supreme Court held that this is not 

a case of serious fraud, and hence referred the matter to arbitration, empowering the arbitral 

tribunal to decide the correctness of the allegation of fraud. 

 
The Supreme Court identified para 25 of Ayyasamy and held that there are two features of serious 

fraud. First, the plea of fraud should permeate the full contract and arbitration agreement, and 

second, fraud allegation only relates to internal affairs of parties and should not have a spillover 

effect on the public domain, which is basic fraud. The public at large is not affected408 and it will 

not be a situation of fraud simplicator. An important feature was that the Supreme Court was 

subconsciously affected by Sec 11(6A) of The Act. It existed at the time of the judgment on 4 

September 2019 but now repealed. It restricted the scope of courts in declining references to 

arbitration. Under the now-deleted provision, the courts were limited to examining whether a valid 

arbitration agreement was in place or not409. Rashid Raza being a three-bench judge decision, thus 

affirmed Ayyasamy; whatever little lacunas Ayyasamy had were straightened out by Rashid Raza. 

 
▪ Problems in Rashid Raza 

Despite all the judicial reforms, the power of adjudicating on fraud’s arbitrability has been 

withheld by the courts. Even the stipulation of a dual classification to implement the same. The 

present problem of dual classification emerges from the fact that there is an inherent mistrust of 

the Arbitral Tribunal capable of resolving such disputes. Arbitral Tribunal being private tribunals, 

there is a belief that they do not have the appropriate apparatus to adjudicate such disputes; despite 

explicit stipulation under Section 16 of The Act. It ignores two legislative features. Firstly, under 

Section 16 of the Act, the ‘kompetenz-kompetenz principle’, states that the Arbitral Tribunal is 

perfectly capable of resolving disputes through their own jurisdiction. By referring the case to 

courts they effectively take reference adjudication on merits nullify Section 16, and dilute the 

kompetenz-kompetenz principle. Secondly, it ignores the development of suggested reforms on 

this matter by the 246th Law Commission Report, which dealt with the Act and made specific 

 

 

 
407 Rashid Raza v. Sadaf Akhtar (2019) 8 SCC 710 
408 Swiss Timing, ¶5 The two working tests set out in paragraph 25 are as follows : (1) this plea permeates the whole 

contract and, in particular, the deal to arbitrate, making it void; or (2) whether the charges of misconduct influence 

the internal relations of the parties inter se without any public domain consequences.” 
409 Shivam Singh., p. 147 
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recommendations of amendments to Section 16 to have all frauds to be mandatorily arbitrable410. 

Ayyasamy refers to the Law Commission Report but does not notice this paragraph but notices the 

immediately preceding paragraph and declines to deliver the decision. Thirdly, the dual 

classification gives way to judicial discretion. This is practically unworkable because the 

understanding of the Supreme Court to what constitutes serious fraud and what constitutes simple 

fraud has been wavering411. 

 
▪ Avitel Post Studioz Limited v. HSBC PI Holdings (Mauritius) Limited412 (Avitel) 

In the case of international arbitration in Avitel, pursuant to Section 9 of the Act, HSBC sought an 

order to deposit USD 60 million to secure the object of award. The arbitrability of fraud in India 

was once again explained awaiting compliance by the same Supreme Court413 stating “serious 

allegations of fraud” arise when the two tests laid down are satisfied, and not otherwise.414 Firstly, 

if the Court considers that it cannot be claimed that the settlement arrangement itself is vitiated by 

fraud; or, secondly, in cases of claims by the State or its instrumentality in relation to unfair, 

dishonest or deceptive actions. It poses a “question of public law as opposed to questions restricted 

to the contractual arrangement between the parties”415. Once again followed Swiss Timings and 

held to initiate criminal proceedings that would not vitiate arbitral proceedings416. 

 

3. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL STAND 

While the arbitrability of fraud in India is undergoing reforms, the international commercial 

arbitration regime has moved past that stage, and has held frauds to be arbitrable. 

The international stand on arbitrability of frauds can be traced to the Geneva Convention417, which 

influenced the New York convention Article II(1) that, states that an foreign arbitration 

arrangement is accepted by an international arbitration agreement if it “concern(s) a subject matter 

capable of settlement by arbitration”418. Further, Article V(2)(a) of the Convention provides for 

grounds for the award to be set aside “the subject matter of the discrepancy cannot be determined 

by arbitration in compliance with the law of that region”419.Together, these clauses authorize the 

declaration of "non-arbitrability" defences to accept and execute international arbitration 

 

 
 

410 Law Commission of India, Amendments to the Arbitration and Conciliation Act 1996 (Report No. 246, 2014) para 

52 
411 Shivam Singh., p. 148 
412 Avitel Post Studioz Limited v. HSBC PI Holdings (Mauritius) Limited 2020 SCC OnLine SC 656 [Avitel 

hereinafter] 
413 Deshmukh, Indranil. “Avitel v. HSBC - Finality on the Question of Arbitrability When Allegations of Fraud Are 

Raised SMM | India Corporate Law.” India Corporate Law, 28 Aug. 2020, 

https://corporate.cyrilamarchandblogs.com/2020/08/avitel-v-hsbc-finality-on-the-question-of-arbitrability-when- 

allegations-of-fraud-are-raised-smm/. 
414 Avitel, ¶34 
415 Ibid., ¶38 
416 Avitel., ¶42 
417 The Geneva Protocol on Arbitration Clauses of 1923 and the Geneva Convention on the Execution of Foreign 

Arbitral Awards of 1927 
418 Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (New York, 1958), Article II (1) 
419 Ibid., Article V(2)a 

https://corporate.cyrilamarchandblogs.com/2020/08/avitel-v-hsbc-finality-on-the-question-of-arbitrability-when-allegations-of-fraud-are-raised-smm/
https://corporate.cyrilamarchandblogs.com/2020/08/avitel-v-hsbc-finality-on-the-question-of-arbitrability-when-allegations-of-fraud-are-raised-smm/
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agreements and awards that are otherwise legitimate and binding under the Convention420. We 

must note that the international law leaves the matter as to the scope of arbitrability to each nation's 

legislature. Thus, whether fraud is arbitral or not depends on the legislative enactments. India being 

a common law jurisdiction, we must look at the legal provisions on arbitrability of fraud in two of 

such common law nations, England and Singapore, which also boast of being ICC's top four 

popular seats in 2019421. 

 
▪ United Kingdom 

As India's common law ancestor, the first-ever case which applied to India was Russel on 

arbitrability of fraud; since then, the legislations have come a long way. The English Arbitration 

Act of 1996 enables the resolution of disputes via arbitration. Section 81 and 103 mentions that 

there are Issues that arbitration is not capable of settling. In 2007, the stand on arbitrability of 

frauds was made clear in the landmark case of Fiona Trust & Holding Corporation v. Privalov422 

where eight charters had entered into a charter party agreement with a State-owned Russian 

company. Later took the defence that all the agreements were obtained by bribery and fraud; hence, 

the recourse to arbitration were not possible. However, the House of Lords found it crystal clear 

that even the controversies over the fraud aspects became arbitrable. The Bench based its judgment 

on the principle of separability that an arbitration clause/agreement is independent and distinct 

from the contract in dispute. In the light of the same, the arbitration agreement will maintain its 

full force even though the contract is polluted with the elements of bribery, and the appointed 

arbitral tribunal will have the required authority423. There was a setback when, the English Court 

of Chancery in Nigel Peter Albon v. Naza Motor Trading424 (Nigel Peter Albon) held that the 

arbitration was no recourse, where the contact was alleged to be fraud. 

▪ Singapore 

Singapore is one of the leading seats of arbitration in Asia and has always taken a pro-arbitration 

stand. Arbitration in Singapore is governed by the International Arbitration Act (IAA). Section 24 

of the IAA lays down the “making of the award was induced or affected by fraud or corruption.” 

Singapore catered to almost half of the cases involving Indian parties425, and one realizes the 

arbitrability of frauds from Avital - where the Singapore laws governed the arbitration agreement, 

as was held by the Arbitral tribunal that allegations of fraud and complicated issues relating to 

facts are arbitrable426. In Malini Ventura v. Knight Capital Pte Ltd and others427, where amidst a 

SIAC arbitration party went to the Singapore High Court alleging forged signature. It was held 

 
420 Born, Gary. International Commercial Arbitration. 2014, p. 948 
421 “2019 STATISTICS SHOW A ‘RECORD YEAR’ FOR THE ICC.” Arbitration Notes, 30 July 2020, 

https://hsfnotes.com/arbitration/2020/07/30/2019-statistics-show-a-record-year-for-the-icc/. 
422 Fiona Trust & Holding Corporation v. Privalov [2007] UKHL 40 
423 “Arbitrability of Disputes Involving Commercial Fraud: What Does the Modern Arbitration Regime Hold? - The 

CBCL Blog.” The CBCL Blog, 27 Apr. 2020, https://cbcl.nliu.ac.in/arbitration-law/arbitrability-of-disputes- 

involving-commercial-fraud-what-does-the-modern-arbitration-regime-hold/. Accessed on 23 Oct. 2020 
424 Nigel Peter Albon v. Naza Motor Trading [2007] 2 All ER 1075 
425 “2019 STATISTICS SHOW A ‘RECORD YEAR’ FOR THE ICC.” Arbitration Notes, 30 July 2020, 

https://hsfnotes.com/arbitration/2020/07/30/2019-statistics-show-a-record-year-for-the-icc/. 
426 Avitel, ¶1(vii) 
427 Malini Ventura v. Knight Capital Pte Ltd and others [2015] SGHC 225 
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https://hsfnotes.com/arbitration/2020/07/30/2019-statistics-show-a-record-year-for-the-icc/
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that Nigel Peter Albon was not a good law428, and arbitration was to be continued. It held that the 

first round of arbitrability has to be before the arbitrator reinforcing the Kompetence-Kompetence 

principle429. Thus, Singapore has also taken the view that frauds are arbitrable. The most 

progressive judgment has been given by the Singapore Court of Final Appeal (SCFA) in AJU v. 

AJT430, a case of early termination of a contract of organizing a Tennis Tournament in Bangkok. 

Amongst other allegations, it included issues of forged agreement and criminal proceeding of a 

non-compoundable offence. When the award was brought for enforcement, defences were taken 

of public policy, fraud and forgery431; however, the SCFA decided not to interfere and enforced 

the award. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

There has been a rapid development of arbitrability of fraud in the past decade. However, the 

waves of pro-arbitrability had started blowing in the colonial era with the Bombay High Court’s 

decision (Raneegunge Coal). Unfortunately, it was not promoted. The judiciary has always been 

pro-arbitration but has taken a backdoor approach to promoting it – it started with Abdul Kadir 

where serious frauds were held non-arbitrable and the matter referred to arbitration. Despite the 

lapse of forty-eight years and the world progressing towards arbitrability as the same was upheld 

in 2010, India relied on a conservative outlook. Swiss Timings came as a savior of fraud’s 

arbitrability, however, it had an anti-climactic ending. By virtue of being a single bench judgment 

overruling a two bench N. Radhakrishana, it had violated judicial discipline. 

 
Then came Ayyasamy that was a two- judge bench judgment, and could have overturned N. 

Radhakrishanan, however they too dodged the question of arbitrability by stipulating a dual 

classification – fraud simpliciter and serious fraud. By doing this the judiciary was repeatedly 

allowing for judicial intervention at an initial stage and diluting the Kompetence-Kompetence 

principle under Section 16 of The Act. Rashid Raza being before a three bench could have finally 

resolved the question of fraud’s arbitrability, but it only elaborated on ‘serious fraud’. We see that 

in foreign arbitrations, the judiciary has taken a straight-forward view that frauds are arbitrable432. 

However, by putting limitations on fraud’s arbitrability in the domestic sphere it is hindering the 

growth of arbitration and putting up an inconsistent approach to arbitration to the world. Avitel in 

2020, which once again relied Swiss Timing, further elaborated on serious allegations of fraud. 

Thus, the current law on arbitrability of fraud in India ranges from the dual test laid down by 

Ayyasamy and further explained by Rashid Raza and Avitel. Nevertheless, the past judgments 

hover in the subconscious of the judiciary, one of which is the progressive Swiss Timing case. 

 
It is submitted that while a progressive approach on arbitrability of fraud is the global trend, the 

Indian judiciary is rightly approaching the issue cautiously, taking reasonable measures to ensure 

 

428 Ibid., ¶42 
429 Ibid., ¶38 
430 AJU v. AJT [2011] SGCA 41 
431 Ibid., ¶17 
432 The World Sport Group (Mauritius) Ltd. v. MSM Satellite (Singapore) Pte. Ltd (2016) 10 SCC 386 
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that the aggrieved is not denied the right to fairly contest the allegation in an open forum; or denied 

the right to adequate compensation. Finally, as one of the three branches of the State, the judiciary 

must not surrender its adjudicating powers to a private tribunal. This opinion is validated by a 

recent act of the legislature, which received assent of the Parliament on 4 February 2021, to enact 

the Arbitration and Conciliation (Amendment) Bill, 2021. It states that arbitral awards, if found to 

have been prima facie induced by fraud or corruption, the enforcement of the award shall have to 

be unconditionally stayed pending the disposal of a challenge against the award under Section 34 

of the Arbitration Act433. The legislature is taking alternate measures to attract international 

commercial arbitration, such as the recent abolition of Chapter 8 of The Act434, which now allows 

foreign arbitrators to arbitrate in India. Thus, rays of light wait at the end of the tunnel for India, 

however how long this journey will take depends on the lawmakers. 
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INTERNATIONAL LEGAL COMMERCIAL DISPUTE 

RESOLUTION DURING COVID-19 

AUTHOR- ANKIT MALHOTRA 
 

 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL 

ARBITRATION 

 

International commercial arbitration’s history stretches back to the Sixteenth Century. Empowered 

by commercial international trade which was germinated by the process of colonization. 

Internationalism was born and so was a need to provide legal assistance. The last century witnessed 

two world wars and subsequent attempts to foster greater communication and trust amongst 

nations. Thus, the United Nations was created on October 24 in 1945 to promote international 

cooperation435. Under the garb of the United Nations, the formation of GATT and arbitration rules, 

as well as the model UNCITRAL rules, paved the way for transparent arbitration and its 

enforcement. 

 

However, it is important to note that the progress of international commercial arbitration started in 

1923.436 Initially, significant importance was attached to domestic arbitration agreements, and the 

development to include foreign nationals in arbitration gave more pertinence to Geneva and New 

York conventions, which eliminated roadblocks. Nations, in the spirit of connecting their 

commercial transactions to a single authoritative system, enable the enforcement of foreign arbitral 

awards. One of the main reasons supporting the subsequent rise of commercial arbitration was the 

need to circumvent the courts and their lengthy procedures. An interesting anecdote here remains 

the laws of merchants. This gave rise to the formation and enforcement of its rules in arbitration. 

Propounded on the idea of Lex Mercatorian- the use of usage and customs which merchants 

followed and were earlier prevalent in Europe437. 

 

 
 

435 History, The Day in History, available at https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/league-of-nations- 

instituted, (last visited on Apr. 18, 2020). 
436 UNCTRAD (2005), History of International Commercial Arbitration, P.19, available at 

https://unctad.org/en/Docs/edmmisc232add38_en.pdf (last visited on Apr. 18, 2020). 
437 Trans-Lex, Examples available at https://www.trans-lex.org/11/_/examples/ (last visited on Apr. 18, 2020). 
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Father of international law, Hugo Grotius exclaimed that there are two types of arbitrators, one 

who is acting in the capacity of a judge and allowing every rule of law with the procedure. The 

other kind of arbitrator is who follows the concept of equity principle and the same can be linked 

to the law of merchant which can be further connected to the arbitration by using the rules of 

custom as well as trade.438 

 

II. ARBITRATION- THE STATUS QUO 

 
One of the critical aspects of arbitration is the conflict between transparency and confidentiality. 

Both are complementary to each other but create a weak pillar of arbitration, if not supplemented 

with proper rules. 

 

To lay down an environment for transparency, the ICC rules mandate that the name, occupation, 

and every other information of the arbitrator is in the revelation mode. The transparency rule is 

framed by UNCITRAL concerning investor-state arbitration which provides the procedural rule 

for this type of arbitration. The arbitral award, as well as other information related to the dispute 

and its stages, are shown on the website to provide better transparency and eliminate even an iota 

of apprehension regarding injustice. 

 

In 2016, the international chamber of commerce started a website to publish the names of 

arbitrators and provide the case title.439 General public interest, credibility, and predictability are 

the three most essential exponents to support a need for arbitration and reduce the risk of 

conflicting decisions440. About commercial arbitration, transparency is a prerequisite. Even the 

process is duly followed by making confidential agreements, and national legislation such as 

Arbitration and Conciliation act provide provision regarding confidentiality. This is done by 

emphasizing the responsibility of the arbitrator's obligation to deny providing the information 

which is rejected by the party to be disclosed and other information that holds no ground of 

resolving a dispute between parties. It is evident from the practices mentioned above that at the 

international level, there is an immense need felt for arbitration and even resolving, and further 

 

 

 
438 Hugo Grotius, “De Arbitris” (book III- chapter – 20). 
439 ICC, ICC Arbitral Tribunals, available at https://iccwbo.org/dispute-resolution-services/arbitration/icc-arbitral- 

tribunals/ (Last visited on Apr. 18, 2020). 
440 The UNCITRAL Rules and UN Convention on Transparency in Treaty-Based Investor-State Arbitration, Esmé 

Shirlow: Dawn of a new era? ICSID Review 2016, p. 625. 
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transparency should always be maintained at the highest standards. But are the same requirements 

met nationally or not, This is the essential question to be asked. 

 

The answer is no, but gradually some progress has been made through the arbitration and 

conciliation act. There was significant interference of courts in arbitration agreements before 2006 

at every state high court, and the Supreme Court also started giving decisions even if those matters 

were on international commercial arbitration and had the consent of parties. After 2011, with the 

coming of Phulchand Exports v OOO Patriot441, in which the Supreme Court declined to interfere 

with the international commercial arbitration as it was not against public policy. Further, the 

amendment act of 2015 gave a drastic change in accountability as well as non-interference of 

courts in a narrow sense. 

 

Moreover, some crucial judgments followed which rendered wings to the applicability of 

arbitration agreement and arbitration and conciliation act such as, Board of Control for Cricket in 

India v Kochi Cricket Pvt. Ltd (“Kochi Cricket”)442 in March 2018, which held that section 34 

would apply to arbitration even if the dispute were before October 2015. In another celebrated 

case, Kandla Export Corporation v OCI. Corporation443, the award debtor sought to rely on a right 

of appeal under the Commercial Courts, Commercial Division, and Commercial Appellate 

Division of High Court Act 2015 Act against an order allowing the enforcement of a London- 

issued award, in circumstances where no right of appeal was available under the Arbitration Act. 

The Court decided that, on a proper construction of the relevant legislation, there was no right of 

appeal, as to grant a right of appeal would be contrary to the purpose of the Arbitration Act. 

 

III. ICC FORCE MAJEURE CLAUSE 2003 & ICC HARDSHIP CLAUSE 

2003 

 

All the business entities work with a single vision that is to create profit and with the only mission 

to eventually grow out and record an even better presence in its targeted market. However, certain 

events or occurrences are beyond the control or cannot be reasonably presumed to have disoriented 

the commercial trade. This is known as the Act of God and legally recognized as the Force majeure 

clause. The International Chambers of Commerce propounds the ICC. Force Majeure Clause 2003 

 

441 (2011) 10 SCC 300. 
442 AIR 2018 SC 1549. 
443 Civil Appeal No. 1661-1663 of 2018. 
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and in the ICC. Hardship Clause 2003 a well-stitched model to accommodate all the eventualities 

which may so arise from this principle and hence, maybe rightfully included in their contracts. It 

lays down a general force majeure formula following a list of force majeure events enumerated in 

the ICC. 

 

Force Majeure Clause of 2003 considers various events in and out of the record which renders 

predictability in an uncertain turn of events. Thereby, helping businesses to overcome such 

situations amicably using this clause where incorporated explicitly or implicitly. Though it is 

desired that this clause is included as it adequately helps in the arbitration process, but if there is a 

passing reference to this clause even then it is considered to be well-accepted as a part of the 

contract.444 The ICC Hardship Clause 2003 balances businessman’s legitimate expectations of 

performance with the harsh reality that circumstances do change to make the performance so hard 

that the contract simply must change to remain workable.445 

 
 

 
IV. FORCE MAJEURE CLAUSE AND PARTY’S PERFORMANCE IN A 

PANDEMIC 

 

Given the pandemic, can a party get exemption from its contractual duties under the New York or 

Delaware Law in a Pandemic? 

 

The COVID-19 was declared a pandemic on March 11, 2020, by the World Health Organisation.446 

Hence, amidst such distressing times of lockdown, the business entities may not find themselves 

in a position to perform their contractual obligations, and so the force majeure clause becomes 

imperative. In contracts such as supply contracts, leases, construction contracts, and loan 

agreements, the Force majeure clauses find a dominant presence. However, they cannot be 

incorporated in all contracts and more so in those which are considered essential commodities. 

 

 

 

 

444 ICC, ICC Force Majeure Clause 2003/ICC Hardship Clause 2003, Available at 

https://iccwbo.org/publication/icc-force-majeure-clause-2003icc-hardship-clause-2003/, (last visited on Apr. 18, 

2020). 
445 Ibid. 
446 WHO, available at https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the- 

media-briefing-on-covid-19 -- 11-march-2020, (last visited on Apr. 18, 2020). 

http://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-
http://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-opening-remarks-at-the-
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New York and Delaware law often completely exempts the obligation or defers the performances 

under the ambit of force majeure clauses. However, the detail of exempted performance finds the 

genesis in the contract itself where the circumstances such as fire, flood, war, or acts of God are 

mentioned with the degree of exemption. Since there is no uniform rule for it to apply and hence, 

the force majeure details are of utmost importance 

 

The New York law takes a narrow interpretation of the Force Majeure Clause as it only applies 

and excuses a party’s performance in only certain events that are specially listed. On the other 

hand, Delaware law takes a broad interpretation of force majeure provisions according to their 

literal meaning. 447 If a force majeure clause includes specific public health-related terminology 

like “flu, disease, epidemic, plagues, emergency or outbreak” and only then the force majeure 

clause covers the danger emanating from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

When an illness reaches the highly concerning stage of being called a pandemic, and this is when 

such interpretation becomes imperative to provide scope for an amicable resolution of any dispute 

arising out of non-performance of contractual duties due to unprecedented restrictions like 

perpetual lockdowns. At times we can't say it's if it's an Act of God. Still, it can also be an “Acts 

of government” which may not have been anticipated such as the preventive measures taken like 

canceling international or domestic travel, the flow of goods, etc., Thus, this would also be 

accounted for as force majeure events due to its close nexus with an illness. Therefore, the language 

of the force majeure clause must contain an all-inclusive approach. 

 

This approach under the doctrine of ejusdem generis bars such as all-inclusive language and 

instead promotes only those kinds of events mentioned to be a part of the force majeure clause. 

The Court in a celebrated case448 held that the clause only prescribed "strikes, boycotts, Acts of 

God, labor troubles, riots, and restraints on public authority" as "for any reason" in the catch-all 

phrase was not acceptable concerning any changes or rescheduling of the events. However, It is 

totally upon the parties to mutually agree when they desire to include a specific catch-all language 

such as “any cause whether similar or dissimilar to the foregoing,” which further helps to 

understand the scope of the force majeure provision in the contract. 

 

 

 

447 Stroud v. Forest Gate Dev. Corp., No. Civ.A 20063-NC, Civ.A 2064-NC, 2004 WL 1087373, at P. 4 (Del. Ch. 

May 5, 2004). 
448 Team Mktg.USA Corp. v. Power Pact LLC, 839 N.Y.S. 2d 242, 246 (3d Dep’t 2007). 
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In Delaware law, it is rather easy to broaden the ambit of force majeure clauses through specific 

usage of words and terminology. For instance, the Court held in a case that the force majeure 

clause, which included the catch-all phrase “any reason whatsoever beyond the control of 

[defendant]," was inclusive of any "delays" that have been crept in. However, such delays must 

have been a result of "fire, strikes, and acts God" since these incidents were listed. Also, it was 

held, the suspension was foreseeable, and hence, the defendant's performance cannot be 

excused.449 

 

To cover COVID-19, the parties are obligated to mention any similar event to a pandemic or an 

act of Government in the persuasion of the same. So far as a broad catch-all phrase such as ‘all 

event likely to cause pandemic’ are considered. It would come under force majeure for Covid-19 

under the Delaware law. 

 
 

 
V. MISSING FORCE MAJEURE CLAUSE 

 
The contractual obligations are paramount, but sometimes it is utterly impossible to perform a 

contract beyond the control of parties. Hence, under the New York law, the defense of 

impossibility is still available but to the extent that "the destruction of the means of performance 

by an act of God" made the performance of the contract utterly non-viable.450 In other words, the 

defense of impossibility can be raised when an unforeseeable event and it is impossible to have 

been guarded against in the contract by a prudent mind due to its rare or rarest occurrence. 

Moreover, under Delaware law, the requirement is both the performance must be rendered 

impossible due to an act of God or law. But the same must be eloquently demonstrated by the 

aggrieved party by any legal means. 

 

The other option that is available to a party through Delaware law is the doctrine of commercial 

frustration. This defense can be sought when the party's primary purpose is derailed wholly or 

partially by the other event which a prudent man cannot anticipate at the time of contracting. Thus, 

the commercial contract is said to frustrate. An unanticipated and unforeseen event like that of 

COVID-19 can be used to employ the doctrine of impossibility. Still, it would only be said to apply 

 

449Supra Note, 14 at 6. 
450 Kolodin v. Valenti, 979 N.Y.S. 2d 587, 589 (1st Dep’t 2014). 
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only when the performance is utterly impossible to conduct. Just financial viability or 

complications would not render the party's performance to be excusable even if the party declares 

itself insolvent or bankrupt. Similarly, the disruptions caused in supply or value chains by 

government regulations because of COVID-19 will not in itself cause the process as valueless 

ultimately. Thereby, this cannot be per se a reasonable ground for commercial frustration to be 

invoked. 

 

The ongoing global outbreak of COVID-19 has adversely affected international business and 

cross-border commercial operations significantly. The future looks very dicey and gloomy as to 

when the commercial activities would normalize again as usual. Further, the supply chains are 

being affected as containers are docking up in COVID-19 affected hotspots. Some factories are 

getting to no work mode with no signs of opening. The citizens are working from home, but 

productivity is low as product or service is not able to be rendered. Medical supplies are depleting 

or are running low with countries requesting India for assistance. Further, agencies are predicting 

a zero or negative India's GDP for this quarter as the lockdown extends.451 

 

The parties seeking to avail the defense of the Act of God event must suffice formal written notice 

as the earliest when the potential event comes to the knowledge of the party. The inability of a 

party to notify the other on time and prescribed form may jeopardize the ability to invoke such 

provision. All the requisite evidence may be documented and supplied regarding the event, its 

inability, and the nexus between them. A party cannot use COVID-19 as an excuse to escape 

liability for a breach that would have occurred regardless of the virus. 

 

 

 
VI. CIRCUMSTANCES FAVOURING ‘NON-NATIONAL STANDARDS’ 

 
When parties opt for a domestic law over non-national standard law viz. general principles of law, 

lex mercatoria, or the law of international trade, the arbitral tribunal strictly adheres to it. Whereas 

non-national standards without reference to any national law provide the arbitral tribunal broader 

 

 

 

 

451 The Hindu, Barclays slashes India growth in calendar 2020 to 0 sharply revises lockdown losses, 

https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/barclays-slashes-india-growth-in-calendar-2020-to-0-sharply- 

revises-lockdown-losses/article31340890.ece, (last visited on Apr. 16, 2020). 

http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/barclays-slashes-india-growth-in-calendar-2020-to-0-sharply-
http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/economy/barclays-slashes-india-growth-in-calendar-2020-to-0-sharply-
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discretion concerning the applicable law. However, they lack the guidance of the national 

standards, which are clearer to comprehend. 

 

This demands a broad inquiry into the nature of the general principles invoked by the parties 

 
Hence, the arbitrator is forced to make a broad inquiry into the nature of the general principles 

invoked by the parties and has to find the principles from scratch. Therefore, the arbitrator 

exercises an array of options when it transits from a national conflict-of-laws system to the General 

Principles.452 The arbitrator must employ various other conflict-of-laws standards which further 

leads to establishing an indirect foundation in domestic law. The transition from national conflict- 

of-laws is not easy as the concept of general principle isn’t crystal clear and hence, to counter that 

various conflict of law systems to dispute needs to be employed. Also, this is considered the most 

consistent approach to international commerce by arbitrators. 

 

The third alternative in a pursuit to do away with national laws is an application of a basic conflict- 

of-laws rule derived from a comparison of competing systems.453 This is done by referring to non- 

national standards like lex mercatoria, standard rules, or some substantive national law.454 So, this 

comparison helps the parties initiate an effort to reach consensus after listing all the possible rules 

to eliminate any vagueness that may persist in general principles of law since it must be adopted 

for international commercial arbitration. The consistency of results in international commercial 

arbitration is highly dependent on the consensus achieved and ensures certainty for the contracting 

parties. Therefore, this process promotes the usage of general principles of law for bringing 

uniformity in international commercial law. This further assists parties to create a neutral forum 

for regulating the language and procedure. A cue can be taken from this process to avoid any hurdle 

that may hinder the resolution of disputes when it reaches a national court system. 

 

Since, the arbitration system which regularly tends to fall back on national laws and hence, to 

establish stability and certainty, the list of general principles is necessary. The general principles 

take their natural form when some rules are relied upon by arbitral forums recurrently and cited by 

the scholars in the same breath. The sovereign Government is free to make any rules about a 

contractual agreement with foreign private parties which forms as a general principle of law having 

 
 

452 B. Brown, General Principles of Law in International Commercial Arbitration, 101 Harv. L. Rev. 1824 (1988). 
453 Clive Schmitthoff, Choice of Law in International Commercial Law, 6 J.B.L. 169 (1987). 
454 Ole Lando., The Lex Mercatoria in International Commercial Arbitration, p. 110, 34 J.Int'l. Art. 28 (1985). 
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deep interrelation and hence, cannot be disregarded. The paramount objective that sets 

international commercial arbitration is the total satisfaction of parties. If the domestic legislation 

is capable enough to achieve it, then it becomes the general principle of law. 

 

The sovereign Government must give due regards to an international commercial agreement into 

which it enters as per the guiding principles of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the law of Treaties. 

Whenever there is a conflict between the Government’s power to amend domestic statutes and the 

contractual obligation to foreign investors is concerned, the latter stand out. Hence, this assists the 

investors of foreign origin to stay assured regarding their investment without any apprehension of 

internal policy changes. The events that can’t be anticipated by a reasonable person and hence, it 

would be safe to conclude the person would lose any control over such situations quickly. 

Therefore, in such circumstances, it would be justifiable to apply the Force majeure clause like in 

a pandemic like COVID-19. 

 

However, if the nexus between the force and the non-performance of contractual obligation could 

not be built then it would instead be considered as a breach of contract, no relief can be sought in 

such a matter since it is reasonable to expect that defaulting party would have to remedy the 

damages that have been inflicted upon the other contracting party as there has been a breach of 

duty. This practice of equitable compensation for damages has become a general principle of 

universal application. This principle very well applies in the context of international commercial 

arbitration, but the issue is those do not rock solid. There always remains ambiguity as the policies 

lack enough codification. Therefore, it is the need of the hour to mention these principles with 

greater clarity for better application at the international commercial arbitration stage. 

 
 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

 
The Health cataclysm that has emerged in recent times is COVID-19. The business entities must 

ensure that adequate measures have been taken under the ICC arbitration Guidance note. This is 

to ensure post, and during the COVID-19 period, the business entities are self-sufficient to mitigate 

and adapt to the adverse effects. 
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Since this pandemic has caused widespread destruction to human life and businesses alike, it is all 

set to increase the contractual disputes between contracting parties and delay the existing 

arbitration matter. There are undoubtedly travel restrictions that have further caused unprecedented 

troubles for parties, councils, and tribunals and to tackle that parties must remain extremely diligent 

in streamlining their processes—also, the ICC. Arbitration Rules may be used for the smooth and 

efficient disposal of arbitration cases. The way forward is the usage of technology abundantly in 

saving ailing businesses and through videoconference assisting in International commercial 

proceedings for a better economy and financial growth. The business entities have suffered the 

most from the pandemic and the worst times are yet to come with regards to disputes arising out 

of non-fulfillment of contractual obligations between parties. However, International commercial 

arbitration gives a ray of hope that humans can achieve infinite possibilities even when there are 

unprecedented times like COVID-19. 

The international stage envisages an unbiased dispute resolution mechanism that ensures that 

remedy can be efficiently and effectively realized without the need to rely on one's territorial legal 

system for justice delivery which is provided by the international commercial arbitration.455 Hence, 

it assists the contracting parties to avoid the multiplicity of legal proceedings and thereby dodge 

the complexity through review, revision, etc. There are various reputed organizations viz. 

International Chambers of Commerce (ICC), London Court of Arbitration, Chamber of Commerce 

in Stockholm, etc. which render their services for arbitration involving parties of foreign origin. 

 

Predominantly, the Model Law of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law 

(UNCITRAL) regulates the standard practices in International Commercial Arbitration and lays 

down the latest arbitral rules and procedures as it necessitates. The code is a comprehensive set of 

rules that considers the methods which are adhered to, in various arbitration stages across the 

globe. This is done to make the arbitral award acceptable to parties by providing a universal 

approach to the dispute resolution process instead of through arbitration.456 

 

 

 

 
 

455 Francis J. Higgins et al. Pitfalls in International Commercial Arbitration, p. 1035,1036 (The Business Lawyer, 

April 1980). 

456 UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration (1985), with amendments as adopted in 2006, 

(UNCITRAL), available at 

http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/arbitration/1985Model_arbitration.html, (last visited on Apr. 18, 

2020). 

http://www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/arbitration/1985Model_arbitration.html
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However, there is a classic dichotomy that arises with arbitral awards in India, i.e. when one of the 

parties invokes the public policy provision thus resulting in foreign parties usually set to lose the 

case as all nations have sovereignty. No state would like to compromise with its public policy. 

However, if in case the domestic party is on the losing side, it generally goes into reviewing the 

arbitral award, which causes unnecessary hardship to the foreign party. Hence, it curtails the 

chances of future foreign investment on account of the restrictions put forth by the Indian courts. 

This overall harms the trade, economy, and commercial activities with companies in India.457 

 

Hence, the pertinent issue is whether and how can we allow the force majeure clause to be invoked 

during arbitration awards. The prevailing conditions of COVID-19 might lead to multiple breaches 

of obligations. Further, it could have possibly incapacitated parties to undertake their contractual 

duties due to unforeseen reasons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

457 Sameer Sattar, Enforcement of Arbitral Awards and Public Policy: Same Concept, Different Approach?, 

available at https://www.ela.law/Templates/media/files/Misc%20Documents/Enforcement-of-Arbitral-Awards- 

Public-Policy.pdf, (last visited on Apr. 18, 2020). 

http://www.ela.law/Templates/media/files/Misc%20Documents/Enforcement-of-Arbitral-Awards-
http://www.ela.law/Templates/media/files/Misc%20Documents/Enforcement-of-Arbitral-Awards-
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Abstract 
 
The objective of this study is to primarily establish the legal basis of the right to accessible health- 

care and subsequently identify and evidentially substantiate the role of the private-oncology sector of 

India (comprising hospitals, cancer institutions, and onco-practitioners) in the inhibition of the access 

to affordable and comprehensive cancer therapy for patients suffering from hematological 

malignancies. 

The proactive obstruction of transformative treatment procedures and artificially induced therapeutic 

inadequacy was considered for the following diseases: 

1. Acute myeloid leukemia 

2. Chronic myeloid leukemia 

3. Acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

4. Hodgkin lymphoma (relapsed, refractory) 

5. Non-Hodgkin lymphoma (relapsed, refractory) 

6. Neuroblastoma 

7. Ewing sarcoma 

8. Multiple myeloma 

9. Myelodysplastic syndromes 

10. Gliomas, other solid tumors. 

 
The treatment under emphasis is the transplantation of Autologous Hematopoietic Stem Cell’s 

(HSCT) for the immunization of hematological cancer patients succeeding the eradication of 

malignancies. The provision of Allogeneic HSCT services, however, has been popularized in 

recent times, when considering the increased scope for revenue generation by the private 

oncology sector while underplaying the prevalent risk of potential inefficacy. The study is 

therefore a call for legislative action; revolutionizing Hemato-oncological treatment; in the name 

of upholding constitutional supremacy and protecting the rights and interests of patients. 
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Hematological Cancer Treatment Reform in India 

 
The statutory assurance of equitable access to healthcare, devoid of active/tacit discrimination, is 

sacrosanct to the fundamental protection of human rights and interests. The pro-active protection of 

public health has attained systemic integration via codification and judicial decree, upon considering 

its intrinsicality to the right to life. Despite the dearth of an explicit right to health-care in the Indian 

constitution, in the case of Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union of India & Others (AIR 1984 SC 802)458 

— the Supreme Court affirmed the basis of the right to life with dignity (sans exploitation) according 

to Article 21459 as the Directive Principles of State Policy, entailing the provision of health-care. The 

implications of Articles 39460; clauses (e) and (f), 41461 and 42462 have resulted in synonymity 

between health and human dignity463. The synchronous nature of the right to accessible healthcare is 

thereby substantiated by the derivation of authority by Article 21, from section IV of the Constitution, 

in accordance with judicial interpretation. The Supreme court reaffirmed the aforementioned 

interpretation, in the Suo Motu Writ Petition (Civil) No.7 of 2020464; wherein the bench established 

the accessibility and affordability of health-care as an element of the right to health—mandated as 

attribution of Article 21465. Justices Ashok Bhushan, R. Subhash Reddy, and MR Shah subsequently 

extended the regulatory ambit of the State, in the light of privatization of healthcare. Although the 

constitution upholds the enforceability of fundamental rights, exclusively against the State according 

to Article 12466, the exemption of private enterprise from potential liability, is only ostensible. The 

role of the State in the enforcement of fundamental rights subsumes the concurrent regulation of 

private enterprise. Hence, the statutory modulation of the private health-care sector for the assurance 

of non-discriminatory accessibility, quality and affordability, may be expected from administrative 

action, in alignment with the constitutionally inherent rights of all persons. The contemporary 

treatment of malignant (cancerous) hematological diseases, however, has emerged deficient along the 

lines of accessibility, potency, and efficacy. The exorbitant financial and biotic cost of comprehensive 

 

458 Bandhua Mukti Morcha v. Union of India & Others, AIR 1984 SC 802. 
459 The Constitution of India, art. 21. 
460 The Constitution of India, art. 39. 
461 The Constitution of India, art. 41. 
462 The Constitution of India, art. 42. 
463 Francis Coralie Mullin v. The Administrator, Union Territory of Delhi & Ors, AIR 1981 SC 746. 
464 Live Law, “Fundamental Right to Health Includes Affordable Treatment': Supreme Court Suggests Cap on Fee 

Charged by Private Hospitals” (December, 2020). 
465 Id. At 2. 
466 The Constitution of India, art. 12. 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/595099/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/595099/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/595099/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/595099/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/78536/
https://www.livelaw.in/pdf_upload/pdf_upload-386105.pdf
https://www.livelaw.in/pdf_upload/pdf_upload-386105.pdf
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treatment, in conjunction with the dearth of assured success and the risk of potentially catastrophic 

aftermaths; have been normalized as elements of blood cancer therapeutics467. The aforementioned 

inadequacy, however, cannot be accredited to the dearth of scientific/medicinal advancement, due to 

the advent of evolutionary treatment procedures (such as CAR-T cell therapy & HSCT)468. Statutory 

oversight, in conjunction with the exploitative interests of the private-oncology sector, has inhibited 

the access of the general public to the benefits of transformative treatment procedures, thereby 

compositely impairing the ‘right to health’, and the principal ‘right to life with dignity’. 

The ubiquitous application of rudimentary Chemotherapy and Radiation therapy may be primarily 

accredited for the normalization of aggravated risk and inefficacy469. Basic Chemotherapy470 involves 

the use of (potentially toxic) drugs to eradicate the scourge of malignant tumors, while Radiation 

therapy471 involves the use of high-energy radiation to achieve the same. Both the therapies result in 

grave internal damage; often fatally compromising the immunity of patients472. The hospitalization 

(primarily immunization) costs, preceding and succeeding the therapy, are often inflated for 

hematological malignancies due to the contamination of blood, as opposed to specific target areas. 

The requisite extent of Chemo/Radiation therapy is thus significantly greater for blood cancers, 

resulting in augmented hospitalization, therapy and pre/post immunization cost, imposed upon the 

patient.473 With the scientific breakthrough and Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) 

approval474 of Autologous Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation (HSCT), however, the 

aforementioned afflictions have been entirely eliminated. HSCT treatment essentially mandates the 

harvest of stem cells from blood-derived sources, the subsequent conditioning, aplasia, and 

engraftment until the recovery of hematopoietic functions. There are three different categories of 

 

 

467 The High Cost of Cancer Drugs and What We Can Do About It, United States, available at: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3538397/ (last visited on December 29, 2020). 
468 Ibid. 
469 Hazards and Risks in Oncology: Radiation Oncology, United States, available at: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3884538/ (last visited on December 29, 2020). 
470 How Chemotherapy works, United Kingdom, available at: https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about- 

cancer/cancer-in-general/treatment/chemotherapy/how-chemotherapy-works (last visited on December 25, 2020). 
471 Radiation Therapy to Treat Cancer, United States, available at: https://www.cancer.gov/about- 

cancer/treatment/types/radiation- 

therapy#:~:text=At%20high%20doses%2C%20radiation%20therapy,kill%20cancer%20cells%20right%20away 

(last visited on December 25, 2020). 
472 Id. At 12. 
473 Laura Joszt, “Cost Burden for Patients with Blood Cancer Eclipses the Burden in Other Cancers” American 

Journal of Managed Care (2021). 
474 Draft Guidelines for Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation, India, available at: 

https://main.icmr.nic.in/sites/default/files/whats_new/Call_for_comments_note_Draft_National_Guidelines_for_HS 

CT.pdf (last visited on January 2nd 2021). 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3538397/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3884538/
https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/cancer-in-general/treatment/chemotherapy/how-chemotherapy-works
https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/cancer-in-general/treatment/chemotherapy/how-chemotherapy-works
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/radiation-therapy#%3A~%3Atext%3DAt%20high%20doses%2C%20radiation%20therapy%2Ckill%20cancer%20cells%20right%20away
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/radiation-therapy#%3A~%3Atext%3DAt%20high%20doses%2C%20radiation%20therapy%2Ckill%20cancer%20cells%20right%20away
https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/types/radiation-therapy#%3A~%3Atext%3DAt%20high%20doses%2C%20radiation%20therapy%2Ckill%20cancer%20cells%20right%20away
https://main.icmr.nic.in/sites/default/files/whats_new/Call_for_comments_note_Draft_National_Guidelines_for_HSCT.pdf
https://main.icmr.nic.in/sites/default/files/whats_new/Call_for_comments_note_Draft_National_Guidelines_for_HSCT.pdf
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transplantation - Autologous, Allogeneic, and Syngeneic. HSCT primarily involves the use of the first 

two categories: 

1. Autologous (or indigenously sourced) Hematopoietic Stem Cells (HSC), as obtained from 

the patient’s bone marrow (BM), peripheral blood (PBSC), and Umbilical Cord Blood 

(UCB) 

2. Allogeneic HSC: where the donor cells come from a family-related or unrelated donor, as 

opposed to the patient. The extraction occurs from the bone marrow, peripheral blood, or 

cord blood sources. If the donor’s histocompatibility is fully matched with the recipient, 

the donor is called a matched unrelated donor (MUD); whereas if there is partial 

incompatibility, the donor is called a mismatched unrelated donor (MMUD). 

 

 
Syngeneic stem cell transplants are comparatively less plausible for standardized treatment when 

considering the reliance upon an identical twin of the donor, for stem cell extraction. After 

initially inhibiting the provision of HSCT treatment, the private oncology sector has popularized 

the provision of allogeneic HSCT, upon considering the significant scope of commercialization. 

The initial cost of hospitalization and post-chemo/radiation therapy immunization imposed upon 

hematological cancer patients (devoid of HSCT) has been substituted by the costs of finding an 

external donor, in-house sample storage, Hemato-Oncological and surgical consultancy, 

expertise, and pre/post-procedural hospitalization. The prevalent risk of potential biological 

incompatibility with externally derived HSCs also impairs the efficacy of the treatment; bearing 

adverse qualitative implications475. The Private Oncology sector thereby advanced the generation 

of revenue while reducing the organizational cost of external reliance476 (i.e.: upon biobank for 

autologous HSCT); optimizing profit, at the cost of inhibiting the administrative enforcement of 

fundamental rights — with emphasis upon the right to accessible, affordable and qualitative 

health-care, as integrated within the right to life. In contrast, Autologous HSCT facilitates a 

significant financial and technical advantage to hematological cancer patients; almost eliminating 

the aforementioned obstructions to the administrative assurance of accessible healthcare477. 

 
475 Allogenic Stem Cell Transplantation, United States, available at: https://www.lls.org/treatment/types-of- 

treatment/stem-cell-transplantation/allogeneic-stem-cell-transplantation (last visited on January 2nd 2021). 
476 Access to Hematopoietic Stem-Cell Transplantation in India, United States, available at: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6380131/ (last visited on January 2nd 2021). 
477 Cost of Hematopoietic Stem Cell transplantation in India, United States, available at: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4103507/ (last visited on January 2nd 2021). 

https://www.lls.org/treatment/types-of-treatment/stem-cell-transplantation/allogeneic-stem-cell-transplantation
https://www.lls.org/treatment/types-of-treatment/stem-cell-transplantation/allogeneic-stem-cell-transplantation
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6380131/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4103507/
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Autologous HSCT primarily reduces the cost of comprehensive cancer treatment 478. The 

imposition of egregious immunization/hospitalization costs, preceding or succeeding cancer 

therapy in conjunction with the identification of external donors and the subsequent extraction of 

HSC’s can be entirely eliminated. The risk of potential non-histocompatibility is also mitigated 

with the transplantation of patient-derived samples; substantiating procedural efficacy. The role 

of Hemato-oncological consultancy, practitioner-expertise and their affiliated institutions is also 

reduced; with the potential substitution of procedural and storage reliance upon biobanks, 

thereby fostering benign competition, forced innovation and affordability. In accordance with the 

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), the median 100-day costs for autologous 

HSCT ranges between $73,914-140,555 while allogeneic HSCT ranges from $141,742-316,426; 

portraying significant monetary convenience for patients pertinent to the former479. On a whole, 

the presence of legal lacunae, facilitating the exploitation of hematological cancer patients and 

the failure of the state (acc to article 12480 of the Indian Constitution) can be rectified by 

legislative action; mandating the extraction and storage of Hematopoietic Stem Cells, before any 

 

478 Ibid. 

479 
Costs of autologous and allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation in the United States: a study using a 

large national private claims database, United States, available at: https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/22773126/ (last 

visited on January 2nd 2021). 

480 Id At 9. 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/22773126/
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form of hematological cancer treatment. The statutory empowerment of India’s biobanking 

industry is therefore in alignment with the enforcement of the right to life with dignity; 

comprising the right to accessible/affordable health-care. The integration of enabling 

hematological cancer patients with the choice of potential autologous HSCT, into the definition 

of comprehensive cancer treatment, ought to be expected from the ICMR as the pertinent 

administrative body. While the feigned violation of the right to bodily integrity may be assumed 

in the case of statutory requisition, the aforementioned role of the ICMR may be considered. 

Upon integrating HSC extraction into comprehensive cancer therapy, the patient would consent 

to the entire procedure; inhibiting the imposition of force. The pursuit of subsequent 

transplantation for the purpose of pre/post-therapeutic immunization is, however, ultimately 

within the discretion of the patient. The justification of ‘long-term collective benefit’ for the 

infringement of bodily integrity by administrative action; mandating the forced collection of bio 

samples for testing during an international pandemic can also be considered. India can thereby 

pioneer the global economization and qualitative advancement of hematological cancer treatment 

reform, via empowering the aforementioned potential-legislation in alignment with the existing 

legal framework and judicial interpretation; achieving the obsolescence of induced inefficacy 

and patient-exploitation based business models. 
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THE ALL-PERVASIVE WORLD OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

AUTHOR - KARTIKAY SINGHAL 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
“Will IBM “Watson'' replace lawyers?” This is one of the questions often asked with regards to 

artificial intelligence (“AI”) tools and their use. However, as of now this seems to be a question 

for the nearing (not so far) future. These tools are proving to be very convenient for the legal 

industry and can help piriformis capable of performing most of almost all the tasks’ interns, 

paralegals or juniors’ associates can do. The primary question we can ask is how much data will 

have to be fed into Watson so that it can give accurate results? Will it be able to give a sound legal 

judgement? If this would be reasonable enough? How will it be marketed? Who will use it and 

why?481 

Government data, case laws, agency material, etc. i.e.i.e., the data available in the public domain 

is loaded on AI tools, which will process data and give out results. However, it would also need to 

know things which are not publicly available but it would likely need to also know that which is 

not publicly available like internal memos, briefs, etc. This is why and that is where the need for a 

refined lawyer still exists there. As Ron Friedman suggests, “Perhaps Legal Watson can work 

closely with a large law firm: use its document store for input and its experienced lawyers for 

tuning”.482 

 

This paper analyses the pervasiveness of AI in our lives by analysing the giving out its positives 

and negatives in light of and around every aspect of our lives by seeing the definitions, the 

regulatory aspect, and legislations and actions by various regimes. The paper also answers 

questions about the relevance of lawyers and judges in the nearing future not so far future and how 

 

 

 

 
 

481 Ron Friedman, Meet Your New Lawyer, IBM Watson, PRISM LEGAL(Aug. 24,2014), 

https://prismlegal.com/meet-new-lawyer-ibm-watsonhttps://prismlegal.com/meet-new-lawyer- 

ibm-watson., (last updated Aug. 24, 2014). 

482 Id. 

https://prismlegal.com/meet-new-lawyer-ibm-watson
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to use technology to one’s advantage (along with its negatives), while still being ethical. Lastly, 

the paper touches upon the all-important topic of privacy. 

The first part covers the definition of AI, followed by a discussion on the regulatory aspect, along 

with various laws and actions taken by the Indian government and foreign governments. The next 

part talks about AI’s impact on the legal industry, future of lawyers and judges, and incorporation 

of legal ethics in one’s life in the current times. The paper will conclude by engaging on the topic 

of privacy followed by the author’s personal views. 

 

 

 

PART 1 

 
Definition 

 
The term ‘artificial intelligence’ was coined by John McCarthy, who is regarded as the father of 

AI and when asked about a set definition for AI, he replied. 

“Not yet, the problem is that we cannot yet characterize in general what kinds of 

computational procedures we want to call intelligent. We understand some of the 

mechanisms of intelligence and not others”.483 

 

Although, Merriam-Webster defines AI as: 

● “a branch of computer science dealing with the simulation of intelligent behaviour in 

computers.” 

● “the capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human behaviour.”484 

 
However, this definition is also not conclusive, and it can never be so as AI has an ever evolving 

variable definition. which will keep on evolving as time progresses. 
 

 

 

483John McCarthy, Whatwhat is Artificial Intelligence?,Intelligence? STANFORD FORMAL (Nov. 12, 2:05 AM), 

http://wwwformal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai.pdfhttp://wwwformal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai.pdf. 

484 
Bernard Marr, The Key Definitions of Artificial Intelligence (AI) That Explain Its Importance, FORBES (Feb. 14, 

2018, 01:27 AM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/02/14/the-keydefinitions-of-artificial- 

intelligence-ai-that-explain-its-importance/?sh=3a95983c4f5. 

http://wwwformal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai.pdf
http://wwwformal.stanford.edu/jmc/whatisai.pdf
http://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/02/14/the-keydefinitions-of-artificial-
http://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/02/14/the-keydefinitions-of-artificial-
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Is AI Easy to Regulate? 

 
AI is not easy to regulate because legislations are required to have every term defined with no legal 

loopholes. in a proper and clear manner, to not leave any loopholes However, AI lacks this set 

definition.but there is no set definition of AI. Also, AI has several dynamic and variable 

characteristics that makes it exceptionally difficult to regulate;, especially, when compared to other 

spheres of public law. The challenges associated with AI also call into question, “the sufficiency 

of any AI regulatory regime based on ex-post legal mechanisms, i.e.i.e., those that intervene only 

after harm has occurred”.485 

The problems faced by the regulatory authorities in attempting to bring about laws to regulate AI 

are: 

1. The Secrecy Discreteness Problem: 20th century technological developments have taken 

place, in large part, through government and defence initiatives and with the help of 

integrated institutional frameworks. However, today,in today’s day and age, with 

technology being a private industry, where all innovations are top secret till they are 

launched for sale to the public., It therefore it becomes increasingly difficult for the 

lawmakers to gauge the extent to which regulation may be required. Moreover, today, 

technology itself is not merely the domain of a select few pioneers., Itbut has evolved into 

a network of multiple players, both big and small, who may develop different aspects of an 

AI powered device or software. When combined, they which, when combined may result 

in something greater than the sum of its components. This adds a further obstacle to the 

law making process which is struggling to finding it hard to keep up with AI as it is. 

 
2. The Opacity Problem: Law making, especially industry specific law making requires in- 

depth knowledge of that which is being regulated. However, in a world where technology 

is proprietary, it becomes exceedingly difficult for the regulators to understand the true 

nature and impact of the technology underlying an AI product. 

 
3. The Foreseeability and Control Problem: Technology, by its very nature is dynamic. 

Edison invented the light bulb but, however, even he would marvel at the wide spread use 

 

485 Matthew U. Secherer, Regulating Artificial Intelligence Systems: Risks, Challenges, Competencies, and Strategies, 

29 HAR. J.L. & Tech. 354, 358-73(2015). (the regulatory trouble with A.I.). 
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of his innovation which is now being used in fighter planes during wars. time by high flying 

fighter planes to identify bombing targets by looking for light in the night time. Similarly, 

when it comes to AI, the innovator seldom has control over what his technology will 

eventually be used for. For instance, drones can be used to bring supplies during disaster 

management relief actions as well as for spying and surveillance purposes. Levying 

liability becomes an issue for the regulators in such situations. 486 

 

 

 
Legislations by Government of India to Regulate AI 

 

 
Currently, there is no separate legislation for AI except for the Information Technology Act487, 

which encompasses regulations which are limited in scope when it comes to applicability to AI. 

However, there are a few drafts for legislations released by Niti Ayog (the policy think tank of the 

government of India established to achieve sustainable development goals through cooperative 

federalism), to gauge the public and industry response to both the regulatory control and usage of 

AI, before a draft legislation is presented before the parliament for deliberation. The national 

strategy was released in 2018,488 and the working document was released in 2020,489 by Niti Ayog. 

 

 
The Niti Ayog draft legislations lays down the following principles of responsible AI: 

 

 
 

● “Principle of safety and reliability 

● Principle of equality 

● Principle of inclusivity and non-discrimination 
 

 

486 Supra note 5. 

487 Information Technology (Amendment) Act,2008, No. 21, Acts of Parliament,2008(India). (Procedure and 

Safeguards for Blocking of Access of Information by Public) Rules, 2009. 

488 Niti Ayog, National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence #AIforAll, https://niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2019- 

01/NationalStrategy-for-AI-Discussion-Paper.pdf. 

489 Niti Ayog, Working Document: Towards Responsible #AIforAll, https://niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2020- 

07/Responsible-AI.pdf 

https://niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2019-01/NationalStrategy-for-AI-Discussion-Paper.pdf
https://niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2019-01/NationalStrategy-for-AI-Discussion-Paper.pdf
https://niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2020-07/Responsible-AI.pdf
https://niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2020-07/Responsible-AI.pdf
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● Principle of privacy and security 

● Principle of transparency 

● Principle of accountability 

 

 
The changing nature of technology necessitates regular update of the principles”.490 

 
 
 

Medical Sector 

 
● AI programs will be used to record all confidential patient data across India for ease of 

access and use by doctors. 

●  AI can also help to diagnose the patient by keeping past and present medical condition in 

mind. However, without proper training in the working of the medical software the 

diagnosis may sometimes be ignored by the doctors due to lack or want of understanding 

of the reasoning behind such diagnosis, especially when it differs with his own. 

● Maintaining confidentiality of privileged patient data might prove to be challenge if AI 

systems are not regulated comprehensively.491 

Education 

 
● AI will have the ability to cater to personal needs of a student by creating student specific 

programs, keeping in mind their strengths, weaknesses, and special needs. 

● AI should be used very carefully and judiciously as it can influence young minds in an 

undesired manner through propaganda, fake news, etc.492 

Government and Economic Sector 

 
● The government of India and various other state governments are steadily deploying AI to 

help to ease the pressure on the bureaucracy and analyse statistics on various social data to 

come out with well analysed public policy. 

 

 

 

490 Id. 

491 Supra note 8. 

492 Supra note 8. 
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● AI powered technology can be incorporated in various businesses and industries, with 

widespread applications. The Niti Ayog drafts’ primary goal is “#AIforAll”. 

● Over dependence on AI should be avoided while making important decisions because AI 

because AI relies on historical data points while giving results which may be biased as 

different sections of society are impacted by various social issues and hence, may result in 

collection of inadequate data, manipulated data or no data at all.493 

 

 
 

App Ban 

 

 
Recently, the Government of India has banned hundreds of Chinese apps which are, “prejudicial 

to sovereignty and integrity of India, defence of India, security of state and public order”494, and 

also cited privacy, and data protection concerns with China. It is believed that, with the help 

artificial intelligence based programmes where private user data is being mined without proper 

permissions and is being surreptitiously transferreds this data abroad495. The ban has been imposed 

under Section 69A of the Information Technology Act496. This ban was in response to the clash 

that occurred between Indian and Chinese security forces on the Ladakh border in May of 2020, 

where twenty Indian soldiers were martyred. India is not the only country where Chinese 

companies and apps are being banned. USA had banned Huawei (phone manufacturer) in 2019, 

citing similar concerns and TikTok (a short video making app) is in the process of being banned 

in USA if they do not sell their United States business.497 

 

493 Supra note 8. 

494 Indrani Bagchi, Ban aims to foil China bid to mine data for political and military use, Times of India (Jul. 2, 2020, 

08:58 AM), https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/ban-on-apps-part-of-strategy-to-thwart- 

chinese-bid-to-mine-data/articleshow/76739470.cms. 

 
 

495 Id.Indrani Bagchi, Ban aims to foil China bid to mine data for political and military use, Times of India (Jul. 2, 

2020, 08:58 AM), https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/ban-on-apps-part-of-strategy-to- 

thwart-chinese-bid-to-mine-data/articleshow/76739470.cms. 

496 Supra note 5. 

497 
Kari Paul, Trump's bid to ban TikTok and WeChat: where are we now?, THE GUARDIAN (Sep. 29, 2020, 1:54 

PM), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/sep/29/trump-tiktok-wechat-china-us-explainer. 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/ban-on-apps-part-of-strategy-to-thwart-chinese-bid-to-mine-data/articleshow/76739470.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/ban-on-apps-part-of-strategy-to-thwart-chinese-bid-to-mine-data/articleshow/76739470.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/ban-on-apps-part-of-strategy-to-thwart-chinese-bid-to-mine-data/articleshow/76739470.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/ban-on-apps-part-of-strategy-to-thwart-chinese-bid-to-mine-data/articleshow/76739470.cms
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2020/sep/29/trump-tiktok-wechat-china-us-explainer
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“From a tactical perspective, it puts enormous economic pressure because these apps were 

heavily reliant on Indian markets. From a legal perspective, it is sound because grounds 

like national security are difficult to challenge in a court of law. If this is going to be the 

new state of affairs, we need to see whether Indian apps will fulfil the need or American 

apps will take market share”498 

- Santosh Pai (Partner, Link Legal, tracks Chinese investments in India) 

 

 
 

Foreign Legislations 

 

 
The European countries are leading when it comes to introducing legislation to regulate AI. 

However, they are but are not able to keep up with its pace of growth and its increasing use in 

various new sectors. Thus, almost every legislation is product or sector specific as it is very 

difficult to draft a comprehensive legislation due to AI’s ever-changing nature. Some governments 

are taking the ‘wait and watch’ approach as it is too early to see AI’s impact on their citizens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

498 E.T. Bureau, India bans 59 Chinese Apps Including Tik Tok, We Chat and Hello, THE ECONOMIC TIMES (Jul. 

29,2020, 9:38 AM), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/software/india-bans-59-chinese-apps-including 

tiktok-helo-wechat/articleshow/76694814.cms. 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/tech/software/india-bans-59-chinese-apps-including
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covers the topic of ethical or intentional malicious use of AI. However, many countries, especially 

the European countries, have legislations in the pipeline and AI has also has also become an 

actively discussed topic amongst the lawmakers. 

A new but very essential concern facing many countries is “the use of AI to power autonomous 

weapons”. Although around 13 countries are currently discussing this issue, only Belgium has 

 

499Kathleen Walch, AI Laws Are Coming, Cognitive World (Feb. 20, 2020, 11:00AM), 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2020/02/20/ai-laws-are-coming/?sh=6e68ecf5a2b4. 

Source: Cognilytica499 

Self-driving vehicles are beginning to appear on roads and reports show that around 24 countries 

have enacted permissive legislations. and countries like the United States of America have both 

federal and state laws regarding the same. 

Although Laws are being made at a rapid pace to regulate AI, there is no specific legislation that 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/people/kathleenwalch/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2020/02/20/ai-laws-are-coming/?sh=6e68ecf5a2b4
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passed a legislation to prevent the use or development of Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems 

(LAWS).500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
500Id.Kathleen Walch, AI Laws Are Coming, Cognitive World (Feb. 20, 2020, 11:00AM), 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2020/02/20/ai-laws-are-coming/?sh=6e68ecf5a2b4. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/people/kathleenwalch/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/cognitiveworld/2020/02/20/ai-laws-are-coming/?sh=6e68ecf5a2b4
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PART 2 

 
AI’s Impact on Legal Industry and Court Proceedings 

 

Positive Impact 

Legal Industry 

In the current times of the COVID-19 pandemic, the legal industry has evolved in the following 

methods in order to facilitate working from home in a profession dominated by the courtroom 

practice: 

● Innovations in servicing clients: Law Firms and lawyers are now approaching their current 

and prospective clients with some new and innovative ideas with more authentic and 

economic legal solutions. They use various through online platforms through which client 

meetings and review of draft reviews are being carried out. Video conferencing softwares 

have replaced physical meetings, providing a more cost effective set up. through various 

video conferencing software rather than expensive physical meetings 

 
● Due Diligence- This is done through various AI powered programs, which help in 

reviewing a contract, conducting research, insights in intellectual property rights (to 

prevent plagiarism and conflicts) andor performing discovery functions very efficiently. 

and smoothly. Further, instead of sifting through hard copies of various confidential 

documents, the clients and firms are making use of a virtual data room software for 

exchange of sensitive documents. This which not only eases the process of due diligence 

but also ensures that the documents do not fall into the wrong untoward hands. 

 
● Prediction of outcomes- Firms use AI powered programs (like IBM Watson, ROSS 

Intelligence, etc.) to predict the probable outcomes of the cases being adjudicated before 

the Court of Law. 

 
● Legal Analysis - AI powered programs use data points from past case laws to find and 

analyse relevant judgements and precedents which can be used in the present cases. 
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● Electronic Billing- This helps the firms to accurately bill its clients and provide them with 

gives the clients assurance that they are paying only for the availed services.501 

 

 

IBM Watson and Ross Intelligence, etc. are AI software which encompass the above technology 

into one single program. 

“We are a team of engineers, scientists, designers and lawyers who are dedicated to 

leveraging cutting-edge technologies to solve the law’s hardest problems.” 

-Ross Intelligence Inc. 

 
 

Court Proceedings 

 

“Many Lawyers have raised concerns regarding the virtual court proceeding not being open for 

public viewing as the facility is accessible only by the judges and the counsels representing the 

party. In Naresh Shridhar Mirajkar & Ors vs. State of Maharashtra & Anr,502 it was held that 

"Public hearing of cases before courts is as fundamental to our democracy and system of justice 

as to any other country". Though conventional technology interventions like the virtual court are 

the need of the hour in current circumstances but the principle of the open court should not be 

compromised”.503 

The above is within regards to the current times where almost all the current courts proceeding are 

happening virtually (from home), due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The process of conducting 

online court proceedings is evolving. and becoming smoother as time passes. If all the necessary 

 
 

501 Mirza Aslam Beg, Impact of Artificial Intelligence on Indian Legal System, LEGAL SERVICES INDIA(Apr. 9,2019), 

(http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-631-impact-of-artificial-intelligence-on-indian- 

legal-system.html)., (last updated Apr. 9, 2019). 

502 Naresh Shridhar Mirajkar & Ors vs. State of Maharashtra & Anr ,1967 A.I.R., 1 1966 S.C.R. (3) 744. 

503 Rishal Kumari, India: COVID-19 Urges Courts In India To Go Online: Pros And Cons Of Court Hearings Via 

Video Conference, MONDQ, (May. 21,2020), (https://www.mondaq.com/india/operational-impacts-and- 

strategy/938322/covid-19-urges-courts-in-india-to-go-online-pros-and-cons-of-court-hearings- 

via-video-conference.), (last updated May 21, 2020). 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/author-1709-mirza-aslam-beg.html
http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-631-impact-of-artificial-intelligence-on-indian-
http://www.mondaq.com/india/operational-impacts-and-
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requirements (like public viewing of proceedings) are met, it could even become permanent. Even 

before the pandemic, information about the upcoming or pending cases, court proceeding, and 

judgements was being made available online for the convenience of both the public and the court. 

 

 

Negative Impact 

 

● Cost of IBM Watson, and Ross Intelligence and other such programs can be very high and 

are not yet fool proof, which may bring in bias due to inadequate or bad quality of data. 

For virtual courts programs must be purchased and maintained. 

● Online systems are prone to hacking and ransomware. 

● Quality of internet connection can interfere with live court proceedings, especially, in small 

towns and villages. 

● Online live court proceedings can even create problems of discipline. In fact, there have 

been several instances of lawyers being dressed inappropriately. 504 

● AI is dependent on the data being fed to it which may or may not be controlled or verified 

by the end user. This may lead to instances of data manipulation consequently affecting 

the end result without the consent or knowledge of the user.505 

 

 

 

Is AI Going to Replace Lawyers and Judges? 

Lawyers 
 

Although, there has been a tremendous increase on dependence on technology based on AI, 

especially, in the current times where majority of the work including court proceedings are 

happening virtually. It and may even reduce the need for paralegals in the future, but AI, till it 

 
 

504 Jagdeeshwari Pandian, Virtual reality: Pros and cons of running online courts, THE NEW INDIAN EXPRESS, 

(Aug.16,2019),https://www.newindianexpress.com/states/tamil-nadu/2020/aug/16/virtual-reality-pros-and-cons-of- 

running-online-courts-2183977.htmlhttps://www.newindianexpress.com/states/tamil-nadu/2020/aug/16/virtual- 

reality-pros-and-cons-of-running-online-courts-2183977.html. (last updated Aug. 16, 2019). 

505 Supra note 9. 

http://www.newindianexpress.com/states/tamil-nadu/2020/aug/16/virtual-reality-pros-and-cons-of-
http://www.newindianexpress.com/states/tamil-nadu/2020/aug/16/virtual-reality-pros-and-cons-of-
http://www.newindianexpress.com/states/tamil-nadu/2020/aug/16/virtual-
http://www.newindianexpress.com/states/tamil-nadu/2020/aug/16/virtual-
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achieves singularity which, “is the hypothetical future creation of super-intelligent machines506. 

Superintelligence is defined as “a technologically-created cognitive capacity far beyond that 

possible for humans”.507 AI cannot replace lawyers because a very important part of a lawyers job 

is critical analysis, thinking about future dynamics (amendments and new laws which are needed), 

finding out unique ways to interpret and apply the existing laws and even relying on feeling 

emotions like the gut feeling, intuition etc. These emotions, help lawyers to form well rounded 

critical arguments based on possible future dynamics. 508 

 

 

 
Judges 

 

 
AI powered programs can make decisions based on pre-determined protocols, criteria and without 

personal and political bias, which have, in the past led to the miscarriage of justice. However, But 

the most important reason why human judges are still and even in the foreseeable future will be 

required is because AI software based judgements will mainly be based on previously encoded 

data and protocols that past data and pre-determined protocols and will hence prevent AI based 

judges from making new, unique, modern, situation-based and progressive decisions (i.e. it will 

always give out the same decisions and will not be able take into account various factors which 

are unique in every case). AI will also not be able to make the required necessary amendments in 

past laws and precedents. Another important point is that, Hhuman judges tend to give out well 

rounded and critical judgements which are substantiated with reasoned opinions. These 

judgements may resonate with society in several ways and bring about some form of change., and 

 

 

 

 
 

506MargaretRouse, Singularity (the), Tech Target,( Feb. 11,2016), 

https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/Singularity- 

the#:~:text=The%20Singularity%20is%20the%20hypothetical,beyond%20that%20possible%20for%20humans. 

 

 

507Id. Margaret Rouse, Singularity (the), Tech Target, 

https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/Singularity- 

the#:~:text=The%20Singularity%20is%20the%20hypothetical,beyond%20that%20possible%20for%20humans, (last 

visited, Feb. 11, 2016). 

508 Supra note 18. 

http://margaretrouse/
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/Singularity-the#%3A~%3Atext%3DThe%20Singularity%20is%20the%20hypothetical%2Cbeyond%20that%20possible%20for%20humans
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/Singularity-the#%3A~%3Atext%3DThe%20Singularity%20is%20the%20hypothetical%2Cbeyond%20that%20possible%20for%20humans
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/Singularity-the#%3A~%3Atext%3DThe%20Singularity%20is%20the%20hypothetical%2Cbeyond%20that%20possible%20for%20humans
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/Singularity-the#%3A~%3Atext%3DThe%20Singularity%20is%20the%20hypothetical%2Cbeyond%20that%20possible%20for%20humans
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both analytically and critically reasoned opinions in their judgements which resonates with the 

society (both positively and negatively). 

 

 
Moreover, in a classic example from the Hart-Fuller debate published in the Harvard Law Review 

in 1958, Fuller makes use of the "the core and the penumbra"509 example to reiterate the idea that 

laws must be applied keeping in mind a context. A case pertaining to the ‘core’ would be one 

which is directly envisaged in the legislation. He uses the example of a law banning the use of a 

vehicle in a park. In such a case a car would fall squarely within the definition of ‘vehicle’. 

However, the cases lying in the ‘penumbra’ of this definition of ‘vehicle’ would include modes of 

travel not thought of by the law maker such as a skateboard or an aeroplane flying overhead. 

Whether these would fall within the definition of ‘vehicle’ as intended by the law maker, would 

be an analysis that is to be carried out by the judge on a case-to-case basis depending on the 

common law philosophy of the state. Such a distinction may be difficult for AI to navigate.510 

 

 
 

AI’s Influence on Legal Ethics 

 

 
There are a few ethical obligations which need to be followed by lawyers with regards toon the 

use and non-use of technology. Lawyers should be aware of the advantages and limitations of 

artificial intelligence and must supervise and exercise judgement when it comes to the on the work 

done by AI software. This will help to prevent any mistakes or bias which may creep in because 

of the inability of the software to recognise the data points or unverified, lack of verified data. It 

may also help identify the , creators personal stereotypical or prejudicial opinions that seep in the 

 

 

 

 

 
 

509 Lon L. Fuller, Positivism and Fidelity to Law: A Reply to Professor Hart, 71 Harv. L. R., 630 (1958), 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/1338226. 

 

510Id. Lon L. Fuller, Positivism and Fidelity to Law: A Reply to Professor Hart, 71 Harvard Law Review , 630 (1958), 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/1338226. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/1338226
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1338226
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task at hand., etc. Lawyers should not fear technology or the and use of AI software. Instead, 

theybut should rather embrace it because professional and legal ethics require them to do so.511 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

511 Janine Cerny, Steve Delchin & Huu Nguyen, Legal Ethics in the Use of Artificial Intelligence, 

SQUIREPATTONBOGGS,(Feb. 2019), https://www.squirepattonboggs.com/- 

/media/files/insights/publications/2019/02/legal-ethics-in-the-use-of-artificial- 

intelligence/legalethics_feb2019.pdfhttps://www.squirepattonboggs.com/- 

/media/files/insights/publications/2019/02/legal-ethics-in-the-use-of-artificial-intelligence/legalethics_feb2019.pdf. 

http://www.squirepattonboggs.com/-
http://www.squirepattonboggs.com/-
http://www.squirepattonboggs.com/-
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PART 3 

 
Privacy 

 
AI has become pervasive in our everyday lives and has made it our personal lives very easy and 

efficient. AI has quickly become the main medium through which scientific advancements, human 

wellbeing, economic developments and other, complex mathematical calculations etc. are carried 

out. However, AI algorithms rely on huge amounts of user data collected through one’s usage of 

the internet. This data is handled by the AI system programmes and its operators. All this can lead 

to it influencing every decision we make, in a way that may not always align with our views and 

values on various relevant issues512.that are relevant to the issues affecting our lives.513 For 

example, in the 2016 US elections, Cambridge Analytica had conducted an extensive advertising 

campaign, using data collected through machine learning. This helped target susceptible voters 

based on their individual psychology. While the paranoid people received advertisements 

validating their fears, while the conservative people received advertisements reasserting their 

traditions and family values.514 

 

 
Nowadays, we are delegating most of our work to AI. but now we must now also guarantee proper 

accountability in protecting our basic human rights which are being violated globally. Biometric 

monitoring, video surveillance and other such methods etc. is being increasingly implemented by 

governments across the world to thwart terrorist attacks and hinder criminal activities. However, 

by using this same technology the government actively tracks every movement of its citizens 

which infringes on their right to individual privacy. It and may even result in discrimination based 

on religious beliefs, sexual orientation, political ideology etc. For example, the new facial 

recognition technology has led to wrongful arrests and killings. because iIt fails to recognise key 

facial features that define people because this technology is primarily created by white individuals 

 
 

512 Francesca Rossi, Building Trust in Artificial Intelligence, 72 Journal of International Affairs 127–134 (2018), 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/26588348. 

513Francesca Rossi, Building Trust in Artificial Intelligence, 72 Journal of International Affairs 127–134 (2018), 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/26588348. 

514 Ünver, H. Akın, Politics of Digital Surveillance, National Security and Privacy, CENTRE FOR ECONOMICS AND 

FOREIGN POLICY STUDIES 1-3 (2018), https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep17009. , 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep17009. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/26588348
http://www.jstor.org/stable/26588348
https://www.jstor.org/stable/26588348
http://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep17009
http://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep17009
http://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep17009
http://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep17009
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based on white facial characteristics; and are used to track and recognise people of all types of skin 

colour even while tracking people of colour.515 

 

 
In the case of Justice K. S. Puttaswamy (retired) v. Union of India 2017516 (also known as the 

Aadhar judgement), the Supreme Court of India stated that stated that, “privacy is a fundamental 

right guaranteed under Article 21 of the Constitution of India”. What remains to be seen is how 

this is implemented by the central government. 

 

 
To quote Benjamin Franklin, “Those who give up essential liberty, to purchase temporary safety, 

deserve neither liberty nor safety”517, - an adage which has never resonated more with the times 

than the 21st st century. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

515 Maria Stefania Cataleta, Humane Artificial Intelligence: The Fragility of Human Rights Facing AI, East-West 

Center 1-7, 2020, https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep25514https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep25514. 

516 K.S. Puttusawmy (retd.) & Anr. vs Union of India & Ors., A.I.R.(2017) 10 S.C.C. 641. 

517 Gregory Ferenstein, How the world butchered Benjamin Franklins quote on Liberty vs. Security,TECH 

CRUNCH,(Feb. 14,2014 10:04 AM), https://techcrunch.com/2014/02/14/how-the-world-butchered-benjamin- 

franklins-quote-on-liberty-vs-security/ 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep25514
http://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep25514
http://www.jstor.org/stable/resrep25514
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PART 4 

 
Personal Experience 

 
The other day, I spent close to a few hours trying to figure out how to get Google to stop recording 

each and every choice I make on my android device. That is roughly 3000 times the amount of 

time it must have taken me to give Google that permission during the last update. I was worried 

about my privacy and how there is a violation of it that right when these monopolistic technology 

companies gather and own more of my personal information (passwords, account details, photos, 

emails, etc.) . than even my government or for that matter my prefrontal cortex does. The irony 

here is that I have myself relinquished my privacy by uploading my whole life on Facebook, 

Instagram, LinkedIn etc. when I was a naive 14-year-old. Now, I know it is hypocritical of me to 

complain because I still do it and will keep on doing it, since, as Aristotle rightly opined, “man 

isIS a social animal.”518 

 

 
These days, we can see companies such as law firms, tech-companies, consultancy firms etc. 

opting to have personal servers which are protected better than the vault at the neighbourhood SBI. 

This helps, to prevent the leaking of confidential user and transactional data. However, the above 

alternative cannot be availed by an average Joe, like a student such as myself and hence, my data, 

including what I search for on Amazon, is out there for everyone to see and use as they please. 

 

 
We think these free apps do not cause harm to us, - i.e.i.e., non-criminal, unimportant members of 

society. In fact, most people today do not care about privacy or data protection as long as their 

work gets done efficiently. We are so used to and ignorant, that nowadays quite a few people have 

stopped caring about privacy or data protection as long as their work is getting done efficiently. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

518 Aristole., Susemihl, F. & Hicks, R., THE POLITICS OF ARISTOLE (Macmillan ed. 1894). 
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CONCLUSION 

 
This paper starts with discussing the (lack of) definition of AI and the consequent regulatory 

hurdles faced by governments around the world not only our government but the governments 

around the world. While some are passing individual legislation due to AI’s wide scope, others are 

taking the ‘wait and watch’ approach to see its impact on their citizens. The recent ban of Chinese 

apps by India on the pretext of China’s use of AI to collect user data and store it outside India 

without their permission, being a threat to national security is a telling move and sovereignty of 

India, tells us that Although the move was politically motivated, it was a step in the right direction 

to protect the data of its citizens. 

In the next part we see the world of law and how it is using technology powered by AI to ease its 

burden and even helping hand to sort through past precedents. This enables them to come to well 

analysed conclusions through AI programs like IBM Watson, ROSS Intelligence, etc. and for the 

lawyers and law firms it is also helping. It also helps the lawyers and their firms to in reducing 

costs in various fields such as and also in customer acquisition. We see how lawyers and judges 

are still relevant till at least singularity is achieved in A.I. and it can learn how to make decisions 

without being solely dependent only depending on past data and precedents. 

The last part touches upon the issue of privacy and how AI powered software and programs are 

collecting our data and trying to predict our every move or decision we make before the user makes 

it. Although there are some positives that have come out of this as well, like the decision in the 

Justice K.S. Puttaswamy519 case where the Supreme Court stated that privacy is a fundamental 

right. 

Thus, through this paper we see how AI is used in almost all aspects of our lives be it personal or 

professional. AI has both positives and negatives but till now we have only been focusing on the 

positives and how it has made our lives very efficient and comfortable. We must now begin Now 

it is high time we start to focus on the negatives and see how it has invaded our personal space. 

Thus, the government should bring out a comprehensive legislation which covers both the positive 

and negative uses of AI. The government should also devise a reward based system if it is used in 

a positive way and should levy punishments in the form of fines and even jail terms if required. 

 

 

 

519 Supra note 19. 
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On a personal level, we should not upload each and everything thing about ourselves online and 

learn to not depend on it as much as we do now. 
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